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Preface

In revising this small book, which has been out of print

for two years, we have kept it much as it was in organization

and substance We have, however, rewritten every chapter

with the aim of making clearer than before the uses, pro

cedures and limitations of the focused interview Experience

has strengthened our opinion that, for a manual of this kind,

an analytical table of contents is more useful than an index,

we have therefore continued to provide the one rather than

the other

Our greatest debt is to Paul F Lazarsfeld for his wise

counsel during the time the focused interview was taking

shape as a tool of social research We are indebted also to

Herta Herzog for her considerable help while she was work-

ing with us on studies of mass communications Tirst drafted

for the Research Branch of the Information and Education

Division of the War Department, the manual owes much to

the wartime director of professional staff, Samuel A Stouffer

and to the former head of the Experimental Section, Carl I

Ho\land We want to thank Mrs Mane Klink for her care

in t)ping the manuscript from almost illegible copy Finally,

we acknowledge with appreciation a grant by the Eda K
Locb Fund m aid of revision and publication
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Chapter I-PURPOSES AND CRITERIA
PAGE

Nature of the Focused Interview ^

Distinctive characteristics of focused interview. 1. Inter-

viewees are known to have been involved in a particular

situation (have taken part in an experiment, have seen a

film, heard a radio program, etc.) . 2. Investigator has pro-

visionally analyzed situation and developed hypotheses re-

garding probable responses to it. 3. This content or

situational analysis provides basis for interview guide,

setting forth major areas of inquiry and providing criteria

of relevance for interview data. 4. Interview focuses on sub-

jective experiences to ascertain interviewees’ definitions of

situation in which they were involved.

Uses of the Focused Interview 5

Initially developed in the course of communications re-

search and propaganda analysis, focused interview can be
used to study broader fields of human experience. Four
major uses: 1. Specifying effective stimulus: aims to identify

x or pattern of x’s in the total stimulus situation centrally

invohed in observed efFects. 2. Interpreting discrepancies

between anticipated and actual effects: a tool to aid selec-

tion among wide range of post factum interpretations of

such discrepancies. 3. Interpreting discrepancies between
prevailing effects and effects among subgroups ("deviant
cases’*) : aids interpretation of variability of response. 4. Dis-

IX
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ceming psychological and social processes involved in ex-

perimentally induced effects provides clues to process and

mechanisms called into play by situation

Criteria of the Effective Focused Interview

A large number of verbatim interview transcripts provide

basis for a set of criteria which seem to distinguish produc-

tive from unproductive interview materials Effective inter-

views satisfy these criteria

1. Range Enable interviewees to maximut reported

range of evocative elements and patterns in stimulus

situation as well as range of responses

2 Spectficity Elicit specific reports of aspects of stimulus

situation to which interviewees have responded

3 Depth Help interviewees describe affective, cognitive,

and evaluative meanings of situation and the degree

of their involvement in it

4. Personal context Ascertain attributes and prior ex

perience of interviewees which endow situation with
these distinctive meanings

These criteria are interrelated although they are different

dimensions of same concrete body of interview material, it

is useful to examine them separately.

Non-Direction . . . .12
In general, interviewees, rather than interviewer, are en-
couraged to structure stimulus situation They indicate
aspects of situation most significant to them and pro-
gressively explore their responses Non directive procedures
seem most effective in maintaining this hind of spontaneity.

Procedures jy
Non-direction in the interview means sustained reliance
on unstructured questions But questions have varying
degree of structure

1 Unstructured question (stimulus and response free)
Tor example, ' What tmpressed )0u most in this film?”
or • What stood out especially m this conlerence?"

2. Semi structured question
Type A. Response structured, stimulus free. For ex-
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ample, “What did you learn from this pamphlet that

you hadn’t known before?”

Type B: Stimulus structured, response free. For ex-

ample, “How did you feel about the episode of Joe’s

discharge from the army as a psychoneurotic?”

3. Structured question (stimulus and response struc-

tured)

For example, “Judging from the film, do you think

that the German fighting equipment was better, as

good as, or poorer than the equipment used by

Americans?” or “As you listened to Chamberlain’s

speech, did you feel it was propagandists or informa-

tive?”

Although especially useful in opening stages, relatively

unstructured questions can be profitably used through-

out interview.

Objectives of the Manual 17

Assumed that many recurrent situations and problems in

the focused interview can be effectively handled by com-
municable and teachable procedures. On this view, “art of

interviewing” involves following elements: 1. recognizing

typical situations and problems confronting interviewer;

2. knowledge of probably effective and previously de-

veloped procedures for coping with each type of situation;

and 3. skill in application of these procedures.

Plan of the Manual 19

So far as possible, procedures useful in eliciting significant

data are discussed in connection with principal criteria of
focused interview. Problems distinctive of focused interview
with a group examined in a separate chapter. Finally, cer-

tain “additional problems,” likely to arise in any phase of
the interview, are discussed in a concluding chapter.

Chapter II-RETROSPECTION
The Reporting of Circumstantial Detail 21

Detailed reporting essential to objectives of focused inter-

view: Detailed reports of responses essential for depth and
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personal context, detailed reports of effective aspects of

stimulus situation for range and specificity Objectives of

interview differ from, those of questionnaire

Expediting Detail through Retrospection

Detailed reporting facilitated by reinstating original situa

non as vividly as possible This requires interviewee to

recall stimulus situation to which he was exposed and his

reactions to it

failures in Retrospection

Without retrospection, experience is inadequately reported

Responses may be unlinked to stimulus situation, may be

superficial, etc

Procedures Aiding Retrospection

The Program Analyzer

A mechanical device enabling interviewer 1 to detect

parts of ongoing stimulus situation which has significant

meaning for the subjects and 2 to refer to their positive

or negative reactions to these significant segments of the

experience Enables interviewer to facilitate retrospection

by partially reinstating both stimulus and response

Graphic Re Presentation of Original Situation

Reinstating the original stimulus situation by re present

ing parts of it showing a still from a film, play backs
’

from a radio program, excerpts from printed material
Such re presentation 1 helps interviewee recall stimulus
situation more clearly, 2 helps interviewer to verify in
temev.ee s reference, and 3 in grpup interview, helps
establish a common universe of discourse for members of
the group

Verbal Cues

Whether Analyzer or graphic re presentation are used or
not, inters ie\v er relies greatly on verbal cues to retrospec
tion Various kinds of verbal cues

1 Questions referring to process of retrospection . .

Interviewer can often encourage retrospection simply
b) describing it refers in a general way to both stimu
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lus situation and response without structuring them
and suggests that interviewee "look, back” or “think

back” on them.

2. Questions including reference to stimulus situation .

By focusing interviewee’s attention on his original ex-

perience, allusions to stimulus situation tend to curb

the ever-present tendency to report current appraisals

of past experiences.

3. Verbal cues to past response

When interviewee fails to indicate responses to self-

selected part of stimulus situation, retrospective ques-

tion helps elicit detailed reports of response ("What
were your feelings when you watched that part?”)

.

Pitfalls in Verbal Cues to Retrospection 34

1. Structuring the situation or response 34

In referring to stimulus situation or to response, in-

terviewer may unwittingly impose his own structuring

of situation on interviewee, often leading him to re-

spond to what he assumes interviewer finds significant,

rather than reporting his own experience of the situa-

tion.

2. Emphasizing sheer recall 36

Questions in which interviewer endeavors to reinstate

stimulus situation by asking "Do you remember . . .
?”

are generally avoided: they tend to emphasize unaided
recall rather than renewed retrospection to original

experience.

Chapter III—RANGE

Range refers to extent of relevant interview data. Adequacy
of range gauged by degree to which data 1. exemplify types

of responses anticipated on basis of prior analysis of stimu-

lus situation; 2. suggest interrelations between responses;

and 3. identify unanticipated responses.

Gauging Range 41

Interview guide provides crude measure of adequacy of

co\erage oE anticipated responses, but not of other tjpes.
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Consequent need for being alerted to cues indicating oc-

currence of unanticipated responses.

43
Fallacies in Seeking Range

Fallacy of Arresting the Reports • • • * 43

Interviewer sometimes adheres so closely to interview

guide as to discourage comments concerning topics not

expressly mentioned in guide. Results m neglect of un-

anticipated responses

Fallacy of Forcing Topics 44

Misuse of interview guide intruding questions or topics

prior to evidence that interviewee is in fact concerned

with matter to which question refers.

Fallacy of Adhering to Fixed Questions 47

If excessively oriented toward interview guide, inter-

viewer may overlook unanticipated implications of an

interviewee’s remarks May introduce questions from
guide which are largely irrelevant to implications of

interviewee's comments

Fallacy of Rapid Shifts 50

Range not to be confused with superficiality. No topic
introduced without sustained effort to explore it in some
detail

Procedures 53

Unstructured Questions . 53

Unstructured questions particularly appropriate in early
stages of interview Effective as opening questions, per-
mitting interviewee to specify foci of his attention, yield-
ing preliminary range of items to be followed up
Subsequent periodic use of unstructured questions to
yield significant data

Transittonal Questions 55
Value of having transitions to new topics effected by
interviewee

1* Interviewee transitions 55
Four types have been identified 1 interviewee seek-
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ing to move from irrelevant topic; 2. seeking escape

from highly emotionalized area or one on which he

is not yet ready to comment; 3. shifting to new area

which is of central significance to him; or 4. shifting

to new topic after having exhausted his report on pre-

ceding one. Experience as basis for recognizing these

several types and for introducing appropriate tactics

for each.

2. Interviewer transitions 57

Occasions on which interviewer takes lead in making
transitions. Interviewer transitions either cued or re-

versional: In cued transition, interviewer adapts re-

mark or allusion by interviewee to ease him into

consideration of new topic; in reversional transition,

serves to reinstitute discussion of prematurely aban-

doned topic.

Mutational Questions 60

Toward close of interview, important topics may still

remain to be covered. Explicit reference to these re-

quired when unstructured and transitional questions

prove ineffective.

Chapter IV-SPECIFICITY

Research Functions of Specificity 65

Focused interview inquires into specific meanings of sig-

nificant details to identify effective stimuli patterns.

Specificity not atomistic.

Processes of Specification 69

Specification requires subject 1. to designate significant

aspects of stimulus situation and 2. to link particular re-

sponses to these.

Procedures 70

Specification of Situation after Response 70

Specification of salient aspects of stimulus situation best

elicited after general response to gross part of situation
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has been reported. This advisable for two reasons: 1.

reverse sequence increases likelihood that remembered
and reported aspects of situation are not those which
initially evoked response; and 2. reports of response often
include some account of evocative situation, thus en-
abling interviewee to link response to situation from
outset.

Explicit References to Stimulus Situation
Direct references to stimulus situation curb interviewee’s
tendency to express generalized attitudes and opinions.

Selected Problems in Facilitating Specificity of Report . .

Types of interview situations requiring "specifying” oues-tmns, and procedures for dealing with die:
’
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Chapter V-DEPTH
Depth refers to self-revelatory reports of how stimulus situ-

ation was experienced.

Functions of Depth Interviewing 96

Depth responses enable interviewer to determine 1. degree

of detachment or personal involvement in experience, and

2. peripheral or salient character of responses.

Procedures 99

Flexibility of Interview Situation 99

Flexible interviews encourage orientation to stimulus

situation, rather than to interviewer, thus facilitating

depth and curbing stereotyped reports.

Retrospective Focus 101

Focus on past experience, through reinstatement of

stimulus situation, promotes elaboration of reported

responses.

Focus on Feelings 102

Questions explicitly referring to affective aspects (e.g.,

“How did you feel when . . . ?”) encourage reports of

depth responses.

Restatement of Implied or Expressed Feelings .... 104

Occasional restatements of implied or expressed feelings

prove effective by 1. inviting progressive elaboration of

response and 2. establishing common ground for mutual
understanding. When interviewee indicates that he is

not )et ready to admit these feelings, restatements can be
extensive (in group interview) or projective (in indi-

vidual interview)

.

Comparative Situations 108

Suggested comparisons between stimulus situation and
significant experiences subjects are known or can be pre-

sumed to have had often aid verbalization of affect.

Chapter VI-PERSONAL CONTEXTS
The Concept of Personal Context 115

Criterion of personal context met by uncovering experi-
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encn and statuses which help explain distinctive definitions

of stimulus situation.

Types of Context

Two major Kinds of personal context: 1. idiosyncratic, oc-

curring with little frequency; 2. role context, generally

common among persons occupying particular social status.

Relevance of Personal Contexts

Knowledge of personal context essential for understanding

unanticipated responses.

Procedures

Identification

Focus on aspects of stimulus situation with which inter-

viewee has identified himself encourages detailed report-

ing of personal contexts. Bases of identification may be

mentioned spontaneously by interviewee, or may be sug-

gested by interviewer if he has reason to infer that iden-

tification has occurred.

Controlled Projection ^25

Working assumption that responses attributed to others

by interviewee are projections of own responses. Inter-

viewer gradually shifts questions to plane of personal

reference.

Paralleling of Experience 131

Request for parallel experiences in the life of inter-

viewees (e g., "Can you give me an example of that from
your own experience?”) often aids reporting of personal
contexts. Directive technique becomes most appropriate
toward close of interview when identification and con-
trolled projection no longer elicit personal contexts.

Chapter VII—THE GROUP INTERVIEW

Little known systematically about distinctive merits of
group and individual interview. Consideration of relative
adiantages and disadvantages of interviewing group:

The Setting of the Group Interview 136
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Size of Group 136

Size of group governed by two considerations: I. should

not be so large that it is unwieldy or inhibits participa-

tion by most members; 2. should not be so small that it

lacks substantially greater coverage than found in indi-

vidual interview. Optimum size roughly about 10 to 12

persons.

Composition of Group 137

Social and intellectual homogeneity promotes effective

participation of all group members. Educational

homogeneity probably most important.

Spatial Arrangements 139

Circular pattern, with interviewer as one of group, most

conducive to full and spontaneous reporting. Reasons

for avoiding “classroom” arrangement, with interviewer

as “teacher” and informants as “students.”

Advantages of the Group Interview 141

Release of Inhibitions 141

As each group member introduces personal comments,
standards are set for others to report progressively per-

sonalized comments. Expressions of interest by inter-

viewer serve to release restraint.

Widening Range of Response 145

Group interview evidently uncovers wider range of ex-

perience and responses than individual interview.

Activating Forgotten Details 146

Group interaction serves to remind individual of details

of experience otherwise overlooked.

Disadvantages of the Group Interview 147

Responses to Interview Situation 147

Group interaction may result in controversies or discus-

sions unrelated to stimulus situation. Interviewer re-

directs attention to initial situation.

The ‘leader effect/ Articulate members may be ac-

corded status as “leader" in group interview. Effects:

1. others may look to leader for guidance and report

responses in agreement with his; 2. several leaders may
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monopolize discussion; 3. leader may structure stimulus

situation for others.

Interruptions of Continuity 150

Continuity of group discussion sometimes interrupted by

one informant, with result that topic is not explored in

detail.

Inhibiting Effect of the Group 151

Of two kinds. 1. interviewees may hesitate to reveal cer-

tain attitudes or experiences in quasi-public situation of
group interview; 2. articulate subjects may withhold
significant responses on assumption that others in group
want to express themselves.

Procedures

Facilitating Reports by Entire Group
Controlling loquacious interviewees. Interviewer con-

trols interviewees who (a) digress from subject matter of
interview, or (b) monopolize discussion. In first case,
picks up pertinent reference or allusion in digression and
redirects attention to interview topic. In second case,
invites wider participation.

Activating reticent interviewees. Unstructured ques-
tions about new interview topic sometimes addressed to
uncommunicative subjects as means of drawing them
ut. Without evidence of interest in topic, direct ques-

tions not asked of reticent interviewees.
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action; when it leads to digression or controversy, re-

directs discussion.

Coping with Interruptions 164

Allowing interruptions to run their course. Either inter-

rupted speaker then returns to report of response, or

interviewer reverts to it.

Ascertaining Response Frequencies 165

Enumerations of group response kept to minimum to

insure spontaneity and informality of interview. When
frequency data needed, interviewer 1. asks for count after

subject matter has emerged in interview; 2. holds alterna-

tive responses clearly in mind, and presents them in

succinct and balanced way; 3. elicits show of hands on
all alternatives; and 4. follows enumeration with inten-

sive review of meanings of responses.

Counteracting the Leader Effect 168

Minimizing leader effect by centering attention on other

members of group.

Chapter VIII-SELECTED PROBLEMS

Opening the Interview 171

Explanation of Purpose 171

Clarifying objectives of interview. Definition of inter-

view as primarily dealing with reactions to stimulus

situation, rather than summary evaluations of it.

Defining Roles of Interviewer and Interviewee .... 173

Interviewer stresses his affective detachment in situation,

inviting critical comments. Helps interviewee define his

role as witness to his own experience, rather than as

guinea pig, judge or technical consultant.

Defining the Relationship between Interviewees . . . 175

Interviewer states at outset expectation of variability of

response.

Interviewer adapts language to educational level and
statuses of interviewees and retains their colloquialisms.

The Use of Idiom 176
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Opening Questions

Effective opening questions 1. direct attention to stimu-

lus situation, 2. lead interviewees to specify effective

aspects of the situation, and 3. encourage them to de-

scribe responses. In group interview particularly, inter-

viewer provides for interviewees enumerating recalled

items before probing any one.

Controlling the Expression of Interviewers’ Sentiments . . 178

Interviewer's role a blend of detachment and interest.

Expression o£ own sentiments leads to problems:

Spurious Reports 179

By commenting on "correctness” of response, interviewer

invites proper, rather than authentic, reports.

Defense of Ego Feelings 180

Interviewer may unwittingly express sentiment or

opinion which interviewee considers reflection on his

intelligence or knowledgeability. Frequent result: de-

fensive reiteration of original statement.

The Treatment of Interviewees’ Questions 183

Answering questions addressed to interviewer regarding
objectives or auspices of interview. Those seeking to elicit

interviewer’s attitudes or perceptions not answered. Latter
situation effectively met by restating implied meaning of
question and redirecting revised question to interviewee.
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CHAPTER I

Purposes

and Criteria

Nature of the Focused Interview

The focused interview differs in several respects from

other types of research intervierv which might appear similar

at first glance. In broad outline, its distinguishing character-

istics are as follows. First of all, the persons interviewed are

known to have been involved in a particular situation: they

have seen a film, heard a radio program, read a pamphlet,

article or book, taken part in a psychological experiment or

in an uncontrolled, but observed, social situation (for ex-

ample, a political rally, a ritual or a riot) . Secondly, the

hypothetically significant elements, patterns, processes and
total structure of this situation have been provisionally

analyzed by the social scientist. Through this content or situ-

ational analysis, he has arrived at a set of hypotheses concern-

ing the consequences of determinate aspects of the situation

for those involved in it. On the basis of this analysis, he takes

the third step of developing an interview guide, setting forth

the major areas of inquiry and the hypotheses which provide

criteria of relevance for the data to be obtained in the inter-

view. Fourth and finally, the interview is focused on the sub-

jective experiences of persons exposed to the pre-anal>zed

situation in an effort to ascertain their definitions of the situ-

ation. The array of reported responses to the situation helps

w
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test hypotheses and, to the extent that it includes unantici-

pated responses, gives rise to fresh hypotheses for more sys-

tematic and rigorous investigation.

From this synopsis it will be seen that a distinctive pre-

requisite of the focused interview is a prior analysis of the
situation in which subjects have been involved. Such fore-
knowledge of the situation is clearly at an optimum in the
case of experimentally contrived situations, although it can
be acquired also in uncontrolled, but observed, situations.
Equipped in advance with an analysis of the situation, the
interviewer can readily distinguish the objective facts of the
case from the subjective definitions of the situation. He is
thus alerted to the patterns of selective response. Through
his familiarity with the objective situation, the interviewer
is better prepared to recognize symbolic or functional
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The interviewer who has previously analyzed the situation

on which the interview focuses is in a peculiarly advantageous

position to elicit such detail. In the usual depth interview#

one can encourage informants to reminisce about their ex-

periences. In the focused interview, the interviewer can play

a more active role; he can introduce more explicit verbal -

cues to the stimulus situation or even re-present it, as we
shall see. In either case, this ordinarily activates a concrete

report of responses by interviewees.

Uses of the Focused Interview

The focused interview was initially developed to meet
certain problems growing out of communications research

and propaganda analysis. The outlines of such problems ap-

pear in detailed case studies by Dr. Herta Herzog, dealing

with the gratification found by listeners in various types of

radio programs .
1 With the sharpening of objectives, research

interest centered on the analysis of responses to particular

pamphlets, radio programs, and motion pictures. During the

war. Dr. Herzog and the senior author of this manual were

assigned by several war agencies to study the social and

psychological effects of specific efforts to build morale. In the

course of this work, the focused interview was progressively

developed to a relatively standardized form.

In the beginning, the primary, though not the exclusive,

purpose of the focused interview was to provide some basis

for interpreting statistically significant effects of mass com-

munications. But, in general, experimental studies of effects,

and inquiries into patterned definitions of social situations

might well profit by the use of focused interviews in research.

The character of such applications can be briefly illustrated

I. "What Do We Really Know about Daytime Serial Listeners?,” in Paul
F. Lazarsfeld and Frank N. Stanton (ed$), Radio Research, 1942-43 (New
York: Duel!, Sloan and Pearce, 1941)

.
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b> examining the role of the focused interview at four dis-

tinct points:

1. specif) ing the cffectite stimulus;

2. interpreting discrepancies between anticipated and actual

effects; _
3 interpreting discrepancies between prevailing effects and

effects among subgroups—
1"dewant cases”;

4. interpreting processes insolsed in experimentally induced

effects

1. Experimental studies of effect face the problem of what

might be called the specification of the stimulus, i.e., deter-

mining which x or patterns of x’s in the total stimulus situa-

tion led to the obsened effects. But, largely because of the

practical difficulties which it entails, this requirement is often

not satisfied in psychological or sociological experiments. In-

stead, a relatively undifferentiated complex of factors—such

as “emotional appeals," “competitive incentives," and “politi-

cal propaganda”—is regarded as “the" experimental variable.

This would be comparable to the statement that “living in

the tropics is a cause of higher rates of malaria"; it is true

but unspecific. However crude they may be at the outset,

procedures must be devised to detect the causally significant

aspects of the total stimulus situation. Thus Gosneil con-

ducted an ingenious experiment on the “stimulation of vot-

ing." in which experimental groups of residents in twelve
districts in Chicago were sent "individual nonpartisan ap-

peals to register and vote.2 Roughly equivalent control
groups did not receive this lacnAutc.. It. xsw*. Ccsvwvd 0.vaA the
experimental groups rtsjK»ndcd l>y a significantly higher
proportion of registration and voting. But what does this
result demonstrate? Was it the nonpartisan character of the
circulars, the explicit nature of the instructions which they
contained, the particular symbols and appeals utilized in the

: limn
i»-»i »/ res.

r Corn'll. Celling Out the Me An Exf^rimenl in the St, mule
•>{ {U Jajo Unimili) o{ Chicago Picm. 1927)

.
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notices, or what? In short, to use Gosnell’s own phrasing,

what were "the particular stimuli being tested”?

According to the ideal experimental design, such ques-

tions would, of course, be answered by a series of successive

experiments, which test the effects of each pattern of putative

causes. In practice not only does the use of this procedure

in social experimentation involve prohibitive problems of

cost, labor, and administration; it also assumes that the ex-

perimenter has managed to detect the pertinent aspects of

the total stimulus pattern. The focused interview provides a

useful near-substitute for such a series of experiments; for,

despite great sacrifices in scientific exactitude, it enables the

experimenter to arrive at plausible hypotheses concerning

the significant items to which subjects responded. Through
interviews focused on this problem, Gosnell, for example,

could probably have arrived at testable hypotheses about the

elements in his several types of “nonpartisan” materials

which proved effective for different segments of his experi

mental group 3 Such a procedure provides an approximate

solution for problems4 heretofore consigned to the realm of

3 Significantly enough, Gosnell did interview citizens in several election

districts who received notices However, he apparently did not focus the

interviews in such fashion as to enable him to determine the significant phases

of the total stimulus pattern See his summary remark that ‘ interviews

brought out the fact that [the notices] had been read with interest and that

they had aroused considerable curiosity ’ And note his speculation that * part

of the effect [of the mail canvass] may have been due to the novelty of the
appeal* (op cit

, pp 29, 71) Properly oriented focused interviews would
have enabled him to detect the points of ' interest,” the ineffectual aspects of

the notices, and differences in response by different types of citizens

4 The same problem arises m a more complicated and difficult form when
the experimental situation is not a limited event but an elaborate complex
of experiences Thus Chapin studied the gams in social participation which
can be attributed “to the effects of living in the [public] housing project
As he recognized, * improved housing” is an unanalyzed experimental * situ

ation managerial policies, increased leisure, architectural provision for group
meetings, and a host of other items are varying elements of the program of
‘ improved housing ’ (See F S Chapm, “An Experiment on the Social Effects

of Good Housing,’ American Sociological Review, 5 [1940], 868 79)
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the unknown or the speculative, and provides for further

and more sharply focused experiments.

2. There is also the necessity for interpreting the effects

which are found to occur. Quite frequently, for example, the

experimenter will note a discrepancy between the observed

effects and those anticipated on the basis of other findings

or previously formulated theories. Or, again, he may find

that one subgroup in his experimental population exhibits

effects which differ in degree or direction from those ob-

lerved among other parts oE the population. Unless the re-

search is to remain a compendium of unintegrated empirical

findings, some effort must be made to interpret such “con-

tradictory" results. But the difficulty here is that of selecting

among the wide range of post factum interpretations of the

deviant findings. The focused interview provides a tool for

this purpose. For example:

Rosenthal’s study of the effect of "pro-radical” motion-

picture propaganda on the socioeconomic attitudes of college

students provides an instance of discrepancy between anttci-

pated and actual effects.
B He found that a larger proportion

of subjects agreed with the statement “radicals are enemies
of society” after they had seen the film As is usually the
case when seemingly paradoxical results are obtained, this

called forth an "explanation”: "This negative effect of the
propaganda was probably due to the many scenes of radical
orators, marchers, and demonstrators.”

Clearly ad hoc in nature, this "interpretation” is little

more than speculation; but it is the type of speculation which
the focused interview is particularly suited to examine, cor-
rect, and develop. Such interviews would have indicated how
the audience actually responded to the "orators, marchers,
and demonstrators"; the author’s conjecture would have been
recast into theoretical terms and either confirmed or refuted.
(As we shall see, the focused interview has, in fact, been used

P™mhaV °l Soaocconomic Attitudes under RadicalMotion Picture Propaganda.’ Archives 0/ Psychology, No. 166 (1M4).
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ff \
7

to locate the probable source of such “boomerang effects” in

film, radio, pamphlet, and cartoon propaganda.)

In a somewhat similar experiment, Peterson and Thur-

stone found an unexpectedly small change m attitudes

among high-school students who had seen a paci s •

The investigators held it . .
probable that die picture,

‘Journey’s End/ is too sophisticated in its propagan

high school children.”

Once again, the plausibility of a post factum interpretation

would have been enhanced, and entirely different hypot eses

would have been developed had they conducted a ocu*e

interview.8 How did the children conceive the film? ° w a

did they primarily respond? Answers to these an simi ar

questions would yield the hind of data needed to interpre

the unanticipated result. ,

3. We may turn again to Gosnell’s study to 1 ustra e

tendency toward ad hoc interpretations of discrepancies

tween prevailing effects and effects among subgroups (

viant cases”) and the place of focused interviews in avoi mg

them.

Gosnell found that, in general, a larger proportio^
^

citizens registered or voted in response to a no i

hortatory character, containing a cartoon a"
]v

slogans” than in response to a “factual” notice, w i

called attention to voting regulations. But he ou

of “exceptions,” which invited a medley of ad not

hypotheses. In a predominantly German e ec 10

6 Paul F Lazarsfeld and Robert K Merton. "Studies in Radio and F
^

Propaganda," Transactions of the New York Academy> of
( Boomerang

6 (1943) . 58 79. Robert K Merton and Patnaa KcndaU.
1 ^ (Natlona i

Effect—Problems o£ the Health and Welfare Publicist,
Patricia Ren

Publicity Council) . XXI (1944) . and Paul F Laza
[^

el
jJ * (prepared

daU. "The Listener Talks Back." in Radio m Health
(New York;

under the auspices of the New York Academy of Media ) K

Columbia University Press, 1945). , . cnct al

p- Ruth C Peterson and L L Thurstone. Motion Pictures an

Attitudes of Children (New York' Macmillan Co . 1933)
- r Merton,

.
® the Problems of post factum interpretations see

* ^
Sociological Theory,” Amertcan Journal of Sociology

,

5 ( / »
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the factual notice had a greater effect than the “cartoon

notice' —a finding which at once led Gosnell to the sup-

position that
4
the word ‘slacker’ on the cartoon notice prob

ably revived war memories and therefore failed to arouse

interest in voting ” In Czech and Italian districts the factual

notices also proved more effective, but in these instances

Gosnell advances quite another interpretation * the in

formation cards were more effective than the cartoon notices

probably because they were printed in Czech (and Italian,

respectively] whereas the cartoon notices were printed in

English ’ And yet in a Polish district the factual notice, al

though printed in Polish, was slightly less effective than the

cartoon notice •

In short, lacking supplementary interviews focused on the

problem of deviant group responses, the investigator found
himself drawn into a series of self generated conjectures in

stead of deriving tentative interpretations from interviewees’

reports of actual experience This characteristic of the Gos
nell experiment, properly assessed by Catlm as an excep-

tionally well planned study, is, a fortiori, found in a host of

social and psychological experiments
4 Even brief introspective interviews as a supplement to

experimentation have proved useful for discerning processes
involved in experimentally induced effects Thus Zeigarmk,
in her well known experiment on memory and interrupted
tasks, was confronted with the result that in some cases in-

terrupted tasks were often forgotten, a finding at odds with
her modal findings and her initial theory 10 Interviews with
subjects exhibiting this “discrepant behavior revealed that
the uncompleted tasks which had been forgotten were ex
perienced as failures and, therefore, were subjectively “com
pleted She was thus able to incorporate this seeming
contradiction into her general theory The value of such
interpretative interviews is evidenced further in the fact that

9 Op at

,

pp 60 64 65 67

10 B Zeigarmk Das Behalten erledigter und unerledigter Handlungen
Psychologtsche Forschung, 9 (1927), 1 85

6 6
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Zeigamik’s extended theory, derived from the interviews,

inspired a series of additional experiments by Rosenzweig,

who, in part, focused on the very hypotheses which emerged

from her interview data.

Rosenzweig found experimentally that many subjects re-

called a larger percentage of their successes in tasks assigned

them than of their failures .
11 Interviews disclosed that this

“objective experimental result” was bound up with the per-

sonal symbolism which tasks assumed for different subjects

For example, one subject reported that a needed scholarship

depended “upon her receiving a superior grade in the psy-

chology course from which she had been recruited for this

experiment. Throughout the test her mind dwelt upon the

lecturer in this course: 'All I thought of during the experi-

ment was that it was an intelligence test and that he [the

lecturer} would see the results. I saw his name always before

me.’
”

Such supplementary data invited the hypothesis of repression

to interpret the results.

This brief review is perhaps sufficient to suggest the func-

tions of the focused interview as an adjunct to experimental

inquiry, as well as to studies of responses to situations en-

countered in everyday life.

Criteria of the

Effective Focused Interview

In order to achieve one or more of these several functions,

the interviewer must develop the practice of continuously

assessing the interview as it is in process. By drawing upon a

large number of interview transcripts, in which the ques-

tions and remarks of the interviewer as well as the responses

of interviewees have been recorded, we have evolved a set

of criteria which seem to distinguish between productive

and unproductive interview materials.

11 Saul Rosenzweig, “The Experimental Study of Repression,“ in H A.
Murray, (ed). Explorations in Personality (New York Oxford University
Press, 1938) . pp 472 90.
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been anticipated by tbc inquirer. There would be little point

in using the interview at all, if it simply resolved itself into

a fixed list of stock questions put by the interviewer. For this

would abandon a distinctive merit of the interview in com-

parison with the questionnaire: the give-and-take which

helps the interviewee decode and report the meanings which

a situation held for him. It would mean the loss of that col-

laboration which encourages the interviewee to continue his

self-exploration of an experience until some measure of

clarity is attained.

The maintenance of spontaneity of report is not, of course,

distinctive of the focused interview; on the contrary, it is one

of the characteristics which it shares with nondirective inter-

views generally. Since nondirective procedures for encourag-

ing spontaneity of report are not singled out for systematic

discussion later in this booh, it may be useful to summarize,

at this point, the gist of our thinking about them.

The value of a nondirective approach to interviewing has

become increasingly recognized, notably since the work of

Carl Rogers and of Roethlisberger and Dickson .

1 It gives

the interviewee an opportunity to express himself about ITia

^
ters of central significance to him rather than those presume

to be important by the interviewer .

13 That is, in contrast to

the polling approach, it uncovers what is on the interviewee s

mind rather than his opinion of what is on the interviewer s

mind. Furthermore, it allows his responses to be placed m

12 Carl R Rogers. Counseling and Psychotherapy ^ew Yorl; Houghton

Mifflin Co, 1942). PP 115 28. F J
Roethlisberger and W j Dickson.

Management and the Worker (Cambridge Harvard Universi y •

Chap XIII „ * j P fhp
13. Thus meeting the objection raised by Stuart A Rice A de e

interview for the purposes of fact finding in scientific research, »

the questioner takes the lead That is, the subject plays a more or P

sive role Information or points of view of the highest value ^ay

disclosed because the direction given the interview by the ques i

away from them In short, data obtained from an interview are as y

embody the preconceived ideas of the interviewer as the attitudes ot in.

subject interviewed,” (S A Rice £ed]. Methods in Social Science [ g

University of Chicago Press, 1931}, p. 561)

.
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their proper context rather than forced into a framework

which the interviewer considers appropriate. And, finally, it

ordinarily leads the interviewee to be more articulate and

expressive than in the directed interview .
14

Direction in interviewing is largely incompatible with

eliciting unanticipated responses. Private definitions of the

stimulus situation are rarely forthcoming when directive

techniques are used. By their very nature, direct questions

presuppose a certain amount of structuring by the inter-

viewer. Direct questions, even though they are not “leading”

in character, force subjects to focus their attention on items

and issues to which they might not have responded on their

own initiative. (This is a basic limitation of those question-

naires or schedules which provide no opportunity for subjects

to express a lack of concern with items on which they are

questioned.) For instance, a civilian group who had seen a

documentary film dealing with the war in Italy were asked:
Did you feel proud or annoyed when you saw how the

Americans were helping in the reconstruction of Naples?”
A directed question of this type at once prejudices the possi-
bility of determining how the interviewees had structured
the film. The film might have been experienced impersonally
as merely “interesting information.” The question implies
t at Americans were actually taking part in the reconstruc-
tion, although, as was found in other interviews, some found
the film vague on this point. Even had they recognized that
Americans were engaged in reconstruction, they may have
earne only from the question that others were also engaged
in the same work. Their replies reflected some of these im-
plications and suggestions which had colored their own
interpretation of the film and ruled out the possibility of

Porterfslates that mten
rePort»ng an unpublished study by E. H.

ih
^
intcm'ww ,a>k'd n'“,y

°ih't hand
'

on lbe
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indicating misapprehensions. A single direct question can

inadvertently supply many biasing connotations.

Nondirective techniques sometimes prove ineffective in

halting irrelevant and unproductive digressions, so that the

interviewer seemingly has no alternative but to introduce a

direct question. But in a focused interview the limits of

relevance arc largely self-defined for the interviewee by the

concrete situation to which he has been exposed. Not only

are digressions less likely to occur, but, when they do occur,

they are more easily dealt with by nondirective references to

the concrete situation. In other words, the focal character o

the experience results in a maximum yield of pertinent data

through nondirective procedures.

PROCEDURES

The interrelations of our criteria at once become evident

when we observe that nondirection simultaneously serves to

elicit depth, range, specificity and personal context of re-

sponses. Unstructured questions are intentionally couched in

such terms that they invite subjects to refer to virtually any

aspect of the stimulus situation or to report any o a range

of responses. In answering a query of this type, the in ivi ua

provides a crude guide to the comparative signi cance o

various aspects o£ the situation.

In the focused interview, then, an unstructured question

is one which does not fix attention on any specific aspect o

the stimulus situation or of the response; it is, so to sPea
_

blank page to be filled in by the interviewee. But questions

have varying degrees of structure. Several levels o struc ure

can be distinguished as a guide to the interviewer.

1. Unstructured question (stimulus and response free

)

.

What impressed you most in this film?

or

What stood out especially in this conference?

This type of query leads the interviewee, rather than the

interviewer, to indicate the foci of attention. He has an
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entirely free choice Not only is he given an opportunity to

refer to any aspect of the stimulus pattern, but the phrases

•'impressed you" and "stood out" are sufficiently general to

invite reports of quite varied types of responses

2 Semtstructured questton.

Type A Respome structured, stimulus free.

What did you learn from this pamphlet which you hadn’t

known before?

Type B Stimulus structured, response free.

How did you feel about the part describing Joe’s dis-

charge from the army as a psychoneurotic?

There is obviously increased guidance by the interviewer

in both types of query, but the informant still retains con

siderable freedom of reply In Type A, although restricted

to reports of newly acquired information, he is free to refer

to any item in the pamphlet In Type B, conversely, he is

confined to one section of the document but is free to indi-

cate the nature of his response

3 Structured question (stimulus and response structured)

.

Judging from the film, do you think, that the German
fighting equipment was better, as good as, or poorer than

the equipment used by Americans?

or

As you listened to Chamberlain’s speech, did you feel it

was propagandists or informative?

Through questions of this type the interviewer assumes
almost complete control of the interview Not only does he
single out items for comment, but he also suggests an order
of response u Inch he assumes was experienced. This leads to
an oral questionnaire rather than a free interview.

Although the fully unstructured question is especially ap-
propriate in the opening stages of the focused interview,
vs here its productivity is at a peak, it is profitably used
throughout the interview In some instances it may be neces-
sary for the interviewer to assume moTe control at later
stages of the interview, if the criteria of specificity, range,
depth and personal context are to be satisfied. But even in
such cases, as tie shall sec, moderate rather than full direc-
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tion is fruitful; questions should be partially rather than

fully structured.

Objectives oj the Manual

Now that we have reviewed the nature and purposes of the

focused interview, it may be in order to indicate what we

hope to accomplish in the chapters which follow. The prepa-

ration of a manual for interviewing presupposes some con-

ception of the extent to which interviewing skills can be

described and taught. We do not suppose that interviewing

procedures can be so completely routinized that individual

differences in aptitude are eliminated. It is clear that a fixed

routine of mechanically applied procedures will not make

for effective interviewing. Yet we do not conceive interview-

ing as a private and incommunicable art. It is not necessary

that the interviewer improvise anew, out of whole cloth, in

each interview. Experience suggests a more tenable point of

view than either of these two.

We assume that there are recurrent situations and prob-

lems in the focused interview, many of which can be effec-

tively handled by communicable and teachable procedures.

From this standpoint, the “art of interviewing consists of

the following elements:

1. recognition of typical situations and problems with which

the interviewer is confronted;

2. knowledge of probably effective and previously developed

procedures for coping with each type of situation; and

3. skill in the application of these procedures.

A manual can do little for the last of these, which is a

matter of capacity trained through experience. In interview-

ing as in other kinds of human activity, there are individual

differences in the skill with which more or less standardized

knowledge is put to work. But the proficiency of even the

least capable can be considerably improved by bringing them
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to recognize certain types of situations which recur in the

interview and by acquainting them with an array of flexible,

but more or less established, procedures for dealing with

these situations. A manual for interviewing is not a substitute

for the exercise of individual shill and judgment; rather, it

provides some tools with which skill and judgment can

operate.

In this connection, an instructive parallel is provided by
the art of diagnosis in medicine. It is commonly recognized

that a skilled diagnostician does not necessarily have a more
extensive or profound body of formulated knowledge than
his less able colleague. Often he has developed, in an un-
formulated though not unformulable fashion, an array of

insightful discriminations and generalizations which mark
him off from the run of diagnosticians Indeed, the sub-
culture of medicine is such that physicians acquire great
prestige and other social rewards from colleagues as a result
of dramatic episodes of quick and valid diagnoses .

15 Despite
such acknowledged individual differences in diagnostic
capacity and skill, schools of medicine continue to provide
training in diagnosis on the firmly grounded assumption
that some measure of proficiency can be acquired from such
instruction. As with the diagnostician, so with the inter-
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viewer: the practices and precepts which have been developed

through cumulative-experience can serve as a basis forgrain-

ing Thereafter, variations in individual capacity will dis-

tinguish the more from the less skillful practitioners of the

art.

Plan of the Manual

Since it is simply one among several kinds, the focused

interview of course involves all those considerations which

are common to the use of the interview as a too o soci<

research. We shall not, however, be concerned with the prob-

lems and techniques of interviewing in general; these are

amply treated in various handbooks and articles .
18 Such mat-

ters as the selection of interviewers, interviewer bias, t e

recording of data, the maintenance of rapport these

other such standard aspects of the interview are largely neg-

lected here in the knowledge that they are fully and suitably

discussed elsewhere. We shall consider instead the strategy

and tactics which are more or less distinctive of the focused

interview. ... . . c
As we have said, the procedures for eliciting sigjufica

data will be discussed, so far as possible, m connection wi 1

the four major criteria of the focused interview. However

since certain further problems at once arise when the focused

interview is conducted with groups, rather than with a single

person, we shall also devote a chapter to procedures which

have been found useful in the group interview. There are

16 W. V. Bingham and B V Moore. ™ew York
Harper. 1941) .

Pauline V You"S> ff

Maccohy> • The interview A
McGraiv Hill, 1930). Eleanor E and NaUm

1Handbook of Social

too! ot social science.'
'Shl.sh.ng Company. 1954). 1.

Psychology (Cambridge Addison =T
inlerviemng and a guide to inter-

pp 448-187, Paul B Sheatsley^
lahoda, Morton Deutsch and Stuart

viener selection and training. Motions (New York Dryden
W Cook (eds), Research Me
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Press, 1951) . II, pp 463 492. Herbert rt n.

Research (Chicago University oi Chicago Pr . )
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certain other problems which do not bear upon any one

criterion of the focused interview in particular—such as the

problem of maintaining an appropriate atmosphere for the

interview, of curbing the expression of the interviewer’s

sentiments, or of having the interviewee adopt an expressive

rather than a “consultant” role. Matters of this kind will be

examined in the final chapter.

Throughout the manual, it will be noted, there is con-

siderable emphasis upon misplaced or ineffectual procedures
of interviewing This emphasis is based on the assumption
that proficiency in interviewing can be gained by learning
from such errors of interviewing practice—errors which, once
described and classified, can the more often be readily
avoided.

The problems and procedures described in the manual
are funded in clinical experience, primarily in the field of
social research on mass communications. The formulations
enve* for the most part, from reflections on experience
compounded of trial and error and from psychological and
sociological theory. The comparative utility of the procedures
as not een put to controlled experimental test. On the

contrary, with the focused interview as with other types of
nterview, there is still much room for systematic research
on the worth of alternative techniques.” But short of rigor-
ous experimental inquiry, there is also room for efforts to
codify and to assess techniques on a clinical basis. That is the
character of this manual.
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CHAPTER II ! Retrospection

\

The Reporting

of Circumstantial Detail

The primary objective

as complete a report as possib
Without detailed re-

experience of a particular sit
win not

ports, the clinical data resulting from the in

encompass the qualities of range, depth, specific
: y P

sonal context essential to an understanding of the nature and

meaning of the responses.
criterion unique

Full-bodied reporting is "°t

;

of cOU

^ led cholog;ca,

to the focused interview. Both the deta
“denth inter-

questionnaire and other lips 0'™?
demil. But the focused

viewing" seek to ehciu—J^er inquiries be-
interview differs from trie run

. , ,

„ Mi-finliar set of experiences and because
cause it centers on a particular seiui r

u t-irtAri«h‘rs of the situation in which those
the obiective characteristics ui

. .

• , are known to the interviewer (in

experiences have occurred are '

contrast to life-history interviews, for example) . This focal

quality facilitates detailed reporting m at least two ways:

1 Instead of having to make extensive explorations to

identify relevant experiences, the interviewer can bs~

at once to explore the significant aspects of the paniofc

experience.

(21)
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2 Because the interviewer is familiar with the objective

nature of the situation, he can provide cues which enable

the interviewee to recall it more vividly

This chapter, accordingly examines cues to reinstatement of

the original experience and the ways in which this facilitates

the reporting of definitions of the situation in circumstantial

detail The retrospection which derives from such reinstate

ment is essential if the major criteria of the interview are to

be satisfied

Expediting Detail

through Retrospection

To capture all the details of an individual s definition of

a situation would presumably require a complete and literal

recording of his responses as they occur The technique of

the interior monologue—codified if not invented by the
symbolist Edouard Dujardin and brought nearer to perfec
tion by James Joyce—is one kind of literary device designed
for the purpose of describing in cinematic style, the imag
med details of ongoing human experiences In place of
literary craft, we can conceive a technological contrivance—
an mtrospectometer, so to say—which would record, in ac
curate and intimate detail, all that the individual perceives
as he takes part in social interaction or is exposed to various
situations If the raw stuff of the experience is to be ade
quately recorded, this hypothetical machine would have to
synchronize its record of the situation and the details of
selective responses to it It would provide, in other words a
motion picture of the individuals stream of experience as
he is engaged in the situation And to avoid the distortions
that might result from intrusion of the apparatus into the
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situation, it would be necessary that the individual not be

aware that the apparatus was at work.'

Since no such device exists at this writing, t te neares

equivalent available to the interviewer is to have each subject

act as his own introspectometer during the interview. ere

he to report wholly from unassisted memory, it is probable

that his report would be thinned out at some points and

elaborated at others after the fashion described by Bartlett

among others. To counteract such tendencies toward dis-

tortion and toward loss of germane data in the course of

recall, it is helpful to reinstate the original situation under

review. ,
. .

Reinstatement for the purpose of detailed reporting -

volves two related processes on the part of the interviewe

recall of the stimulus situation to which he was exposed an

recall of his reactions to it. Although this might most ac-

curately be described as retrospective introspection, it is

enough, perhaps, to refer to it simply as retrospection

The difference between mere introspection and retrosp

1 That such an instrument would
“"“v.d'nt'^usT”" i't' Is

were used for anything but d ‘5 ‘n ".r“
lrument for discovering new truths

evident that it would be a powerful 1

about human behavior
, n„rum,nt have of course been made The

2 Beginnings toward such an
polygraphic recordings of

Lazarsfeld Stanton progra™
‘““an ongoing stimuto situation (a motion

positive or negative responses to an ( 8 M „ found ,n exper.
picture, radio program, etc) Ano PP

fol]owed lmmed,ately by
ments on perception which use tne

JITe scen For a description
interviews with subjects “"'""‘"S

T Hallonquist and E A Suchman,
of the analyzer and its operation see J^Fl^

and F N Stanton (ed, )

,

Listening to *e listener in P
DuelI sloan ^ Prarce, 1944) , pp

Radio Research, 1942 1943
. D Sheffield. Experiments on

265 SS4.C I 'lovland- A A I umsdaine^
1949) . pp 10t ,T

Mass Communication (Princeton r
tachistoscope and interview pro-

For one among various ~An approach to social perception.”
cedure, see J S Bruner and L *

t T„„ds m Soaal Psychology (Pittsburgh
in Wayne Dennis, (ed), cum

71 118
University o£ Pittsburgh Press, 19 ) • PP

Experimental and Soaal
5 F. C Bardett, .Remembering

Psychology (London Cambridge University Press, 193..)
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tion, as the term is used here, is essentially the difference

between an individual’s present responses to the situation

and his recollection of his responses at the time it wai ex-

perienced This difference is illustrated in the words of an

Army private taking part in a group interview on a movie

they had seen 4

A Yes, and [they should show something] about colored

WAACS
Int When you are looking at a film the same as the one

)Ou just saw, do you find yourself wondering why there

weren t any colored WAACS?
A Truthfully, I was really interested in the picture at that

time and I really didn’t think of that, but now 1 do
think of that

In other words, the first response of A was on the basis of
his present conception of the film, rather than a report of
his reactions as he had watched it

Retrospection in the focused interview, then, encourages
stimulus linked and detailed responses by helping the inter-
viewee to recall his immediate reactions to the material
rather than to re consider the stimulus situation and report
his present reactions to it

Failures in Retrospection

Conversely, when retrospection is not encouraged by the
on

a
or more oE at least three 'ypes °£ rePorts

^

Cn
f
°
Un to occur

> none of which gives an adequate
account oE the experience in question

reports unlinked to stimulus situation

^
3n interviewee has expressed a general opinion and

cxlract! Irom such intervieiss ihj
h“ " erE w“h EtonP 5 In

Imerstessees in rach group »,n £T, "J,'
1" heres,ler be designated as

same letters turn up in different nun, a
8”"1 ldent' fymg letters svhen the

necessarily designate the same indmdua'^
paS!age!‘ therefore they do not
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the interviewer follows up his remark with a question whic i

does not instigate retrospection, the interviewee often elab-

orates his opinion without indicating whether the situation

under review played any part in forming, maintaining or

reinforcing his opinion:

A. I think this war could be won from a religious stand-

point.

Int. In what way?
,

•

A. Well, I believe the German people, if they want the

own views and hold up their own rights, they should . .

.

The interviewer might hate encouraged retrospection by

referring to the stimulus situation in his follow-up q“ estl°"-

"Was there anything in the film which gave you that im-

pression?" Instead he asks an "introspective questioni wh ch

invites elaboration of the expressed opinion. But the

tion under review remains as obscure as before.

SUPERFICIAL REPORTS

When the interviewee is not encouraged to retrospect,

much of the complexity and depth of his original response

may be lost, either because he does not then recall us ex

perience vividly or because he assumes the interviewer see s

his current opinion. In the following quotation, for example,

A expresses his belief that compulsory military training is

good idea:

A. On the spur of the moment, you can’t train a vast army

. . . the younger they start fthe better}.

Since the interview is intended to assess an e^Perj^
lc'^’

not to tap a general opinion, it would presuma y

point to learn whether the film gave the mterviewe

idea, whether he had it before and the film rein orce >

whether it is entirely unrelated to the film. But 1”s e

trying to have the experience reinstated, the m e \

asks a question which neither refers to the film nor o

interviewee’s original reactions to it.

Int. Then how do you think our men would stack up

against Axis troops?
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A. I think it will be a battle against numbers and equip-

ment.

Thus deflected from his original point of view, A simply
gives a casual answer to what seems to be a question de-

signed to elicit an opinion unrelated to the film. Here
again, retrospection might well have been facilitated by
asking “Did anything in the film give you that impression?”

REACTION TO INTERVIEW SITUATION RATHER THAN
TO INITIAL SITUATION

Furthermore, if the interviewee is not encouraged to
retrospect as well as to introspect, he appears more likely to
respond primarily to the interview situation than to recall
his response to the situation under review. He may try to
decide, for instance, what the interviewer would like to hear
rom hun, what the interviewer might find impressive. If it
is a group interview, he may respond primarily to anticipated
reactions of others to his report rather than focus on a recol-
lected experience. These responses, unrelated to the objec-
tives of the interview, seem the less likely to occur the more
attention is centered on the reinstatement of an earlier

Pwcedures Aiding Retrospection
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we believe, and these in turn will vary according to the stage

reached in the interview.

But for purposes of exposition, these procedures must be

considered in a certain sequence, and examples must be used

from selected contexts. The sequence is in no way meant to

reflect either order of importance or order of appearance in

the interview, and it will frequently be noted that a pro-

cedure suggested as particularly useful in one context is also

useful in others.

THE PROGRAM ANALYZER

As we have briefly suggested, the Program Analyzer might

best be described as a one dimensional introspectometer. It is

an apparatus which enables individuals to record limite

dimensions of their reactions to an ongoing experience, by

pressing “like” and "dislike” push buttons (or by not press-

ing any buttons, which signifies indifference) . The pus

buttons are connected with a pen which moves along a ro

of tape synchronized with the stimulus situation a rI

J

or a radio program) , thus making a permanent record o

favorable, unfavorable and neutral reactions.

For present purposes, the Analyzer can be regarded as a

device through which the interviewer can partially reinstate

both the stimulus situation and the response. There are

several occasions where reference to a recorded response may

encourage retrospection. As a means of opening the inter

view, for example, the interviewer can, by referring to the

graph of recorded ongoing reactions, point out a part w ere

interviewees had indicated a definite evaluation:

Int. We have a record of the film and the parts you hhed

and disliked . . . you remember the part of the film

called “I Was There”? Some of you liked it and some

of you didn’t . . .

By mentioning a part of die film which apparently evoked

decided reactions, die interviewer partially reinstates

stimulus. By referring to their general like-dishke reactions
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to it, he partially reinstates the response. By thus suggesting

both the original stimulus and the immediate response, the

interviewer encourages interviewees to retrospect before

they report.

Or the graph may be utilized later in the interview, in much
the same way, as a means of effecting a transition from one
part of the original situation to another:

Int Another part of the film that some of you liked and
some of you did not like is the part about the nurses
and the Battle of Bataan . . . Some of you did not like

it at all, I wonder why . . .

The Analyzer technique for facilitating retrospection has
two main advantages: the graph informs the interviewer
which parts originally had significant meaning for the inter-

viewees

,

thus obviating the necessity of his having to select
arbitrarily a part which may or may not have carried its

share of meaning. The technique enables him also to refer
to t e ongoing reactions as a cue to reinstatement of the
original experience.

A device such as the Analyzer is often not available for
grouP interviews and it has not yet been widely adopted for

•

m ln lV ’ ua ' interviews. For the most part, therefore, it

°c
^ *nterv *ewer to resort to other procedures

Anal™.?"
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the nth.r
'

°!i!
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Re-presentation of this sort is useful whenever an inter-

viewee alludes to a part of the presentation and the inter-

viewer wants

(1) to help the interviewee to recall it in order to facilitate

detailed reporting of his responses;

(2) to verify the reference to ensure that interviewer and

interviewee are focusing on the same section or,

(3) in a group interview, when he wants to ensure a com-

mon frame of reference for all interviewees.

By thus seeing or hearing the original stimulus situation

again, the interviewee is helped to recall his reactions to it.

The reinstated stimulus, it seems, helps reinstate the experi-

ence, which can then be the more fully reported.

[Interviewee, an enlisted man in the Army, says he doesn t

like to see wounded soldiers in a film.}

Int. Why not? . , ,

A. I don't know. It is just a matter of emotions. My feel-

ings don’t press towards that side of films.

Int. It rubs you the wrong way? It irritates you?

A. No, it’s just that I don't know how to express it. Its

emotional.

Int. Well, if you think back to the time you were watching,

what were your feelings?

A. I felt that it was a sort of gruesome part of the him.

Int. You mean this scene here {holding up still pictuie}

A. Yes, something like that. The public might have a re-

action to that if they were exposed to it. Although

some of them realize the fact that under battle condi-

tions men must lose their lives or be woun e .

people would say “Look at that and it wou ovv

their morale.

Here the interviewee has made a statement calling for

further elaboration; he objects to the scenes, s owi

o

wounded soldiers. When asked merely to "explain he seem

to be blocked. The interviewer then tries to lead him back

to his earlier feelings by hypothetical suggestions, u

imcnicu.ec is unable to dc\e!op Ins report furt ier.

interviewer then tries verbal cues to reinstatement. >
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think back .
” but still elicits only general affirmations

When the interviewer holds up a still from the film, how
ever, the interviewee apparently recalls his feelings at the

time, and is able to express them That he apparently dis

guises his reactions under a cloak of "some people” is a

matter for later discussion

Reinstatement through graphic re presentation is also a

useful way of getting the interview started on the level of

detailed retrospection

Int There was one part there that several of you did not
like I would like to get the story on that That’s
the one about the machine shop where it showed this

man [holding up still] who had turned his garage into
a machine shop

A And he made a speech That should be cut out
Sight of the picture apparently brings back to mind a
etail which he had disliked, and the interview then pro-

ceeds on the retrospective level

For similar reasons, graphic reinstatement is useful in
making transitions from one phase of the interview to

In‘ *notb
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course have been structuring the original situation in his

own terms, possibly selecting a part that had actually held

little or no significance for the interviewees, but to which

they might subsequently have attached significance simply

because he pointed them out.

For these reasons, we have adopted the practice of using

graphic reinstatement only of those parts of the situation

spontaneously mentioned by interviewees, or, when Analyzer

data are available, of parts which are known to have elicited

responses at the time they were first presented. That the

aspects of the situation which hold considerable significance

for the observer often hold very little significance for the

interviewee is one of the best-attested results of our clinical

experience.

VERBAL CUES

These few illustrations may be enough to suggest that even

when such aids as the Analyzer graph, stills and playbac 's

are available, they are not sufficient in themselves as a means

of inducing sustained retrospection. They must usually be

accompanied by appropriate questions from the interviewer.

When these aids are not available, the interviewer s ques

tions alone must be relied upon to bring about retrospection.

Verbal cues to retrospection may refer to the stimulus

situation, to the response, or to both. They may be directive

questions which describe the process of retrospection, or

they may merely allude to the situation or to the response

in a question ostensibly introduced to encourage the inter

viewee to continue his account.

1. Questions referring to the process of retrospection.

Frequently, an interviewer can best encourage retrospection

by simply referring to the components of the total expen

cnee under review. By this is meant that he refers in a gen

cral way to both the stimulus situation and the response

without structuring them and suggests that the interviewee

“look back” or “think back” on them. This technique seems
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particularly in point at the beginning of an interview, where

it serves to focus the interviewee’s attention on his earlier

experience from the very outset and thus helps establish a

pattern for the interview. However varied the details of

phraseology, the essentials of such questions remain much
the same:

Thinking back over the program, what stood out in any
way?

What parts would you say stood out most in your mind,
as you think back on the film?

If you think back on the film you just saw, did any part
of it stand out in your mind?

At least three common aspects of these questions should
be noted:

1. The interviewer refers to the retrospective process: "think-
mg back," "when you think back,” "if you think back."

^
film

”
” t0 t lg 5Umulus 5ltuati°n: “the program,” “the

3 And finally in asking for the response, he uses the past
nse. w tat . . . stood out,” "did any part stand out?"

At first glance, there may not seem to be much difference

r ,
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For substantially the same reason, a similar phrasing of

questions has been adopted in effecting transitions from one

area of interest to another. For example:

Thinking back over that experience

,

what else stood out

in any way?

What other parts would you say stood out as you think

back over the film?

2. Questions including reference to the stimulus situa-

tion. A further way in which to encourage and maintain

retrospection is that of including direct and indirect refer

ences to the original experience in as many questions as pos-

sible. Elementary though it is, this procedure seems generally

effective. The interviewer’s allusions tend to curb the ever-

present tendency to report current appraisals of past experi-

ences by focusing the interviewee’s attention on his origina

experience. There is, of course, the risk of becoming monot-

onously repetitive, and we scarcely assume that a monotonous

and dull interview will be an instructive interview. But the

risk does not appear unduly great, for there are numerous

ways of referring to the original situation.6

3. Verbal cues to past response. When an interviewee

refers to part of the stimulus situation, but does not indicate

his reactions to it, the interviewer will want to facilitate

retrospection in order to elicit a detailed report of the re-

sponse. In this instance, his verbal cues to retrospection wi

aim to focus the interviewee’s attention on his reactions, to

the situation rather than on a description of the situation

itself.

/nt. How about the first part of the film?
_

A. The one where they showed the little tiny oy

B. They were all assembled, the troops, and e
y
e

three men walking up. I didn’t exactly see their a ,

but drums were playing.

5. The$e arc examined at length in Chapter IV.
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Int. What did you think about when you saw that scene?

C. I thought they all looked like mechanical men.

Interviewees recall the details of the reinstated scene, but

do not indicate their reactions to it in any way. Thereupon
the interviewer explicitly directs their attention to their re-

actions at the time, and begins to elicit reports of response.

Here again, the use of the past tense has been found use-

ful: the reference is not to the present reactions of inter-

viewees—“What do you think about the scene?”—but to his

past experience—“What did you think about when you saw

that scene?” Of course, only systematic experiment could

definitely establish this, but it is our repeated impression

that continued use of the past tense by the interviewer helps

appreciably to return the interviewee to his initial experi-

ence of the situation and to facilitate recall of his response at

the time, whereas use of the present tense tends to elicit

current opinions which may not be connected with that

situation. Consider this synoptic case in point.

A. England was fighting to save her own neck.

T*n.
at 1S interestlI

?S- What gives you that impression?
A. Why, she is Fighting to save her own neck. That is what

everybody is fighting for.

R
j’f

e
-!:?

nCe t0 the interviewee’s reactions, then, is effective
in facilitating retrospection primarily in those instances

A ^
6 St^u^us situation has been clearly reinstated.

,

n
.

'V en ^is practice is adopted, the seemingly trivial
evice o using the past tense is effective enough to be recom-
mended as an integral part of the technique.

PITFALLS IN VERBAL CUES TO RETROSPECTION

.

‘ Structuring the situation or response. In referring
x er to t e stimulus situation or to the response, the inter-^ TVk

.

tingly imP°se his own structuring of the

nvoirf

1

^
11

T tlG *nterv *ewee - This, we believe, should be
a\o ded so far as possible. It is inexpedient to begin by select-
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mg parts or aspects o£ the situation for discussion, thus sug-

gesting a significant stimulus. Instead, the interviewer^shou

use such general questions as "What parts stood out? Vv at,

in the film, impressed you in that way?” “What were your

feelings?” etc. He should not prejudge the matter by char-

acterizing the situation in a particular way.

Int. What sort of impression did you get when you saw

those scenes of thousands and thousands of Nazis massed

in one group?

A. Like a bunch of cattle with no brains.

The interviewer has designated a scene for discussion, but

in making the reference he has colored it by the use of cha -

acterizing phrases such as “thousands and thousands and

"massed.” The interviewer will consequently not know

whether the interviewee’s report was suggested by the char-

acterization of the episode or by the interviewees own

impression of it.
f .

He might have found some more general way of reiernng

to the scene, as he did in the following instance:

Int. I have been asking you about some of these scenes show

ing action in the film. Are there any others that stand

out in your mind? ,

A. That film where they had the freighters . . . how tue

people underestimated it. They never figure anyt ing

about that ship. It seems funny that the ship wou pu

into the dock that nobody would know what is going

In this case, the interviewee is evidently reporting so

thing he thinks important, not reacting to the interview

description of it.

Similarly, the interviewer must avoid suggesting a re

spouse:

Int. Well, when you were looking at this Nazi equipment,

did )Ou find yourself comparing it with ours
. „

In this instance, the interviewee’s reply was
.

I *

indicating the irrelevance for him of the interviewers s g

gested comparison. The interviewer was apparently tlnnung
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of his "interview guide” and trying to elicit information on

a point that, in the content analysis, seemed to be significant.

The danger of introducing such suggested reactions is the

same as the dangers frequently met in the questionnaire: the

interviewee may feel forced to make the comparison, even

though it had not occurred to him while he was watching

the film. Had the interviewer used a directive question such

as "What did you find yourself thinking while you were

looking at the equipment of the Nazis?,” he would have been

more likely to elicit a report of the interviewee’s actual

reaction.

2. Emphasizing sheer recall. Faced with the necessity of

reinstating some part of the stimulus situation, the inter-

viewer may at once introduce questions such as "Do you
remember the first part?,” “Do you remember anything that

stood out in the film?," or “What do you remember about
that part?, in the hope of eliciting a report of the inter-

viewee s reaction to the specified section. Frequently, how-
ever, this procedure merely helps reinstate the stimulus situa-

tion, without leading to retrospection.

Int. Do you happen to remember these shots of the Belgian
fort being taken by the Nazis?

A. Yes.

Int. What do you remember about it?
B. They built a fort . . .

C. They had maps . . .

The interviewer is apparently reinstating a scene with thi
intent of determining what was significant about it. But /

th-i/?
161

!*
1 ^1S Do y°u remember” literally and report

l<

!
oes remember. The interviewer then asks what i

it
1
'! 5

ret
’ anc* ei*c‘ts a report of remembered details.

.

e ralher assumed that the interviewees remembe
«.v

Cene a
,

asked an unstructured question about it
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would ha
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forts) would be on the basis of significance rather than of

requested recall.

Again, in another case:

Int. Well, one of you a minute ago mentioned the Nazi

equipment in this film. Do you remember any of the

fighting equipment?

A. Yes.

Int. What scenes do you think of especially?

A. Their mechanized units. ,

B. The way they moved the large guns from the other side

of the country. He has two fronts there, I believe, and

they moved them from one front to the other.

Int. How was he able to do that so fast?

B. He had all those highways built in advance.

Int. What did that make you think when you learne

thine like that?
. ,

, ,

B. Well, it seemed to me that the people in Engl

France and all those smaller countries must have been

pretty much asleep to let all that go on in front of the

faces. That is just a personal opinion.

Here the direct “Do you remember" question elicitedl only

an affirmative reply. The interviewer must go on

what scenes the interviewee had thought of, an t en

further for his reactions (“What did that ma ^Y01*

. . .”). Had he avoided the “Do you remember part
^

to-

gether, and first asked “What scenes brought ou so

about the Nazis’ equipment one of you mentione a

ago?” he would have avoided the “memory responses

shed little light on the interviewee’s reactions to the rum.

There are, oE course, some instances where a do >ou

member” question may immediately set off retrospection.

Int. Do you remember the part where Churchill was talk-

A. Well, Churchill was making a speech; that w»5 •*'= *e

declaration of the war. I don’t remember \ P ’

but I have an idea, I remember what part o 1 '

that in spite of the odds that they were going
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on for the sake of righteousness and it was their only

choice.

But even here, the reactions have not been vividly re-

instated, so the interviewer must go on and ask:

Int. How do you feel about hearing speeches by leaders of

that kind . .

.

The assumption that the interviewee remembers the scene

leads to an emphasis on reinstatement of the total experi-

ence (both the stimulus situation and the reaction to it)

rather than on recalling the stimulus situation. The result-

ing reports are therefore likely to be both more relevant and
more detailed.

In such instances, retrospection can usually be better

facilitated by assuming that the interviewee remembers the
particular situation, and going on to a phrase which asks for

his reaction to it:

Int. Do you remember the last part of the film . . . Can you
remember what you thought of that part while watch-
ing it?

r

A. Men that lived for their country and nothing else.
. . them soldiers, they went out there to get France

back again from the Germans.

Ip-id

103 ma^ notec* t^iat repeated allusions to memory

p«pn(
OI

|i

e mterviewees to define the interview situation as

inform* i
^

f

t65t memory
- T^is is scarcely conducive to the

interview

3 ^ is a Prerequisite to an effective

Summary

experience ^
tr°sPect*on is required to capture the subject’s

Without such
6 StlmuIus sltuation in circumstantial detail.

report reach
interviewees may on occasion

which are supnfidd or’T h"°h
lmked t0 5timuluS ' °r

P i or which are essentially reactions to
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the interview situation rather than to the original experi-

ence o£ the stimulus. There are various ways in which th

interviewer can facilitate retrospection. If a Program

alyzer was used, he can refer to the tape, sing ing ou

sections which elicited particularly favorable or un avor

reactions. Or he can reinstate the stimulus by re-presenting

parts of it—showing still shots from a film if a motion P 1

was seen, playing back sections from a recor e tran

tion, if a radio program was heard, and so on. na 1 '
.

such devices, the interviewer can facilitate retrosp

through the kinds of questions which he as -s. e ca'1

the interviewees by referring, in his questions, to t e P

of retrospection, by including references to tie s

situation, and by making it clear that he is interes e

response.



CHAPTER III Range

The first criterion of an effective focused interview

considered in detail is that o£ range • the extent o re ev

data provided by the interview. Without implying any s
f

measure of range, we consider it adequate if the interne

yields substantial data which (1)
exemplify types °

sponses to the situation which were anticipate on t e

of a prior analysis of the situation; (2)
suggest types o 1

relations between responses to the situation w uc i

obtained in some other way (for example, throug <l
ue*

naires or observation) ; (3) bear upon aspects o tie

tion, and responses to these aspects, tvhic were

anticipated on the basis of prior analysis T le grea e

coverage of these three types of data, the more near y

criterion of range is satisfied.

Gauging Range

In the nature of the case, there is no great difficuly'

assessing the extent to which the first type ° f 3 3

which indicate that anticipated responses do or ° n0
.

is being obtained in the interview’. During the inte ’.

interviewer continually checks the reported respons ‘

the interview guide (which, it will be remem ere •

hypotheses based on a prior analysis of the situa i

(«)
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what extent has the interview dealt with the items set forth

in the guide? As the interview proceeds, the interviewer will

typically find that certain items in the guide have not been

covered, and, consequently, that data bearing upon particu-

lar hypotheses have yet to be elicited. He can then move the

interview toward these neglected areas. The capacity for this

kind of successive checkup in the course of the interview can

be greatly developed through experience; eventually the in-

terviewer will find that he habitually engages in this sus-

tained matching of interview and guide without having to

make any special effort In this way, the interview guide pro-
vides a crude measure of the adequacy of coverage so far as

anticipated responses are concerned.
It is quite a different matter in the case of both the other

types of data to be provided by the interview: data suggesting
interrelations (cross tabulations) between responses to the
situation, and wholly unanticipated responses. In these in-
stances, the rule is, in effect, the more the better. Put more
formally, the interviewer should attempt to maximize the
num er of reports of unanticipated responses since this will
ma e t e interview a more fruitful source of new hypotheses.
But it is patently not possible to say, even roughly, when the
interview has elicited an “adequate” range of unanticipated
responses, since one has no way of telling how many of these
unanticipated responses to the situation did, in fact, occur.

S 3 See> maxim that the interviewer should

sompfhtnrr

** unantlclPated responses as possible is

tervip^

S m°re
*

than a Pl°US exPression of hope. If the in-r irrr r
advance the «*«ne importance of

S z i;" >—•
inM in,te , „ ,

seem to indicate that such an un-
occurred

- ™p°«am
Iniol

V

,

°n ‘° elidt 35 “«* » possible of tins

u LLZT uT Tnteract the tendency ofntemewers to choke off mterviewees' comments which do
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not fit closely into the interview guide. This emphasis on

unanticipated responses thus helps the interviewer achieve

that flexibility of the interview which serves to keep the free

flow of expression going.
# . .

For these conjoint reasons, and within the practical limi-

tations of a particular interview (the amount of time avail-

able for the interview, the number and variety of items on

which interview data are needed, the depth and detail o

material required about each of these items) ,
the interviewer

should maximize the range of the interview by eliciting as

many anticipated and unanticipated responses as possible.

Fallacies in Seeking Range

We have noted that the focused interview presupposes an

analysis of the situation under review and an interview gui e

largely based on this analysis. The interview guide contains

a list of those aspects of the situation which, it is suppose ,

elicit significant types of responses. For each of these aspects,

a tentative series of questions is included in the guide, ques

tions which it is believed will elicit the type of interview

data showing whether or not these (or other) responses have

in fact occurred. But even when the interviewer recognizes

that this is only a guide, he is often likely to use it as a xe

questionnaire comprising predesignated questions. As a

suit, one of the chief merits of the interview-flexible adapta-

tion to emerging new data—is surrendered. Such misuse o

the interview guide takes various forms. We shall consi er,

at this point, only those errors of use which interfere wi

obtaining a sufficient range in the interview.

FALLACY OF ARRESTING THE REPORTS

In the first place, there is an enduring temptation for the

inten iewer to confine himself to those areas of inquiry wine i

ha\c been set forth in the guide and to choke off commen
^

"hich do not directly bear upon these areas. Interview
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comments which do not fall within these pre-established

areas of interest are often interpreted as “irrelevant.” Of

course, if they turn out to be truly irrelevant, if they do veer

off in a direction which has no conceivable bearing on the

matters under review, these digressions should and could be

curbed (by the use of procedures to be described later) . But

often the interviewer, equipped with an interview guide, too

hastily concludes that comments are irrelevant solely on the

ground that they refer to aspects of the situation which were

not included in the guide. There develops then the consider-

able danger of succumbing to premature and spurious judg-

ments of irrelevance and thus arresting what is at times the

most useful type of interview material: the unanticipated
response.

Int. Well, now what about the first part of the film? You
remember they had photographs of the German leaders
and quotations from their speeches . . .

At 1 ^ember Goering, he looked like a big pig. That is

what that brought out to me, the fact that if he could
control the land, he could control the people.

a. He is quite an egotist in the picture.
Int. Did you get any impression about the German people

from that?

Here the interviewer introduces a section of the film for

vni^
S

*

10n ®e^ore finishes his remarks, one interviewee

.

e
[f

1S imPression and another begins his interpreta-

«° r®mar^s indicate that the interviewees seem to

his ,nfp!T
et inS °n their minds.” Being more attentive to

marks
l^n to tlie implications of these re-

added' fnrthp
e

.

rVie'ver ignores the hints which might haveSi" 0 of the interview. He then asks

tended tn v v
rQ1

? ns 6u,de. which he had probably in-
tended to ask in the first place.

. _

fallacy of forcing topics

the Wm;
CrViC" SUlde bc misused to curb the range of

viewer m "T!
another

' tho»gh related, fashion: the inter-

y a ere too closely to the guide by forcing upon
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interviewees questions and topics which appear in the guide,

but which do not tap or are not relevant to their actual ex-

perience. Whereas the fallacy of arresting comment consists

in cutting off prospective leads, this fallacy consists in im-

posing preconceived and irrelevant topics upon interviewees.

In both cases, interviewees have a sense that they are being

coerced. Typically, they respond by suppressing part of what

they have to say and the range of the interview su ers.
^

“Forcing” occurs when the interviewer intrudes a question

before he has evidence that the interviewee has, in fact, been

concerned with the matter to which the question re ers.

Often, the interviewer indulges in such forcing tactics on y

because he believes that he must introduce the topic or ques

tion which appears in his interview guide. The fo owin0

case illustrates at some length the way in which forcing may

occur and the blockage which it may entail.

The interview dealt with a documentary film on the early

conquests by the Nazis. The interviewer evi en y

discover the conceptions of Nazi strategy w 1

derived from the film, particularly in comparison

strategy of the Allies. The interview guide had anticipated

the possibility that the film might inadvertent y ea

devaluation of Allied strategy through contrast wfli t

apparently superb strategy of the enemy. T e in e

introduces a direct question bearing on this.

Int. How do you suppose—now that you think back on

picture-how do you suppose the Nazi strategy compares

with the strategy of the Allied leaders?

Quite apart from its other inadequacies, this^ f°rced

question evidently interferes with the flow of e in er\ .

There was no prior evidence in the interview at any

the group of interviewees had considered Nazi strategy

such comparative terms. The question did not irec >

respond to their outlook, as may be seen from ie seq

of comments on this question by the interviewees.

A. Are )ou including all the world in that now?

Int. Yes.
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B. At the present or at that time?
Int. Well, at that time, first.

These queries directed to the interviewer suggest that the

interviewees had not previously considered the matter of

Nazi strategy in such comparative terms. In all probability,
the questions represent an effort of the interviewees to gain
their bearings in this unexpected context. The “problem"
has been forced upon them; it has not been derived from
their previous remarks. The irrelevance of the comparison
suggested by the question breaks the continuity and flow of
self-exploration of attitudes by interviewees as they begin, in
effect, to ask the interviewer to “define his terms.” The in-
itiative of the interview passes into the hands of the inter-
viewees: they do the questioning.

Additional indication that this particular comparison in-

vrfoni*?
£o

.
rc'"S of comment is found in the further de-

nerre"
^

t

°
.

interv*ew- The interviewer evidently

“answer, "
h
r

S
-,

qU
?
tion has led t0 confused and fruitless

rectlv and w.

a * S ’ Ku ',ever> to diagnose the problem cor-

lareclv -m h a*

01 com ‘der 'hat ibis aimless talk may be

parisonS n n
‘hC "imlevanf and "unrealistic” corn-

effort to redher^t!
1” ,0md upon u,e interviewees. In an

relevant to hi,
•

a"entIon to tire issue which so far is

hestarts anew
bU ‘ n°‘ * <heir exP™"“'

by narrowing the te^'SZZZ™”' °

’

*"*

how the°Na7'
OU““ tlle blni - don't you, showingbow the Nazis marched into France? [General assent]

ponenronhfcomp^ison'Thfintt
8T°UP °" tUS °ne

iner fallacy* hf*
tne nterviewer repeats the fore-

Which in^alty iedTo *i
le

.

same comparison

the flow of the ime^iew
ge a"d confusi°n and disr“Pted

^
there % P'f" 1"® 'bey showed

you think was better?
S N°r‘h A,ncaf Which do

The array of “answpr^**
advised such a persistent for ,i'

S ^uery indicates how ill-

again, anod.eriu^^tXrbfflt'" “*
wes Dy his counter-question
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that the comparison does not represent a mode of

or evaluation which corresponds to his actua

^

n.;Cd re-
while seeing the film or thereafter. There is continued

sistance against considering die comparison.

C. You say our planning in Africa? I haven’t seen any.

Int. What do you mean?

C. They show the diagrams on the screen *
mans went into France or captured Poland or Nonray,

but as far as Africa, I mean fighting towards . . . away

from . . . Tunisia, I don’t know.

D. I don’t think you can compare them because they ar

all in different positions, not in the same countries.

In short, forcing a topic upon interviewees continues to

evoke resistance and does not advance the interview, n.

of obtaining coverage of a topic contained in the interne

guide, this procedure leads to a situation in ™hich “e 1

terviewer is pitted against the interviewee. At ong a

interviewer comes to recognize the source of ie imp -

He finally introduces a question which might well have be

the one to initiate the discussion.

Int. At the time you were looking at the picture, did you

get any idea of Nazi strategy in operation?

This question, if it does nothing more, at least *

direct response and evaluation of enemy strategy,

the fallacy' of forcing comment on a topic w i
.

previously been found relevant to the experience

viewees; a fallaq* which, in this instance, arose

interviewer’s insistence on following a line o qu

that had been set forth in the interview gui e.

FALLACY OF ADHERING TO FIXED QUESTIONS

The foregoing case illustrates one way in which
f*

0**™^

close adherence to an area of inquiry previously laid down in

an interview guide may interfere w,th extending the range

. • . . , , „, Itcr with the development o;
o/ an interview and, for that matter,

when
. ,

. . A related shortcoming occurs when
the interview in general. A relate

,vording of ques-
the interviewer cleaves too closely ^ pursuing the
/ions set up in the interview guid ,
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B. At the present or at that time?
Int. Well, at that time, first.

These queries directed to the interviewer suggest that the
interviewees had not previously considered the matter of

Nazi strategy in such comparative terms. In all probability,
the questions represent an effort of the interviewees to gain
their bearings in this unexpected context. The “problem"
has been forced upon them; it has not been derived from
their previous remarks. The irrelevance of the comparison
suggested by the question breaks the continuity and flow of
se f-exploration of attitudes by interviewees as they begin, in
effect, to ask the interviewer to “define his terms." The in-
itiative of the interview passes into the hands of the inter-
viewees: they do the questioning.

Additional indication that this particular comparison in-

.

f
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because they were real. I have seen them m New York

and Newark newsreels.

Several implications of the remark might have1 been.town

bv the interviewer as provisional hypotheses. (1) belief n

the^uthentkity of a documentary film ^cr-ses interest m

the film; (2) some but not all parts of the film P
J

regarded J authentic; (3)
familiarity wuh scenes and s^

ouences previously seen in other institutionally legitimize

fitasTuchOs newsreels, may possibly lead memteof

audience to conclude that the entire d°“me"ta
^

'

o£
which these sequences occur is authentic.

q£
directing his further questions toward develop g ^
these possible implications, the interviewer

issue by introducing a question from his intervi gu

Int. How do you think we got those pictures of Hitler, or

instance?

This invites the reply:

A. From all over. Russian pictures . . . I 'e
^Polish

pictures when Hitler invaded Poland taken by

aviators. _ . .c-

This leaves still unanswered and ““elaborated the sp

questions raised by the interviewees imtia
,

‘

jtj,

stead of possibly obtaining a fresh set of repor ®
1|C

tlie general problem of what leads documen ary
esorts

regarded as authentic or as spurious, the mterviev

to a fixed and, within this context, an irre ev q

derived from his interview guide. Another and «<rerne ca e

in point further illustrates how misplaced adherence to

queries derived from the guide involves t e m
issues which are irrelevant to interviewees.

. . .

Int. Did anybody feel that he had
picture

to be good tough atizens and, ti
’

, anv
did not teacli them anything new or gi

information?

A. I haven’t even given it a thought.

The foregoing examples clearly indicate that PTe^ ,

mined questions should be used only when they corre P

to the implications of interviewees’ prior cornmen s or

they tentatively initiate a fresh topic for tscussion.
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implications of an interviewee's remarks Although it is con

vement for the interviewer not to have to improvise all ques

tions m the course of the interview, the intended asset of

pre established questions may easily become a liability

When the interviewer recognizes that interviewees are

alluding to an area of inquiry previously defined in the

guide, he is likely to introduce one of the standardized ques

tions contained in the guide This is all well and good if the

question happens to be appropriate in the particular case

But unproductive interviews are those cluttered with the

corpses of fixed questions which proved to be irrelevant For
often, the interviewer, imbued with certain fixed questions
dealing with a particular topic, docs not listen closely and
analytically to the interviewee s comments and thus fails to

respond to the cues and implications of these comments, sub
stituttng, instead, one of the routine questions from the
guide If the interviewer is primarily oriented toward the
guide, he may thus readily overlook the unanticipated im
plications of the interviewee s remarks In this way, the inter
view guide may be converted into a rigid set of shackles,
interfering with the flexibility which is one of the assets of
t le interview This is essentially misuse, rather than use, of
the interview guide It misconstrues the function of the
guide which is designed primarily to provide an array of
re evant areas for inquiry to be covered in the interview It

is essentially a checklist to ensure adequate coverage of items
re ev’ant to predefined hypotheses, it is not intended to serve
as a fixed and rigid schedule which will preclude reports of
unanticipated responses to the situation under review

e ollowing short excerpt from an interview illustrates
t e way in which the interviewer may abruptly introduce a
question from his interview guide which proves to be largely
irre evant to the implications of the interviewees previous
comment

A I say those pictures were the most interesting pictures
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Int. What about the next section? Surrender of Americans

at Bataan? Most of you seemed to find that interesting.

What did you find interesting in that?

D. I don’t know. It didn't make me feel good to see Ameri-

cans surrendering to Japs. Maybe we will be able o

take back that dishonor some day. It is not dishonor to

surrender. They fought like hell.
. .

InU Do you like to see films of that sort whenever it is pos-

sible to show them?

E. I do. I like action films very much, rather than other

kinds. I like to see what happened when they finally

do take a place . . . You see what they did with prisoners

and things. I like to know those things. Anything with

action and battles X particularly like, because especially

when they started to bomb and the people got panic y,

more or less see what is the wrong thing to do. By see-

ing what happened to them by getting panicky, you

won't get panicky.

Int. Remember the story told by the Army nurse? What did

you think of her story . . . ?
,

, .

F. I didn’t pay much attention to it at all. I just watched

Int. I'hfvf thrush this, much as I would like to talk at

greater length. Let me ask one or two questions about

the WAACS. Some of you found it interesting, and

some of you didn’t . . . ,

B. I don’t like it. Not interesting at all to me to see wh

a woman is doing. I imagine they make good

mechanics . . .

In this instance the Program Analyzer was used, so the

interviewer knows what scenes had impressed t le au 1

of interviewees in one way or another. The purpose 01
questioning, therefore, is to determine what it xvas fl

eadi scene that led to these Analyzer responses o 1

dislike, what evaluations meant in terms of t le a 1

expectations and perceptions of the interviewees.

The interviewer reinstates a scene with his irst qu »

and this leads to two responses, both of which ncec

followed up if their meaning is to be learned. ia

mean that A loses interest because he has seen scenes o
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should not be used as followup questions merely because
they deal in some sense with the general topic Such
routmized uses of fixed questions serve to retard rather than
to advance the objective of obtaining a wide range of com
merits in the interview

FALLACY OF RAPID SHIFTS
In striving to obtain as wide a range as possible the inter

viewer may be too easily satisfied with cursory discussions of
many different topics In reaching out for range he may
sacrifice depth To be sure, within the limits of time avail
a e or an interview, it is not always possible to cover many
areas o inquiry m a thorough fashion But there is small
point in nominally covering an extended series of topics if

e interview data on each of these are negligible The very

hr fl°

SC
.° 1 lnterview 1S vitiated if topics are considered so

nn^L
th

?
interv,ewer Iearns only that the situation in

rhnt rt,

n iaS 6 l

f

lte(* SOme kxnd of attitudinal response (eg

duht
IS

,r
t

,

0Earad,Opr
°Sramwas and that part

should . ,

n Sh°rt tlie canon °f extending the range

follm

"° ^ C°nlused mt,‘ a canon of superficiality The
fo lowmg case tlhtstrates the stenhty of comments ehcited by

another
^ qUeStl°ns whlch shlft rapidly from one topic to

comin^ha w6 n£Xt Part °* t^le IS ab°ut nurses

seempif ^1
i

rOT
?
Bataan and Corregidor Most of you

about that

*'k<: the raidS °n Manlla Tel1 me a llttle

I have
that 1 have seen those films before

to me Thev^are* *”3ny the
>
r are not interest >nS

B I enioved i7 tl! ? mc P,ctures as in the neusreels

C I didn't care fo/,,

C WlU be under the same attack

Int Why not?

bombm^raid^nd” ”
ij

CU m°re or less You see one

interesting
311' d y°U ha' e =H « is not
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some detail The principal "exception”
rirnm ;,;n(r

case where an interviewee introduces a paten y P
jj

lead in the course o£ discussing another topic,

to the new topic is then justified, providing the «temewer

takes note to revert to the incompletely discussed topic later

in the interview.

Procedures

We have repeatedly said that there are few hard a

rules for the focused interview. This is all the more P

when we consider procedures intended to satisfy

criteria of an effective interview. The following i

serves only to illustrate some types of proce ures

appear to extend the range of interviews, t ey sugge

‘^ofthe^t part, the tactics considered in this manual

have been found useful at every stage of the intern -

the procedures primarily designed to exten ran0e

pend, in some measure, on the changing on*°
. ,

interview: on the amount of coverage alrea y o a >

the extent to which interviewees spontaneous y con

bring in new subjects, and on the amount o time 5

able. The interviewer must therefore be vigi ant in

jie

transitions from one stage of the interview to a^° ’

is to decide upon the procedures most appropria e

ing range at each stage. Above all, he wi uti ize

cedures when interviewees prove to be relatively inarticulate.

UNSTRUCTURED QUESTIONS

The unstructured question as a tool of the focusedmter-

view is considered in several sections of the manua .

reference to this type of question is to he “pec^^
because it serves several purposes of th

snon-
tancously. It leads to specificity of comment, ‘ 1

ancj_
taneity, it can be readily adapted to elicit dep P
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kind before? Why did the impression that “we may be under

the same attack” make it “enjoyable” for 5? Instead of fol

lowing up these thin and preliminary reports, the inter

viewer pauses only for a few further remarks by C without

exploring further the implication that this soldier prefers

not to see scenes of bombing raids

Instead, the interviewer shifts to another section of his

interview guide This begins to elicit a set of affective con

notations from one interviewee, but in place of developing
these or of eliciting their responses from others of the group,
the interviewer proceeds with yet another question of the

kind which virtually casts the interviewee in the role of a

consultant ’ on the making of films In this case, E replies

with a specific report of his reactions—a more useful report
than this kind of question ordinarily elicits Yet here again,
instead of finding out the reactions of the rest of the group,
the interviewer goes on to introduce still another topic He
receives only one response, largely empty of meaning This
time, lie becomes aware that he is flitting quickly from one
question to another, acknowledges his fault—“I have to rush
this -and compounds his error by hurriedly turning to still

? V Coverage" has become an uncriticized end
n itself The mere hasty allusion to the remaining questions
in e gui e is taken to discharge his obligation as an inter

?l
er- e becomes onented toward his own behavior as an

questions rather than maintaining the role of an«“-d interested listener This extreme case of sub

T>urno«J*nf
e

,

mere aPPearance of coverage for the central

danver „f ^.

taminS pertinent data clearly exemplifies the
danger of seeking to maximize range at all costs

attrnnr*n

l

?
U0US Aether interviewer should devote any

reachpH
which are not explored beyond the points

lechmni.P
reg0mg examPle The quick “once-over”

foci of itt

'* aSteS time 11 Averts interviewees from their own

mten,

CIUl°n * 'Vlth°ut any compensating increases m the“r^Wledge abOUt se,ected ^eas °f -nquiry In

sion

lc s 10rtcomings of inducing rapid shifts in discus
the "O^'ng rule Do not produce a far-

P c unless a sustained effort is made to explore it in
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transitional questions

Typically, the interviewee and the interviewer will both

make occasional transitions from one area of discussion t

another, but whether these are interviewee-controlled «

interviewer-controlled, continued consideration of the ob]ec

lives oE the interview will help the interviewer decide whe

they are in order and how they are to be uti lze

1.

Interviewee transitions. One of the more ge .

cepts drawn from our experience holds t at, wi

limits, it is preferable that the interviewee, ratherr ttan tft

interviewer, make the transitions to new areas of

But this can become an uninstructive and, at time ,

ing maxim unless one recognizes the limits within whmh it

is taken to apply. The interviewer who possesses w •

Murray has called "double hearing” will soon mfe

context o£ such spontaneous shifts of su ject t a

^
various functions for the interviewee an t a eac

transition calls Eor distinctive tactics by the liat<

;

rvI

inter-

Of the several reasons for shifts engineered by the inte

viewee, four will be considered here.

1. The topic under discussion is peripheral to the inter

viewee’. own interests and feelings, so that he seeks

escape from this irrelevant subject.
ion for a di-

2. He seeks to escape from an area o
a(fec.

ametrically opposed reason: it is im u
prepared to

tive significance for him, and he is y r

verbalize his feelings. significance
3. He shifts to a new area which is °£ B

what icss

to him, abandoning tile one which

4. Hehas'talked at length about a P^'^g^itfintcr-
having exhausted what he has to say, h

\icw onto new ground.

When the interviewer has reason to suppose
.

is symptomatic of Types 1 or 4, there is htt c use *
‘

ccn
note to revert to the area of discussion whic i ia j
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most pertinent to this chapter, it is a means of obtaining a

wide range of comments.
As we have noted, use of the unstructured question is

particularly appropriate in the early stages of the interview.
This will afford a preliminary range of items to be followed
up later. But in every stage, unstructured questions of the
following hind can be used intermittently to extend the
range of comments beyond that anticipated in the interview
guide:

Vhat else in the situation caught your attention?
ls type of unstructured question is especially pertinent

w iene\er a particular topic has been adequately covered in
e interview and interviewees* comments do not provide an

« y transition to another area of inquiry. This procedure

nofLT^k
r

*

St C°me easi
ty to the interviewer. When he

he ms , u
1 1C mtendew lags as a topic is virtually exhausted,

e tempted to resort to direct questions such as:

In ?
ld y°U about the part where . . . ?

tion should k°
WeVer’ the de^ree oE the interviewer’s direc-

to indiratP

6 mmindzed an(* opportunities for interviewees

avoiding thh™*
°* significance sh°uld be maximized by

tionsS. PraC,,“ 3nd b* introducing nondirective que,

elicits
thiS

T*
°£ question n0 IonSer

reached in •
1S a 5,Sn that a new phase has been

cemed. IntervieweTs\Ten
^ ^ ™ °F CoveraSe is con"

>ng foci of attention p
reqmr

f
added assistance in report-

introduces new • •

r°m t*ds P°int» the interviewer

by the inten-icwccCrtm'
1!” thr°uSh transitions suggested

topics drawn from the im
S

‘.
he final stag«. in!tiates

been explored. The fi ^
rview guide which have not yet

tional questions' J**"
°, l^ese Procedures utilizes transi-

> he second, mutational questions.
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ginning, exhibits signs o£ boredom, lets his attention drift

and, altogether, shows that the topic is, for him, simply du •

The interviewer can usually recognize transitions of Type

2-escape from an emotionally sensitive subject-by the char

acter of the interviewee's responses to the topic he seek to

avoid. He has difficulty in expressing himself, or refuses

do so; he seems to resent or vigorously objects to depth

or "personal context" questions about the topic,

cases, it can be provisionally assumed that e IS
,

e P

from a painful or highly emotionalized subject by introduc-

ing an alternative one. Insistent concentration on

ject serves little purpose. Reticences are not necessari y '

however, and as rapport is strengthened, a once-tabo
.

3

can be re-introduced as the interviewer proves

behavior that he does not pass judgment but is capable o

both detachment and interest. .... , n t

When the interviewee has contributed little V Y

response to a particular subject, but evi ences no

or little emotional involvement with it, h.s transitional stam

ment is probably of Type 3, moving to a new are

holds more significance for him. The mtemewer can often

recognize this kind of transition by the more enthusiastic o

interested tone and manner of the interviewee

duces the new topic. Here again, except or '

group interview where other interviewees mam e

something more to say on the abandoned topic, t lere

occasion for the interviewer to revert to it.

The fourth type is usually the least difficult to detect the

interviewer's questions about a subject begin to

minishing returns, until finally it is clear that t ic m

has little or nothing left to say on the topic. nm
t

duces a new subject in this instance, there will of course

no reason for reverting to it.
tl ,n.,„i,

2. Interviewer transitions. Generally preferable though

it is to have transitions effected by the inters less
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abandoned by the interviewee. Transitions of Type 1 signify
that it would not be fruitful to attempt any further explora-
ion o an area which is simply not pertinent to the experi-
ence and feelings of the interviewee; transitions of Type 4
signify that the interviewee sees no further relevance in a
given area, although the interviewer may later seek addi-

r

)

a lscussi°n of the area if he detects certain aspects,~ '° hls hypotheses, which have not yet been con-

regarded
" ge“era1, however, transitions 1 and 4 may beX as pos ‘s that the topic can be safely abandoned

interview
pr°bably not arise spontaneously later in the

siroifiesThaTthe"
1

.-

transition is of the second kind, this

to nostoolm
"S ° £ the diSCUSSi0n is premature andSlK ;
md
r«d - I" this type of case, it is

zone at a later time

ave the interview revert to the sensitive

Priate spontaneous reniTrkbv U
^ dn*"ing Up°n a" appr°‘

reversion can be «Foi j
by ‘he

.

interviewee. A more direct

Of transition: since the'

°pted Wlth reSard to the third type

nificance to the inter, •

abandoned topic is of some sig-

shadowed by a topic of^'™
bUt baS simply been over-

to turn back to the
°re c

.

entral significance, it is feasible

when the interview Bubf
0™1117 by'passed topic, particularly

hypotheses.
8 C susges ts that it bears upon certain

with some dm' oE°f,

COURie
’ 'hat

.

the interviewer can infer,

sented in the interview”"'!-^
1"' 11

°! ‘
heSe types is repre‘

identification of the four ,

H gC °f SUbjecL The sheer

ns that transitions are m/h^i
1S -°E 5°me heIp

' reminding
Furthermore, by attend^

7 h° °g,Cally not a!1 of a Piece -

transition, die interviewe"
8 '° 'he behavioraI contexts of a

logical meaning. ln Tyne ] "r
°Pen £a 'n clues to its psycho-

fests no affect in talking u
* C “nterv^ewee commonly mani-

lack of interest. He has H»H
Ut tbc *n * l*a* toP*c, but merely

Ue to say about it from the be-
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A. I think the side that has the most equipment and who

know how to operate these things successfully will win

the war. , ,

Int. Well, did you get any idea from the film of the way in

which the Nazis operate?

C. In Poland . . . the Nazis . . . directed their military

operations against the civilians as well as e army.

Int. Now what about these operations against civilians ...

What did you think of when you saw those scenes,

say, of the destruction of Warsaw for example?

Cued transitions may require the interviewer to exercise

considerable ingenuity. In the following case, avowe y c

as an extreme, even bizarre, example, the interviewee

wandering far afield from the subject under discussion,

the interviewer picks up a cue and refocuses t e intervi

A. The finest ingenuity in Germany that you ever sat

They are smart. But I think this I fon
tthmkwhen

this World War is oier that we won t have ano ^
We will. We have had them since Cain killed •

long as there are two human beings on this ea

going to be a war. .

Int. Talking about Cain ,
he could be called

small-time gangster, couldn’t he? Do you aPP

member anything about gangsters being roug

any point in this program?

A. Dillinger. That was where . . .

Although the interviewer’s association is more than

little far-fetched, it ser\ed its purpose. Ha ie 1

tjie
simply changed the subject—“What did jou t un ‘

.

gangsters in the program?"-!* would hate indicated that

he thought the interviewee’s remarks irrcleian
,_ . lc(j

sequent strain on rapport. As it was, the cue

to ready discussion of the new topic.

When the time for an interview cannot be greatly extern »

the cued transition enables the curbing of patent igre

without prejudice to rapport. .

Rcvcrsional transitions arc those cffccte >
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are, nevertheless, occasions when the interviewer will have
to bring about a change of topic. When the criteria of range,
depth, specificity and personal context have been satisfied for

the topic, when the interviewee does not spontaneously in-

troduce another one, and when unstructured questions no
longer prove effective, it is obvious that the interviewer must
introduce a transitional question if he is to tap the reservoir
o response further. The other occasions on which he is well
a vised to make a transition is when the discussion has gone
tar afield, or has become generally tedious. In the former
case, to insure adequate coverage, and to avoid the reporting
o muc 1 irrelevant data, it is advisable to introduce a stimu-
us related topic. In the latter case, the topic should be shifted

tt;

rSt S1^S °* boredom or antagonism, since, if such

thev m
CS 316 3

•

°'ve<* to Persist in connection with one topic

view
^ COntlnue, to lts detriment, throughout the inter-

two tvn^l^J
p0ssi.^e for tlie interviewer to adopt either of

ciation of H
ransitlonal questions. He can make use of asso-

a cr transiti°n «• - --
require furth* a-

accumulates a series of items which

tion.

h dl5Cusslon
’ h= ran effect a reversion,,! transi-

or an allusion™!?'''

10"’ the ln,erviewer so adapts a remark

siderationTa as “ ease him into con-

taining the flow of th?°m
C

er?-

h,S advantaSe o£ main-

the attention o[ the inter

‘eWrather than abruptly turning

In each of the follm -

Vle
.

wec to something entirely new.

gradually shifts the dh"
S Sh°rt examPIes . fbe interviewer

upon an
y

int^ie c

' ,SZ,0n a «*j« by drawing
vicwee s phrase or remark:

ago. Did :ou
f

'l!
11

^ti0nCd combat troops a moment
Nazi troops are tr-iinea"

1"^1011 as to how lve11 thc

arc? What about that"™’
°r '°W poorI>’ trained they
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A. I think the side that has the most equipment and who

know how to operate these things successfully will win

the war.

Jnt. Well, did you get any idea from the film of the way in

which the Nazis operate?

C. In Poland . . . the Nazis . . . directed military

operations against the civilians as well as
^

y. . . .

Ini. Now what about these operations against civilians ...

What did you think of when you saw those scenes, lets

say, of the destruction of Warsaw for example?

Cued transitions may require the interviewer to exercise

considerable ingenuity. In the following case, avouc y
ci

as an extreme, even bizarre, example, the interviewee w.

wandering far afield from the subject under discussion, >

the interviewer picks up a cue and refocuses the interview.

A. The finest ingenuity in Germany that you e'er sa

They are smart. Bin I think this: I don t think when

tliis World War is over that we won t have anotl •

We will. We have had them since Cam killed z •

long as there are two human beings on this

going to be a war.

Int. Talking about Cain, he could be called S°mc“"”s ‘

small-time gangster, couldn’t he? Do >ou ,aPP

member anything about gangsters being ro1 S

any point in this program?

A. Dillingcr. That was where . . •
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are, nevertheless, occasions when the interviewer will have
to bring about a change of topic When the criteria of range,
depth, specificity and personal context have been satisfied for

the topic, when the interviewee does not spontaneously m
troduce another one, and when unstructured questions no
longer prove effective, it is obvious that the interviewer must
introduce a transitional question if he is to tap the reservoir
of response further The other occasions on which he is well
advised to make a transition is when the discussion has gone
far afield or has become generally tedious In the former
case, to insure adequate coverage, and to avoid the reporting
o muc irrelevant data, it is advisable to introduce a stimu

!,

C a*ed toPlc *n latter case, the topic should be shifted

ott

lrSt SI^nS °f boredom or antagonism, since, if such
i u es are allowed to persist in connection with one topic

\ iew

ma^ C°ntinue
’ to lts diriment, throughout the inter

twotvr^
S

«

Ua
f

ly p0sslble for the interviewer to adopt either of

aaucmnF °i
tnmSltl0nal ^stions He can make use of asso

view nro<m*

eaS ^ 1

JJ

t

J

oduce a cued transition or, as the inter

require£ accumulates a senes of items which^quire further discussion, he can effect a reversional transi

or an^^sfon^v
1

"
ntenr

mterviewer so adaP ts a remark

stderation of
^ nterviewee as to ease him into con

taininc the flm i

l°plC ^hls has l^e advantage of main-

the attention oeVc Vmm,'™
rather ‘han abruPtly tununS

In each oE the fQn„,
erv,c'vee to something entirely new

gradually slnEts the di?
nS Sh°rt exaraPles - the interviews

upon an interviewees ph^remark
”*** ^ dra'”nS

ago Did >ou°tr
ient,0ned com^at troops a moment

Na2i troops art
3n ^ ,mPression as to how well the

are’ What about that?^’
^ h°W poorl

>
r trained theX
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A. I think the side that has the most equipment andl who

know how to operate these things successfully will win

Inf. Well, did you get any idea from the film of the way m

which the Nazis operate?

C. In Poland ... the Nazis . . .
directed

^earmy
1^

operations against the civilians as well as the army

Int. Now what about these operations agamst civi ta

What did you think of when you saw thosescenes,

say, of die destruction of Warsaw for ex p

Cued transitions may require the interviewer to e '

^
considerable ingenuity. In the following case, avow ^
as an extreme, even bizarre, example, . but
wandering far afield from the subject un er

interview:
the interviewer picks up a cue and refocuses^the

mmrvie^

A. The finest ingenuity in
T

th

don't°

l

thhik when
They are smart. But I think t

another war.

this World War is over that we won
* ulIed Abel. As

We will. We have had diem since
earthi there's

long as there are two human be.ngs on ui

going to be a war.
1)ed somediing of a

Int. Talking about Catn, he coil
,.ou happen to re-

small-time gangster, couldn
being brought out at

member anything about gangsters 6

any point in this program

A . Dillinger. That was where . . •
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viewer in order to obtain further discussion of a topic previ-

ously abandoned, either because the interviewee had avoided

it or, in a group interview, because someone had moved on
to a new theme.

Wherever possible, the reversional question is cued, i e.,

related to the topic currently under discussion. It can, for

instance, take this form:

That suggests something you mentioned previously about
the case in which . . . What were your feelings at that point?

When it does not seem possible to relate the reversional
query to the current context, a “cold” reversion may be
productive.

Int. A httle while ago, you were talking about the scenes of
bombed-out school houses, and you seemed to have
more ideas on that. How did you feel when you saw
that?

7

A. I noticed a little girl lying under a culvert-it made me
ready to go fight then Because I have a daughter of my
own, and I knew how I would feel if anything like that
happened to her. ...

This kind of reversional query is seldom used, however,
and only m instances where it seems likely that the inter-
viewee has "warmed” up to the interviewing situation suf-
ficiently to be articulate about the topic he had avoidedMTllpr 1

In order to insure adequate coverage, it is useful to intro-
duce cued or reversional types of transition questions when-
ever unstructured questions are no longer productive and
the interviewee does not effect a transition himself.

MUTATIONAL QUESTIONS
Toward the close of the interview, there may still remain

important pomts to be covered. Failing opportunity for a
cued transition, the intervtewer may have to introduce a
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mutational question, which contains an explicit reference to

a previously unconsidered area.

How did you feel about that part of the talk which dealt

with the use of drugs in an X-ray examination?

Ideally, there should be little occasion for mutational

questions. The more skillfully the interviewer uses unstruc-

tured questions, the more alert he is to cues affor e 1 in

terviewees, the more carefully he notes items to w ic e

should revert, the less need for mutational questions. A

best, they should be considered a last resort—not because any

one mutational question can disrupt the interview, ut e

cause, on the whole, the focused interview seeks to provi e

an easygoing and open occasion for the interviewee to ex

press his sentiments and perceptions of a situation, s soon

as the interviewer introduces a mutational question, e struc

tures the situation for the interviewee to some extent, an

may tend to force him into a discussion which is remote ro

the interviewee’s own perception of the situation.

Int. Oh, yes ... a point in the film none of you has men-

tioned. I would like to find out something about it.

You remember the shot in the film of 1 mger

Here the interviewer has introduced a S(-en
^ re-

structuring it appreciably, characterizing it on y y

ence to Dillinger.

A. Yes,' the-gangster. The end had come to a man t at

thought he could get away with everyt mg.

A is the only one in the group who
’ s jrr!

suggesting that the scene may have hadjt^
^

mficance for other interviewees. This
, t

confirmed by the fact that again only A resp

follow-up question:

Int. What did that bring out? nower
A. That brings out that one man can have too mu P

and get by with it all the time until a cer
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This illustrates the chief reason for avoiding the muta-
tional question whenever possible. The interviewer’s ques-
tion attaches significance to a topic which it apparently did
not have for the interviewees themselves. It therefore elicits

neither range of evocative elements and patterns in the
stimulus situation nor range of response.

Mutational questions should be kept at a minimum for

an additional reason. When introducing a new topic in this

way, the interviewer seems more than usually apt to ask a
series of questions in rapid succession, in order to obtain a
response to a subject which he supposes may not have much
significance for the interviewees, since they did not bring it

up themselves.

Int. There are two or three other parts of the film I would
like to talk about for a minute. Nobody has mentioned
the part showing the strategy of the Germans in France.
Remember the map showing just how they operated
and then the explanation by an intelligence officer? Do
any of the rest of you remember that part of the film?
Did you find yourself pretty well bored by that kind of
discussion or do you feel you have learned something
irom it? If you had your choice, would you want that
to be in the film or cut out?

nd^Up^
n
.

terV *eWer
/
n t^1 ’5 case would plainly have been well

r

S
L°P

aftCr referrinS “^e part showing the

ad^mft},
0
/

th
,

C <
?
ermans in France.” Instead, he virtually

,

ro
.

e
°f.

a schoolmaster informing pupils that they

body has mentioned *7™/'^

content with fh^
aI1, he Procecds to identify them. Not

tion. he goes on to m't °E struct
.

urinS the stimulus situa-

MCwees mipht h
' k<: 5<i8Sesllons as to how the inter-

r'n" TotS^euy ‘T S“neS <"Did >'0U

learned something?") Stil/rr-Tj'
°f do

> ou tecl y°u ha' e

lie finall) definewhei'r ro'e ,'2 ?
*“ scnse of ,,rSenc>’’

for their judgment of the , Tt

4 °f a consultant and ashs

the film. 'in ^on, d,e in e‘Teu°
f "““"S srenes in

situation, concerts the imeniew intn™''
1''" ''"'

?
,i™,lus

cw into a seeming check on
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the adequacy oE the audience’s perceptions, suggests a prob-

able response and converts the interviewees into consultants.

All this evidently stems from his gratuitous assumption that

mutational questions must be many and varied, if they^are

to provide a foundation for the change of subject. The

compounding of questions by the interviewer is a frequent

sign, as we shall see, that he is in a part of the interview

which he finds stressful and difficult to control. It is char-

acteristically expressive rather than instrumental behavior

on the part of the interviewer. But a rapid and unbroken

sequence of questions seldom accomplishes the end in view.

Under other circumstances, a mutational question may

elicit a good range of response, particularly when the new

subject turns out to have had central significance for the

interviewees:

A.

D.

C.

lnt. You remember those pictures of the Nazi leaders m the

film? Where do you suppose they came from?

Espionage.

Captured film. .

I believe that showed right there we had a secret service

organization working in those countries at tie time *

believe that. I don't believe the German people would

have allowed us in there with cameras and sue as

if they knew they were bringing them back here,

lieve if they had taken pictures like that they wou n

be in a position where we could get hold of t lem,

naturally I believe we have some agents in iere * * *

They were made in this country and faked, t lat is

impression I got . . . fand so on].

The interviewer has asked a mutational question,

is relatively unstructured. As the discussion procee s, 1

comes apparent that this component of the origina si

tion had aroused many sided responses in the interview

In this instance, the question of the authenticity of the

films had been spontaneously raised in a previous interview,

so die interviewer felt that lie was on fairly safe groun in

introducing it. This illustrates another basis for the c mice

of mutational questions designed to extend coverage o t »c

points included in the interview guide: those subjects w nc i

D.
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proved to have been significant in previous interviews can

be introduced, with some assurance, as new subjects in later

interviews. This somewhat reduces the likelihood that the

new subjects will be wholly irrelevant to interviewees.

In general then, mutational questions should be used as a

last resort. When there is no alternative, they should be as

general and unspecific as possible.

To summarize, the criterion of range suggests that the in-

terview should yield as many anticipated and unanticipated

responses as is possible within a limited time. There are a

number of fallacies to be avoided in the process of extending

the range of the interview. One of these is the fallacy of

arresting comment, of cutting off promising leads before they

have been fully developed. Another is the fallacy of imposing

preconceived and irrelevant topics upon interviewees with-

out evidence that the interviewees have, in fact, been con-

cerned with the topic to which the interviewer refers. Third,
there is the fallacy of adhering to fixed questions, which
makes it unlikely that the interviewer will be oriented
toward the discovery and exploration of unanticipated re-

sponses. There are procedures for avoiding these fallacies

and, at the same time, extending the range of the interview.
The most general of these, particularly appropriate at the
opening stages of the interview, is the use of unstructured
questions. As the interview proceeds, however, these unstruc-
tured questions may no longer elicit fresh leads. Then other
types of questions become more appropriate. For example,

len 3 t0P*c been fully explored and unstructured ques-
tions no longer produce fresh material, then transitions to a
new topic may be effected either by the interviewer or by an
interviewee. And toward the close of the interview, if im-
portant points still remain to be explored, then the inter-
uewer may ave to introduce a mutational question, which
con ains an explicit reference to a previously unconsidered
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CHAPTER IV
j

Specificity

\

Research Functions of Specificity

A major objective of the focused interview is that of les-

sening and ideally of closing the gap between interviewees

perceptions of a situation and their reports of what they ave

perceived. We assume that specific and detailed accounts o

how the situation was defined supplement clinical and ex

perimental observations of overt behavior by affording clues

to the salient parts, patterns and attributes of the concrete

situation which evoked that behavior. Thus, specificity is, at

one and the same time, a criterion of any effective focuse

interview and, as discussed in Chapter I, a prime objective

of some interviews.

In the study of real-life situations rather than, say, m
nonsense-syllable experiments on rote memory, there is a

the greater need for discovering the meaning attribute y

subjects to elements, aspects, or patterns of the complex

situation to which they have been exposed. Thus, in one

such study, army trainees reported that “the scene of marc i

*ng Nazi soldiers” in a documentary film led them to ee

anxious about their ability to withstand the German ar
!
ny ’

This report does not satisfy the canon of specificity, nxic

*nay have been provoked by the impression of mate i e

power symbolized by massed armies; by the ' bruta expr

(65)
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sions” on their faces to which the commentary referred, by
the elaborate equipment of the enemy, by the extensive

training seemingly implied by their maneuvers Without
further specification, there is no basis for selecting among
the several possible interpretations

In stressing the need for specificity, we do not at all imply
that people respond to each and every element of the total

situation as a separate and isolated item The situation may
be experienced as a whole or as a complex of configura
tions Individual patterns may be perceived as figures against
a background But we cannot rest with such facile formula
tions we have yet to detect the significant wholes to which
response has occurred and it is toward the detection of these
that the criterion of specificity directs the mteniewer’s at
tention It is only m this way that we are led to findings
which can be generalized and which provide a basis for pre
dieting selective responses 1 Inquiry has shown that, as a
significant whole brief scenes in a motion picture, for ex
ample, have evoked different responses quite apart from
t ie act that seeing a film in conjunction with two thousand
ot ers was also a configurative experience ’ But without
inquiring into specific meanings of significant details, we
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'

surrender all possibility o£ determining the effective stimuli

patterns. Thus our emphasis on "specificity” does not ex-

press allegiance to an “atomistic, as contraste tut 1

“configurational,” approach; it serves only to orient

interviewer toward searching out the significant configura-

tions. The fact of selective response is well attested, we mus

determine what is differentially selected and genera lze t

data.
.

In studying the "effects” of particular situations-tor ex-

ample, changes in racial attitudes affected by residence in an

interracial community or the attitudinal effects of a motion

picture—it is common practice to refer the change to e

total situation, or to gross segments of the situation. e

canon of specificity directs attention toward the searc or

determinate elements or patterns in the situation w ic were

involved in the changed responses. Whether t le stu y is

oriented toward theory or practice, it is advance >y in-

creasingly specific knowledge of the effective elements o

situation. . ,

As a first example of differences in the degree to'winch a

significant part of a total situation has been sped c ,
con

sider these remarks by two enlisted men explaining t eir

interest in part of a film describing the process o training

troops for the invasion of Europe :
2

A.

B.

It was something new.
. , „ ^

That part going over the fence was interes mg.

o\er the fence on those rifles, that was new.

had anything of that hind.

Both men have expressed their interest in the same par

the film, and both have said that they liked it because it was

“new.” But the scanty remark by A provides no asis

telling what was new: the general character of this intensi

training, the tactics used in invasion, or some partial a

2 For a detailed account o£ the film evaluation from
josi

ate dra,,n. ,cc Holland, Lumsdaine and Sheffield, of. nt , pp
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B.

C.
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aspect of this hind of training; the response by B begins to

indicate just what it was about the sequence of scenes that

most impressed him.

Another example:

Int. Wed like to get the story on that; particularly when
the Secretary of the Navy came to give him the ‘E’ flag.

You remember that?
I don t like speeches and things like that. I like to see
action pictures or something like that.
I feel the same way; I don’t care much for speeches.
think we had a majority of speeches since we are in

the Army. We don’t like to hear speeches.
H *

2!

Qb°ut this particular kind of speech that
rubbed you the wrong way?

. Why such honor to a four man machine shop? That is

snrti’

6

^
011 ' F°Ur men COL1ldn’t run a machine shop to

tl

~ dva" taSe- 1 d°n'‘ believe. ... If it was a big shop.
ey would get the same credit and employ 3 or 5,000men, probably 10,000.

r 1

un^the
Spedfi

.

dty leads the interviewer to follow

with the’nnA
ex

PJ,
e
j
SIons °f “attitudes toward speeches”

that rubbed Vo

°

6°U< **“ Particular sPeech

"anythinVahl.?- *, WayV’ ^ idiomatic phrase

of the scene tn Jh^u
1,

J
lerviev,’ecs to the specific aspects

which suggest that it ? ^ "
VC re5po"ded and elicits replies

of the speech tuh- j,

not
?

sPeech” as such, or the form

“exaggerated” kudnc
antaS°n *zed the enlisted men but the

ti-I^nsi^fictfunuTn
* What^ after aI1’ a

an intimation here whirh^™
6"0311 mdustIY- There is

that the interviewee
now

.

be further explored,
an instrumental Der*nP

to tbis symholic scene from
hy helpmg interviewee* ^ C u

.

of dlis ^ind are provided

Perceived component of Sl’i!'
SaliCn‘ attributes o£

In other words the
to designate what «*

concretely interviewees are led

be rating th™- 'he -ore germane

specific the account of no
°ry

.

ot attltude change: the more

provides about the putative”
1*110"' thc m°re informa'ion it

Puta'»ve meanings of the elements, aspects
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_

'

and structures o£ various kinds of situations. And similar y,

the more exactly the person reports just what he was re-

sponding to, the more the data serve the applied purpose ot

suggesting appropriate changes in the product.

Processes of Specification

The preceding pages may have clarified the difference

between merely identifying the gross parts o a situa 1

which have evoked a particular response and leading m -

viewees to specify in detail the significant aspects o

parts. ,

Specification in the focused interview, however, not y

requires the interviewee to designate significant aspec

the stimulus situation, but also to link partial ar respon

to these. At times, the interviewee becomes quite exp

about some aspect of the situation as he has perceive

without going on to describe in comparable etai

meant to him (his response) . This provides data about his

powers of perception and of recall, but is less t an a

in providing data about patterns of response to v

defined situations. The objective is to achieve su

symmetry of report: a particular response should be im

to the aspects of the situation evoking it 3
U5

^

a* P
«;med

and remembered aspects of the situation should be ass g

meaning by being linked to the response.
3

cr,pri£v
Not infrequently, interviewees will spontaneou y

, f
both the evocative aspects of the situation an

1- This might be called specification of reipontthbya
f^l-ever. Is to

*feciftcation of the evocative situation. To specify a F ' ^ 0 { which
meet the criteria o£ “depth," “scope” and “personal

« considered at length in this manual.
T<*oorts o£ response are

Since the various procedures for obtaining detaiiea F"
WQrd ••speafica-

considered later in the manual, we shall restnctuse
not> however, P 1**

Uon" or “specificity" to the stimulus situation* T".1S responses to the

dude discussion of a two-»ay linking ptoce»: the imi-.ns
Bed a!p«u

evocative situation as described above, and linking

the situation to the responses they evoked.
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of their response, as can be seen in the two short examples

that follow:

Int. What about the next section (showing the} surrender
of Americans at Bataan? . . . What did you find interest-

ing in that?

A. ... it didn’t make me feel good to see Americans sur-

rendering to Japs. . . .

Int. What brought that out, for example [that the Germans
were ruthless]?

The evacuation of the people in smaller towns and
scattering them out in the roads to blockade the ad-
vancing troops. That isn’t any warfare I would want to

put over if I were at the head of it.

In the first excerpt. A, asked for his response, alludes to
is feelings and goes on to indicate what it was about the

scene that distressed him. He includes a specification of the
stimulus in beginning to report his reactions. In the next
excerpt, B exhibits the complementary pattern: asked to

l' y 1 ie situation leading to the inference that&:~s' he «* »« « »

the desiderata of both hinds of specificity in mind,

th

” 1S alerted, at each phase of the interview, to
or e letting more data of one or the other kind.

Procedures

appronriafe

n
t°

W t0
J
natter o£ procedure, we consider the

the interviewee specify th*

‘°^ ?
uestions deigned to have

Although this is

P
no t

y
.
* evocatlve ^pects of the situation,

procedure in
matter of cut-and dried rules, one

P rticular seems more productive than others.

SriGIFICA-noN of SITUATION AFTER RESPONSE

view WhenT'pa
0
!-^

0" Predom!nate in a focused inter-

posed om (eiSer

C

bv
r

th

Part °£ ?“ has b«"
y the interviewee or by the inter-
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viewer) the interviewee seems to recall either his reaction

to the reinstated part oE the situation or some aspect orthe

reinstated part which impressed him. The first of these

sequences generally seems to elicit more specific reports, tor

at least two reasons.

(1) Once the salient part of a particular situation has

been reinstated and the interviewee reports ie

that part which impressed him before lie repor

sbonse to it, there is a considerable possibility that the -

membered and reported aspects are not those w ic v

the response: .

Int . . . . There was a drawing of a castle which *ePr^
en

**L

France and then the castle started to crumble. Do any

of you remember that?

A. Where the emblem was crawling up?

B. Nazi termites.

Int. What was that intended to bring out?

C. Fifth columnists, propaganda.

In this case, the scene is specified before the X

J
SP°”S®

the interviewer then asks: “What was that inten e

out?” Two further elements of the scene are speci
,

there is little evidence to indicate whether these wer

remembered or whether they were indeed the basis for in-

ferring that espionage and propaganda were at

procedure characteristically makes for dissociation P

ceived-and-remembered items and of response.

(2) There is a further advantage in asking or r P

before asking for further specification of the stimu

tion. Reports of response are likely to include some

of the evocative situation. By asking for a
inter.

(once the stimulus situation has been reinstated)

,

viewer encourages the interviewee to link his respo

its source at the outset, rather than imposing an

dichotomy of stimulus and response upon him.

Experience suggests the following as an effective sequen

o£ procedures designed to help interviewees speci y

evocative aspects of the situation:

1* Reinstatement of a part of the stimulus situation
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eliciting general indication of what proved most sig-

nificant to the interviewee.

2. Report of interviewee's responses to this part.

3. Specification of aspects of the designated part which
evoked the response.

This is approximated in the following example:

Reinstatement of int. How did you feel when you
stimulus situation saw that? . . . [bombing of

Warsaw}

Initial report of A. I felt like jumping in.
response b. I did too.

Int. What was it about that section

that made you feel like that?

Specification of B. . . . Wars are supposed to be
pertinent aspects fought with the military, not
o situation going around bombing inno-

cent women and children.

When the interviewer assumes the initiative, as he pri-
mari y does only in opening the interview or in making
transitions, he can usually arrange for this preferred sequence
y p erasing his question in such a way as to call for the

response first:

a&ouf
1 l° tbat Pan • • • what were your feelings

.kack to the time you were watching that section.What did you think of it?
6

Any other reactions to that part of the film?

fication^first^

6 ^ ^mds °f c
Iuestions which call for speci-

What didn’t you like about that?

What d°JT
rTTber most about tha ‘ scene?What did you find interesting in that?

specification^

0

^?
CXperience Wlth tbe focused interview, then,

specification of salient aspects of the situation should be

Specification of

pertinent aspects

of situation
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report tends to turn to generalities rather than to specifica-

tion:

[Interviewee observes that if the Allies had combined
they could have stopped Germany.}

Int. When Hitler was building up his army, did any nation
want to stop them? How about that? Do you remember
anything about that?

A. Czechoslovakia wanted to stop them.

1

1I
?
terv^ewer ashed “What did the film show about

t lat? the stimulus situation would probably have been suf-
ficiently reinstated to enable the interviewee to report the
aspect of the indicated scenes which had led to his inference.

We have found that unless the interviewer refers to “scenesm t iis film, “parts of this radio program” or “parts of this
situation, interviewees are likely to shift toward the expres-
sion o generalized attitudes or opinion. Indispensable as
such ancillary data may be, they do not take the place of
reports m which responses are linked to the evocative situa-
lon. et it is only with difficulty that the inexperienced

in

erviewer 1S W€aned from his embarrassment over the seem

tinn

1T

p
>n,

f

t0n
-

y °f re
.

peated references to the stimulus situa-

v;

' re emnS variety of phrase to productiveness of inter-

The*#*™.
e
f°
me* elliptical and resorts to implicit allusions

eralizpH
™ tllis Ieads *nterviewees to shift to gen

eralized opinions is brought out in the following excerpt:

Int Vo,? UmIvl
311

Pf.°,Pl
e 'vere armed but they covered it up.

A. y°
U Uunk WJ <l‘dn't know about it?

weknow?°
U tk ‘nk

»
was asleeP at the switch? Why didn't

I imagine their country was so well policed

it ras
e

.n

,

?h‘c

nt

film

e

|hat "V"8 to disc0' er who ‘

die Germans no
at

,

d,e mterviewee to believe that

are so 'To^' ™i followup questions

film-linUd Specir:^™\
,

'r
t

1 ,

n° t onl
>:
d°“ B* a

’ but die interviewee turns to mere
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conjecture, just as another interviewee does m the follow g

Int. What were we doing at that time,
^"that brought

Do you remember anything in the film that brougn

C. were building up our own country after the war,

trying to get our men at work.
.

What about France and England what were they doing

all the time Hitler was rearming?

D. I imagine they were very much asleep and they were

also living up to the Versailles treaty. I imagine they

did not put faith in them. ...

In his first question the interviewer refers to the film and

the interviewee is reasonably specific about t e re

Americans' lack of attention to rearming " Germany^ n

might be supposed that, once the stimu u

been reinstated, the interviewer would not.have to refer jo

the film in his next question, but as the subsequent remarks

indicate, the interviewee is not specifying a
J ? brief

film which leads to his conclusion. Tins lHustrates.

the utility of continuing to refer to the stimulus situation in

specifying questions.

It should not be concluded, however, that mere reference

to the stimulus situation is enough to ensure stimulus-linked

specificity. Situations of the following kind are not uncom-

mon:
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[Interviewee has commented on the strength of the Ger-

man army.}

Int. What impression did you get of the strength of the

German army from the film?

A. They are well trained.

Int. Better trained than American soldiers?
B. Overtrained.

C. They are welt trained all right.
D. Not any better trained, no.

Although the interviewer refers to the stimulus situation
at the outset, there is no specificity in the reply. The next
question might then have been “Was there anything in the
turn which gave you that impression?" Instead, his further
questions, unlinked to the film, elicited only generalities.

Much clinical experience of this kind rather uniformly sug-
gests that when the interviewer seeks to elicit specificity he
should explicitly call for progressive specification.

in summary, then, specificity can be most definitely elicited

,L„
le “Se of nOT>directive questions: the most effective and
° rUS1VC P°^nt at which to elicit specificity is after a

nor
P™Se * locular part of the situation has been re-

viewer's*/?

U
-

1S m°St to be f°rthcoming if the inter-

sitintmn^
U
A

StI

°?.
c
.

onta *ns a direct reference to the stimulus

added in m ” ? .

V1°US ’ but essential, observation must be

facilitate ^ summar7 of general procedures which

continued
^

•

accounts °f response should not be dis-

hes designated
* * reasonably ™rtain that the interviewee

« “*“* °! thc which

imporLmce fi
mpon* ' In ^ort, because of its great

interviewer sho it*
pUrposcs ot tlle focused interview, themen,ewer should persist in his efforts to elicit specificity.

Selected Problems in
Facilitating Specificity of Report

for hating'thc °eToati°c

t^ 'hC m°S ‘ cfIective procedure
B evocatne situation specified is to start by
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reinstating a part o£ the stimulus situation; second to help

he interviewee designate the significant e ements m t

h

par, third, to ascertain his^"^d«
determine the particular aspects of these selec

to which he responded. It was also ^^“r, ^
preferred sequence does not always, or even

J
and that there are several other kinds; o

up in the focused interview which call for specif
[J

*

tions by the interviewer. The major objective ^13^0^
is to identify various types of interview si

"specifying” questions are required and to sugg p

cedures for coping with these situations.

INTERVIEWEE INDICATES “^SES TO PART °F

STIMULUS SITUATION

Consider, first, the "preferred" sequence.

the stimulus situation has been reinstated, e P
_ ^

ously by the interviewee ("I hhe the part w “ ' '

‘

nta.

by the interviewer (with verbal cues or grap
se to

tion) . The interviewee has reported his gene p

it. The next step is for the interviewer to mWpotaM

"specifying” questions, which in
Signaled

tions: they locate the significant asp
PHhorate

segment, and they encourage further and *ore elahorate

reports of response. The following excerpt from a

illustrates the first of: these functions.

Int. mat about that part?
. Real facts . showed

A. Showed \ou what )OU are up aga
fieht*

you what you hate to go up against when you are hg

/i,(. What do you think brought
nnd bomb;ngT Lots of things, suffering, brutal

to happcn.
of Manila gas e )OU an idea of ts hat is g b

Tliis shows how a specifying q ll“* 1

'inicrsic« cc

nificant aspects of die scenes in a film

singled out for attention as showing *hat >ou 1
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against.’ For him, what's past is prologue: the behavior of
the Japanese is indicative of their character just as the first

episodes of the war are indicative of things still to come.

There is little variation in the type of specifying question
available to the interviewer in instances of this hind. As
exemplified above, it should be unstructured (“What about
that . . . ? ) , and it should contain a specifying reference to
the stimulus situation (“What, in the film, gave you that
impression? ) . This general pattern can be varied somewhat
by adapting to the interviewee’s initial response, but the
Variations are slight:

A. I didn’t like it at all

Int
,

r“bbed you the wronS way? If you think back,
what didn t you like about it?

*de
,

a was not t0 have a two front war. He knew it

, th
U

j

c°nsaence to get rid of England and France,
t0 PUt out l *ien or there was no treaty

because Russia was next in line.

nexr
5°U *mPressi°n, that the Russians were

next in Imp?

A '

ucuL
15

' !?,
COn

;

pare ana's tactics with the gangster

Int In what way?
°W ‘h:“ ‘hey 316 PracticaIly the same'

and dHttoy,^,™
8 mt° places and steahng and robbing

-LngTorTunt e" CouraSe sP«ificity by

S' 8" eS >0U that impression . . . What brought that

A ‘ U Sh°"ed ^ i„ the picture where..

Int. What brought thaYout particularly?

begun to indicate'hfs
When 'he

,

intervie'ree ha
ion to a gross stimulus situador
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simply requires one to ask for further details ah™* the

evocative aspects of that situation. The «»»»

that this step in the focused interview should not be

advertently neglected: specificity should be elicited when

ever the slated response is linked only to the gross stimulus

situation rather than to a characterized part o 1 •

PROGRESSIVE SPECIFICATION

When an interviewee has reported his response to a par-

ticular sector of the stimulus situation, t e process

fication begins by having him first search out evocativ

aspects of die situation and ends by having him narrow

down his perception of each of them. The process

likened to a large searchlight which sweeps over the land

scape, then, searching out significant lan mar s,

^
narrowed and the light focused on one point after anothe

until every detail of any importance has been lig
. r

When a passage of a diary, a scene m a motion
p ^

a sequence in a radio program has been sing

nificant to an interviewee in a particular sense,
.

perspective on that part is at first akin to that of the hypo

tlietical searchlight: it sweeps over the entire par

lion. With the help of the interviewer’s questions,

narrows his focus and picks out one or anotier a P

the matter need not rest there. What were the shadmgs, 1

nuances, of this particular perception? ^ at o
1 ^

were perceived? The interview continues to dea

selected part and focuses on still another signi ica

„fu jj

until it illustrates the aspects which woul e os

The interviewer’s question considered in ^e P«ccdmg

section—"What in tlie situation gave )ou that imp

senes primarily to narrow the lens of tie 1

attention:

A. They are \ery ruthless. . . .

Int. What brought that out, for example?
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A. Where they walked into a tunnel and started bombing

it.

Unless the interviewer continues his questioning, he will

not know what it is about this bombing of a tunnel that

made the Nazis seem ruthless. Why is it not taken simply

as an acceptable military tactic? And without further ques-

tions, the interviewer will not know whether there was any-

thing else in the film which led the interviewee to conclude

that “they are very ruthless.”4

Clinical data of the kind pertinent for understanding the

basis of the response begin to emerge with the allusion to

where they walked into a tunnel and started bombing it."

The same sort of question found useful for eliciting initial

specification can also be utilized to obtain further specificity.

It is unstructured and refers to the stimulus situation. In

this type of instance, however, the reference to the situation
can be more specific since the interviewee has already singled
out the effective part of the situation (and the interviewer
therefore does not risk imposing his structuring of it upon
the interviewee)

.

/nt. Was there anything else in that part of the film that
stood out in your minds?

A. I watched the expressions on their faces [Americans
surrendering at Bataan],

Int. What kind of expressions?
A. They took a beating, didn’t feel good, but it was inter-

esting.
b

Inasmuch as the interviewee has already selected “expres-

r!^k!i°
n

,

ir faces” as significant for him, the interviewer
g y picks up this allusion and goes on to seek char-
cenzation o these expressions that aroused his interest.

1 Sa,d ‘W or "What about them” but by
y pic ing up the specific reference and repeating it.

response imolveT ihp
l

'«T^

in

^i'
V *,at ^se *n the situation elicited a particular

•hffiifu;

S

ts* of rtmg‘ and wa* discussed in thc

of further spccifiniirtn t.

,0h ^ur Present concern is with the problem
J specification and characterization of a particular evocative stimulus.



the subject is encouraged to think back over h.s earl.er pe

ception.

Although the interviewee's initial angling out °
.

fi(
.

salient stimulus enables the mtervmwCT o
specifica-

in the formulation of questions aim
„ rivance beyond

tion” it does not seem advisable for him to advance beyond

the point of the interviewee's own specification.

A. They are well trained.

Int. What gives you that idea?

A. The way they march.

Int. You mean the goosestep?

A. The close order drill.

The interviewer makes his •'further spedfyi^^quesdon

too specific here. He jumps at e°nc «*»
the Germans

the interviewee's characterization

march. The results are not misleading in this case^but^ ^
interviewees might well have t °“S

fce„ and a5 a result

goosestep is the important thing,
r.

have answered in the affirmative regardless of their own P

ThTexcerpt illustrates the utility of continuing;
to seek

further specification. It is clear that someth
"hhey are well

they march” has been taken as a sign that they

^ ^ ^
trained.” The next question was app*™^ significance.

cover which attributes of marching c
interviewee's

However, the interviewer advancedl beyond

own interpretation and began to i p interviewee
lion of the significant symbol. ‘^P^^s mTplaced
was not suggestible; he rejects t

. 5
,trymen sometimes

suggestion of "the goosestep and, ^^u„ a5 a sign of

will, takes smoothly executed close

thorough training.

When the interview is focused on

(Him, print, radio program, etc.)

,

docu-
helped by graphic re-presentation of the poruon of the

mcnt which has been singled out for atten 10

inf. Do you remember the section about the f\ AACS?
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A. I liked the part where they were doing KP. That is just

what I think they should do.
Int. This thing here [holding up still from the film}?
A. That’s it. At least the dishes will be washed by experi-

enced hands. I’ve had too many dirty dishes. That’s just

where they belong.

There is no indication that the director of this docu-
mentary film had intended to activate attitudes toward ap-
propriate sex roles in the armed forces. Nor had a prior
content analysis included the hypothesis that this scene
would carry this distinctive meaning for enlisted men. But
t e interviewer s sustained effort to uncover the symbolically
significant attributes of this scene led to a new hypothesis
iv ich could be checked in other interviews. The canon of
speci city is directed toward this function of instituting
hypotheses which, as a matter of record, had not been for-
mu ate efore preliminary interview data came to hand.
Specificity commonly has heuristic value.

Re-presentation of a selected portion has turned out to be
ore e ective than verbal requests in dieting progressive

thp

C

«‘

,CI

-c

° rep°rtin
S- ^ot onlV does the re-experiencing of

1^ni Part of the document refresh the interviewee's

fact
°7 ° *!“ ongmal perception, but the mere physical

elaborate

1

his repfrt^
13"656111^ C°mm°nly leads him t0

bolic n!p

tedly
' We see tIie necessity for establishing the sym-

be adenn^
1

]

55
-

0 ^ SItuatlon
» observed “effects” are to

document
3 C Y

J

nterPreted- Tbus tests in 1943 showed that

portion 'nf

1^^ COnK™ng the Nazi, increased the pro-

Germanv
10 exPetamental groups who believed that

asmuch L
’ Str°nger army th™ the United States. In-

the film,, the

e

"elfe'a"

n

TOuldh
Ck i

|“
Ucat

.

ion ot this therae in

jecturally, had it no, u
MT6 bCen mterPretI;d °nly con-

been for focused interviews. Inter-
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viewees who expressed this opinion were prompted to

indicate its source by questions of the following type.

Was there anything in the film that gave you that impres-

sion? _

It soon became evident that scenes which presumab y

stressed the “regimentation" of the Nazis-e.g., t leir ml 1

training from an early age-were unexpectedly taken a p oof

of their exceptionally thorough training, as the followin0

excerpts from interviews indicate:

It showed there that their men have more

start their men—when they are ready to go
'

e>

start their military training. By the time they
g ^

they are in there fighting, and they know

man who has been in our service eig t or nin
J , they

By the looks of them where they took the boy*> whendiey

were eight and started training them t en,
J

. , them
marching with drums and everytlung an y

Th arc
for milimry service when they were very young. They

well trained when they are grown men.

Thus the search for specificity yielded a clue to the^sig-

nificant scenes from which these implications were

The interpretation of the experimental effect rests

weight of cumulative evidence drawn from internet

not on mere conjecture. , „

This case serves to bring out the need or proo

specification. IE the subject's report includes on y a 6

allusion to one or another part of the film, it is nece*s
, .

determine the particular aspects of these scenes to w '

responded. Otherwise, we lose access to the o ten tit

paled symbolisms and private meanings ascriDea

stimulus situation. A subject who referre to

mentation of the Nazis" exemplified in mass

prompted to indicate the particular items n llC 1

symbolism:

What about those scenes ga\e you that impression
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It develops that “goose-step parades” and the Sieg Heil!

chorus are taken as symbols of regimentation:

When it showed them goose-stepping out there; it numbed
their mind. It’s such a strain on their mind and body to do
that Just like a bunch of slaves, dogs—do what they’re told.

In general, then, “further specification” is in order when-
ever the interviewee has reported a significant reaction to a

designated section of the stimulus situation. In substance,
this involves use of some version of the stock question, “What
was it in the [situation] that gave you that impression?" It

can often be facilitated by including a reference to the inter-
viewee s previously reported response. Where the means are
available, graphic re-presentation can be used effectively to
encourage further specificity.

CONNECTING RESPONSES UNLINKED TO SITUATION
As we have noted, the interviewee’s report of his response

is often wholly unlinked, to the stimulus situation, or is

vaguely related to the situation as a whole. Before the inter-
viewer reaches the point where he can facilitate a report of
the aspects which gave rise to the response, it is clear that he
must have the response connected to pertinent parts of the
situation. r

A. It was so repetitious too.
I™*'

peated?^

111^ dun^s d *d you notice were being re-

X'rays t^lat had to be taken. He talked about
e 1 neys and heart and so on. It wasn’t necessary.

np«^tr»rrVieWer tT*es to judgment of repetitious

The fi

*he pemnent Parts of a radio program under review,

as the imp
meet

^
Wldl some measure of success, inasmuch

theiLl"ST6 doeS ind,cate the cases in point This sets

ascertaining » k
&

L
CXt SteP’ not taken in this instance, of

r
t
iterated eP,sodes led to a sense of

the same nrno-r

C * Pereas other reiterated episodes intne same program did not.
r
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selected problems in facilitating s

auestions designed

It will be noticed that the p ran

^

q
o£ten the saroe as

to link responses to evocative s
1 further a part

those designed to
linked with a response:

of the situation which has bee
that impres-

"What brought that out? « ^ aimed at “further

sion?” But in contrast to q
facilitates specificity by

specification,” where the mterv 1

•

at;on (“What kind of

repeating the interviewee s c

a ^ ^ interviewer will find

expression? What sort of p '

'
interviewee's response

it useful to include reference to the mterv

or interpretation:

A. ... Russia was next in line.
Russians were

Int. What gives you that impression, that

next in line?

Or he may rephrase the subject s response s g

, mvs,ery about the X-ray pictures.

A. There seemed to be a mys ry
it wasn t

Int. You mean that in explaining the term

fully explained? interested to know die

B. It certainly wasn t. I
? photographs and X-rays and

difference between
ordinary pno s

he didn't explain that

rhe auestion serves

Such reference to the respon ^ track to specify a

keep the interviewee from gomg
. the reaction he— ,m’ "

has just reported. This k

occur in a group interview: ^ ^ thc Gcrroans

Int. Do you think, judging r

plan to invade the U-S-?

A. No, it would be too i. • — (hink ,iiat?

Int. What in the film m*
)n thc U.S. than Germany,

c. Japan has more into ^ Ulc fiIm ^dc you

Had die interviewer ask A
.

m3(,c ,hc U.S.c" B would

think dial Germany "d
his ,mlinLcd comment, and A

hare been less likely to *nsc
[or his inference,

more likely to designate
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GUIDING REFERENCE TO THE SITUATION

In the interview, as in other social situations, persons will

periodically deliver themselves of general opinions and senti-

ments which have been activated by the give-and-take of

conversation. The type of interview designed to search out
deep seated personality trends or values of long standing will

of course encourage the expression of such sentiments. But
in the focused interview, centered as it is on identifying the
definitions of particular situations, it is essential to learn
whether these sentiments were actually engaged in those
situations. When the interviewee states a general opinion,
therefore, the interviewer is plainly called upon to discover
whether this is at all linked with the situation under review.
As in the example that follows, a direct reference to the
situation frequently helps the interviewee to be more
speci c, and makes it less likely that he will wander off on
a pat 1 which, interesting though it may be in other con-
nections, has little to do with the matter in hand.

A '

I
1

!

6
nt
rman pCOple were an aggressive nation through-aman history and there should be taken steps to punish

' ?wy°U rem
^
m^er any scenes in this film that gave you

tnat impression? ° 7

and
C

vo

Si

nn
a

l

ly thC
^terviewee wiU make a generalization,

which led h*°
SPC

u
^ °nC patt °f the stimulus situation

™:t
1

t

e

o,e™
“

h

h
e;“

n

ot
s,on

i

11 remains fOT the inter-

situation J U
h elements or patterns in the

An «
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B. The French united . . . they sat and watted m corr.dors

and didn't try to go out. ... _nved ;n and
c. ... and a little bit of communism . . •

sort of softened up the people
remember that

rsa?£ ^ - «-
spreading pretty widely in France?

C. Not in this film.

In this instance the

by A that the French lost because t
y refcrs t0 the

sive and relied wholly on the Magi
•

j,im

film, and B, retrospecting, recalls mother parMhat^v.^
the impression that the French wer

since he does
apparently suggests another thoug

jj

‘j* asU a turther

not link tins up with the film, the in
irnnression did

question which leads C to report that h.s impression

not come from the film.

When the interviewee voices a general idea which

'

not Telate specifically to the situation un er revi
»

^inds
terviewer can often elicit such relations y approp

of questions. The following examples may be enough to

bring out the character of questions which serv P

pose:

That is an interesting point. What about the film from

that standpoint?
bronchi that idea out ?

Was there anything m the film »
Ge
S
rman troops . Do

You mentioned the precision of
,;mt brought

you happen to remember anything of ft

that out especially? .
t remember

That is an interesting point Do you bgp~*
anything in the film that might bear that out, in

have given you that impression?

These repeated references to the film, particularly when they

are abstracted from the flow of the interview,
. t

abounding to excess. If they were left out a toSc ’
j.jm>

seem, the reference to the situation un er r?'
1

..
;on _ jn_

in this example—would surely be there y i P
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GUIDING REFERENCE TO THE SITUATION

In the interview, as in other social situations, persons will

periodically deliver themselves of general opinions and senti-

ments which have been activated by the give-and-take of

conversation. The type of interview designed to search out
deep seated personality trends or values of long standing will

of course encourage the expression of such sentiments. But
in the focused interview, centered as it is on identifying the
definitions of particular situations, it is essential to learn
whether these sentiments were actually engaged in those
situations. When the interviewee states a general opinion,
therefore, the interviewer is plainly called upon to discover
whether this is at all linked with the situation under review.

s in the example that follows, a direct reference to the
situation frequently helps the interviewee to be more
speci ic, and makes it less likely that he will wander off on
a pati which, interesting though it may be in other con-
nections, has little to do with the matter in hand.

A
ii ??

11311 peoPle were an aggressive nation through-

them
hl5t017 3nd there should be taken stePs t0 pun,sh

Int

?h°J°
U rem

?
mber any scenes in this film that gave you

that impression? 6

and
C

^i0naUy thC
i
nterviewee will make a generalization,

Which l J
1
*!,.

0 speci£ >' one part of the stimulus situation

viewer tn 1

™ t0 hls f°ndusion. It remains for the inter-

situation evoked'ihat
1’"

°T

h" dements or Pattcrns in the

™ade in the
^ ^^ “

therefore"!?, p™ prt;Pared to fight a defensive war;

]jne> _

fench depended wholly on the Maginot

In> '

glveVvmf
anyt

.

hinS in the film that might have

were nrettv
6 ln?PressIon that the French in this warwere pretty much on the defensive?

. . .
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tion. This differs materially from the kind o£ case"
d a

have just examined in which the interviewee has cxpressed a

general conception and the interviewer is cone med to

cover whether this was elicited by the si nation In

^

he

present instance, the concern is to have a f

^
ther

.

C“‘ °^

of the situation-related response, and this alone tt the reason

for the follow-up question. Nevertheless, i : se ms useM to

encourage continued retrospection by incidenta y g

to the situation:

d. • - - The fact of the matter is if we were sent out green

against them [the Nazis], I think we

JatSStfe this film, What do you diink we are up

against when we start invading Europe?

Here the interviesver picks up the essence

man’s remark which implies a fear o
refers to the

against in meeting die enemy. In doing
> observa-

film which makes it the more likely a
h

tion will be linked with the experience of having seen tne

documentary motion picture.

Again, the interviewer may want to introduce anothe

mension into the discussion. Appropriate reference to the

stimulus situation goes far toward ensuring t a

aspect will be considered in the light of that situation.

A. It was kind of smart that way . . .
[die Nazi strategy]

was brought out [in the film).
think.

Ink Well, after seeing a film like that
’ ^ y°

vith the
for example, that their strategy P

strategy of our leaders?

Particularly in a group interview, a report 'which ^
out by being genuinely retrospective an exp i

steadily
to the situation under review may easily digress into sreadily

more irrelevant matters. In the following ins n >
'

ample, it is the image of why France fe Un
f

n
? terest .

days of World War II which is at the center o
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deed there are no ready made precepts for deciding on the

optimum frequency of explicit reference to the situation As
a matter of experience these can be relatively few and far

between when the interviewee is launched upon a detailed

account of his responses to a situation (as we shall see later

on, m our discussion of implied allusions) But when he is

engaged in a series of general expressions of sentiment or

belief or opinion then there is occasion for explicit and
repeated references to the situation, if the interview is not
to move off on a tangent

A It s propaganda
Int Did anything strike you as being propaganda along

those lines?

A That s all you get in the papers
You see it m any of the places in the movies or papers
In nine times out of ten you see things not as it ac
tually happens

IUt

/dm?
an^tilm^ Stn^e yOU specially as propaganda in the

This short interchange illustrates the way in which ques
ns ecome needlessly multiplied only because the initial

Sf*
0
!
1 do

f
not direct attention to the situation in hand

.

rna
^
e
fi

a ^aconic and general observation and the

r

iewer o lows it with a question which merely implies
the under discussion Without adequate

to hi<i

6 lnterviewee interprets the question as referring

Dorr rPenenCe 3t IarSe rather *an to the film and re

?0Mecnnr¥r
1011 Whlch he has S“nl=d anotller

stanrp of v,

1S *equires the interviewer to repeat the sub

stance**

*S ea
^

ier 4uestion From numerous other in

necessitv
6 in^erred that the digression and the

avoided^ had the^f^ questlon would both have been

ence to the
6 firSt questlon contained an explicit reference to the situation at the focus of interest

SUBSTANTIVE QUESTIONS WITH AULUSION TO THE SITUATION

a stateme
the interviewer will want to follow up

n which is clearly a response to the initial situa
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In short, considerable experience suggests thaq m Sen ral,

the interviewer can assist retrospection by 1"^dl g M.

ences, however casual, to the stimulus sonat,or
^

m h,s fo

low-up questions, whether the aim is to elicit further

or to re-direct attention to a major theme.

IMPLIED ALLUSION TO STIMULUS

The same results can often be achieved by ™
allusion to the original experience, either q

itself or as part of a question designed to explore an

viewee’s remark further. . . it is

When the allusion constitutes a question
d

practically the same as the directive question discusse

above, except that the reference to the film is p

A. I think they signed die pact to give them time to

up because they knew what was coming.

Int. What gave you that idea?
Russians

D. That is the way the film
ta* *»#/

knew what was coming from the book A e p

and that Hitler hated Russia and wanted the lan

Here die interviewer
f'^hat ^nThT/ilm gave

£ implication,

and his elaboration is definitely film-rela •

Or another example:

A. They wanted to conquer the world.

Int. What gave you that idea?
where he

A. Well, in one part of it there in the first ^ ^
was making all those statemen

world.

In such instances,
misunderstandings^mailar£

those

pointed out on page 00 might
Enough to have been

viewee’s first statement is genera S
• st under-

based on experience other than e on
the inter-

gone. However, this subject rightly interprets
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viewer’s question as meaning "What in the film gave you
that idea?" and his answer is definitely film-related.

A second kind of occasion on which an implied allusion

to the stimulus situation often proves adequate occurs when
the interviewer is following up an idea, but wants to ensure
that it is retrospective, not merely introspective, in nature:

Int What kind of propaganda was there, for example, that
stood out

7

The use of the past tense here implies "stood out in the
film. In this case the interviewer’s question was followed
by reference to the film, but there is always the possibility
that the interviewee may not sense the implication and will
instead interpret such a question as referring to his experi-
ence at large.

In general, then, when the interviewer wants to have a
response linked to the situation, as a prerequisite to speci-
ficity, he introduces a direct question: "What gave you that
impression? He is more apt to obtain stimulus-linked
speci cation, however, if he also refers to the salient parts
o the stimulus situation in his question: "What part of them gave you that impression?" And by including further

"wu
6

?
065 t0

r*

16 *nterv iewee’s previously stated response—
a part o the film gave you the impression that the
aTe

.

We equipped* —he is likely not only to have the

digressions

11 ^ l° *** source
’ but to prevent unproductive

Inl summary the canon of specificity not only requires the

stimulus^
l°

.

erret
.

out meanings of different phases of the“ MtuatIon
* 11 aIso requires him to discover differ-

LrelsTnSe

V0 **W ’ Phases of situation. Dif-
CCS m PredlsP°sitions5 lead subjects to perceive quite

sonal contexts ot ^ndividuah ^or
U°n* C3n in turn be linked with the per-

disposing attitude to a pertinent
Case whlch relates the Prc*V inent status of the interviewee, see Chapter VI.
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The evacuation oi Dunhi,h,ho«a »e

could do it, it they have
„,e calc where it taut

and were brave enough to do
didn’t start fighting

Urdein they were fighting for. They d.dn t start ng s

until they got awful close to home.

But those with favorable or neutral attitudes

British noted that some French soldiers were also rescued.

It shows courage; you mustn't give up Th^e fellows were

practically doomed, and up comes » English did
diem, saves the greatest number of them^The tng

a marvelous job . . . fighting their way to the coast,

ated the whole army and the Frencn.

Specific evidence of such selective percept1®11 ena.

investigator to interpret tlic occurrence or absenceoedts

rather than accept these as brute data or resort to conjecture,

unbuttressed by evidence. _i:a, mnncrh
In general, specifying questions should be exp

to ail the interviewee in relating his responses to deter,

minate aspects of the stimulus situation an y g
s

enough to avoid having the interviewer strul
"

auesti0ns,
twofold requirement is best met by unstructu q ^
which contain explicit references to the situa

review.



CHAPTER V Depth

Depth, as a further criterion of the focused

quires reports of affective responses which are e

considerably beyond limited, one-d.mensional reports o

••positive” or •negative,” “favorable" or ''unfavo able re

spouses. The interviewer seeks to obtain a maximum ot s

revelatory reports o/ how the situat.on under review w

X:::X of reports in an interview varies; not ewsty-

thing reported is on the same psychological level.

cn.

of comments may be thought of as varying ^ng a con

tinuum. At the lower end of the scale are m
tabuja .

accounts of reactions which allow litt e more
n(j are

tion of positive or negative responses. At upper^end are

those reports which set forth varied psyc 10 ogi
• j.

of the experience. In these are expressed symbohsm,

anxieties, fears, sentiments, as well as c°°n
'

j

major task of the interviewer, then

of depth on which the interview p , ^
Liar time and to shift the level towarcI IIiat e„dj

"depth-continuum” which he finds appropr

case.

t w T DicUon. Management and the

See F. J.
Roethlisbcrger and w. J.

^

lVorJter, np, 276-76.
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In general, this involves attempts to achieve greater depth

since, as we have often noted, a focused interview would be

unwarranted if it did not provide more intensive data than

those obtainable through the use of such instruments as the

questionnaire. Yet, however detailed and circumstantial the

reports are, it is evident that the single focused interview,

constrained by limitations of time and centered on a particu-

lar situation, is not designed to reach the depth commonly
attained in the psychoanalytic interview. In the special case

of focused interviews of groups, moreover, there are occa-

sions on which the interviewer will find it advisable to shift

to a more superficial level in order to obtain comparable
data about the responses of a larger number of individuals.
This occurs most frequently in those interviews which
threaten to be monopolized by one or two members of the
group to the virtual exclusion of other interviewees.

Functions of Depth Interviewing

When the interviewer has successfully managed this aspect
o the interview, when he has obtained a substantial range
o depth responses, he is better equipped to develop hy-
potheses relating the response to the situation. The explora-
tion of the many-sided and deeply rooted characteristics of
responses enables the interviewer to determine the degree of
etachment or of personal involvement in the experience

an to evaluate the peripheral or salient character of the
responses.

The degree of detachment or of personal involvement is
not indicated in a summary expression of preferences. The
p rase, I didn t like . . has a variety of possible meanings,
none o w ich is disclosed by this initial designating state-

^ may m
^
an that the individual is responding as a

etac e critic, and is critically appraising the presentation
of a document or the development of a social situation from
a technical standpoint. He may be responding to a tech-
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nically defective picture, to what he takes to be monotonous

repetition, or to some other technically appraised aspect o

the situation. Interesting as these detached observations may

be in their own right, they are probably not so muc

concern oE the interviewer as are the responses which occur

with some measure of personal involvement. The responses

which indicate that the interviewee was in some way

turbed or otherwise affected by the content of the situation

are generally of more direct interest for the interviewer

These responses may mean that the situation evoked pamfu

anxieties and fears or that the person felt resentfu1 °
^ ^

he defines as an effort to "propagandize’ him by
p J

g

upon his sentiments and values. Without appropna e

oration of the "don’t like” response, the interviewer is con-

fined to uncontrolled conjectures about t e s°c

psychological implications of the response. ie

depth directs attention to the meanings which constitute *

covert significance of otherwise ambiguous or inco

response^iterion ^ ^ sensitizes the interviewer to

variations in the saliency of responses. Some respon
- ,

be central and invested with affect, urgency, or m e

ings; others will be peripheral, of limited significance to he

subject. The interviewer must elicit sufficient y

data to discriminate the casual expression o an op

which is mentioned only because the interview si

seems to call for it, from the strongly motivated response

which reaches into central concerns of the in

appears that the atmosphere of an expressive in e

allows greater opportunity for degrees of sa iency o

tccted than the self-ratings of intensity of be ie w l,c 1
'

,

lately been incorporated into questionnaires an a

scales. But, unless the interviewer is deliberate y sce^i

depth responses, he may not obtain the data nee e

tinguish the central from the peripheral response.
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In cases in which seemingly "detached” responses occur,

the interviewer often assumes that these are of only periph-
eral concern to the interviewee, and, therefore, that they
should be by-passed in the search for more significant re-

sponses. But it cannot be assumed that seeming detachment
is necessarily synonymous with lack of centrality; often, fur-

ther probing reveals a high degree of affective involvement
in such seemingly "objective” or "technical” statements as

I think this film didn’t go far enough in stressing the anti-
Fascist character of the war,” "It would do civilians good to
see this film,” and so on.

In our studies of radio and film "morale propaganda”
during World War II, we often encountered one kind of
seemingly detached response which, upon further inquiry,
turned out to tap deep affective involvement. This took the
orm o technically oriented comments containing thinly
vei cd criticisms of others which, in turn, are seen to be
s iarp criticisms of self. The following passage from a group
interview illustrates this recurrent response:

A

B.

The news is not coming home enough. It should be
forced on people for the duration.
I hats the trouble We don’t realize how bad it is. We
f ti

Car e
!\
0U&h Things should be brought be-

ie Pub 1C to make them, and myself included,more war-conscious.

in(hcaip

U

fh!.

tIl

7
e tWO short statements do not in themselves

sufficient wnr*
‘enCy °£ lhe resPonses* the judgment of in-

not"omnWl
C
°a

SC10U
u
neSS on the homefront is evidently

ther, n would be^n ^hi
1*7 probin& theS(

:

responses fur-

althouch thpv nr
P0SS1hIe to check the intimation that

o« —
no7a

e

5umdcm T
Chm

r

nt ° f a" !nitiaI1V rePorted response isnot a sufficient basis for taUng it to be o£ on , pe£pheral
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concern to the interviewee. The intervtewer stould be^
pared to find that, as he shifts the plane of d.scussm

v£_

greater depth, detachment may give way to per

Sent, apparently peripheral responses may «yeal them

selves as highly central. This can be put in

working rule for the interviewer: no response ^
sidered detached until depth-intervieunng ias

probing
inference; no response considered peripheral, until probing

has jailed to establish it as central.

Procedures

The criterion of depth requires the intenuewee to

^
and to report the affective meanings ° 11S r

.

p
t tj e

particularly in point, therefore, that the mtervewee not the

interviewer, initiate and develop the component of Ins re

sponse. Above all, interviewees should
w

oriented toward the situation under review
interview

the interviewer. Two general conditions of the

which we have briefly considered in other co
^ rf

been found to make for this sustained onen tat,,3

the original situation and therefore merit further cons.de

tion here.

FLEXIBILITY OF INTERVIEW SITUATION

When the interviewer focuses wholly on t e yp

he has developed, he tends to structure the ^emew in such

a way as to delimit the degree of spontanei y P

the interview loses that nexibiUty which makes for s=U

exploration of feelings. The interviewee iconics mcr
^

ingly oriented to the interviewer, seeking
|c,vee

anticipate his expectations. Before long.
'

£t of

conies to report, with some regularity , t ia
p. ^ When,

his response which the interviewer nppnrcn
y

, ;

for instance, the stimulus situation is a news broadms

inflexible type of interview commonly elicits sianciar
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types of report: interviewees define the interview situation

as a test designed to gauge their recollection of facts; they

focus on the details of the news report, the sequence of

specific items of news, and the like. Even when they have

had affective responses toward the content, say, of news about

a disastrous defeat in a battle, the interviewer’s focus on
what amounts to a “quiz” on facts vitiates reports of these

responses. The interviewer may assume that he is setting the

stage for later depth-reports by beginning to ask for an
enumeration of the items of news, only to find that he has

established an attitudinal set for coldly factual recollections.

Not infrequently, interviewees focus, not on their affective

experience at the time of hearing the news broadcast, but on
the interviewer-defined task of obtaining “a passing grade”
for accurate memory of facts. Interviews which are crowded
with such questions as “What else do you remember about
the broadcast [film]?” or “Do you remember any other de-
tails about that particular part of the broadcast [film]?” often
result in largely neutralizing potentially affective reports of
actual response.

On the other hand, if the interviewer prematurely em-
phasizes his interest in reports of affective response he forces
an inflexible standard upon interviewees which they come to
elieve they must meet. This is apt to occur if he seeks to

prime the pump by suggesting types of possible response.
Rather than admit that they are "failures,” that they did not
react as they "should have," interviewees may respond to this
b) conjuring up reports of responses that never were. Once

?
l

)?
y are lcd to °rient themselves toward the expecta-

” ' thC They become task-oriented and con-
rcrt the interview into a test situation.
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their actual responses, in the one
, h d th re.

occurred but are not reported, and “
spouses which have not in tact occurred may be repo

retrospective focus

It is in this special connection that

niques tor having interviewees
Qn the interviewer,

tion on the original situation rather
, t ]ength

The function of retrospection has been"d « ‘eng

in Chapter II, but some mention shouW be

particular role in facilitating tie rep
nQ roore than

Occasionally,' as we have seen, it re \

elicit a de-

the reinstatement of the stimu us “ example, the

tailed account of the response. Consider, tor

following comment in a group interview.
rUnidintr

Int. The next scene shows the raising of 1 ® a

few of you

up still]. Do you remember th s ... ry

liked it. What about that parte
boring,

d. We liked the flag, ^V and alfthat glory,

:r s- * “ “• ” ’
estimation?

scene at once elicits an

Here the mere reimtatcmen ,mmediate report ap-

expression of attitude. T
situation had evoked a

parently occurs when e g
resp0nse. In such cases, it is

highly affective and artl™la'e

e

l

Jence
P

lo the specific situation

probable that almost any
expression.

"ill rep0rt Wh,Ch

“Zs arc neither so well de-

In most cases, however, respo
a cjrCumstantial

fined nor so definitely for™“ ‘

. rc.presentation of the

report will follow direct y r
-

t b jorc often, the inter-

stimulus situation or of a cue
subjects in their self-

viewer finds it necessary “
nscs . Several techniques

exploration or to probe f°
. urI>0sc of eliciting reports

have been found useful for 1

of affective responses.
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FOCUS ON FEELINGS

In following up comments, the interviewer may call for
two types of elaboration. He may ask the subjects to describe
what they observed in the stimulus situation, thus inviting
fairly detached, though significantly selective, accounts of
the content. Or he can ask them to report how they felt

about the content. Both types of elaboration are useful; but
the latter more often leads to depth responses. Consequently,
in this chapter we sketch only those tactics which lead to the
second type of elaboration.

It has been found that interviewees move rather directly
toward a report of depth responses when follow-up questions
contain key words which refer explicitly to a feeling context.
ocusing on a fairly recent, concrete experience, interviewees

usually become progressively interested in exploring its
pre\ ions y unverbalized dimensions, and, for the most part,
no elaborate detour is needed to have them express their
sentiments, ut the context for such reporting must be estab-

an maintained. Thus the interviewer should phrase
a question m such terms as "How did you feel when . . .

?"
r than imply a mere mnemonic context by asking "Whatdo you remember about . . .

°

„ ;I!!;’r
i0nS are P'entiful to show how such seemingly

Dersonnl ,

eren
?
es

.

in phrasing lead respondents from an im-

fesunm
d
,

eSCr
‘?t,0n oE “"“nt to reports of their emotionalresponses to this content.

-° remember the scene showing the way

about that
35 e *n

? hombed and hit? What stood outaoout that part of the film?

they IvererIfn
P^0ple didn t ha\e any shelter; the way

y ere running around and getting bombed

abwr™7
t̂
‘^‘ T' °utr has“ a"

part of the film. He mmht h
bj UC c

,

ontent of the specific

of thoueht—el a hnr-» t
• ^ !*

a' e Proceeded to follow this line

tails of die snuadrnm°
n
r u*

obiective events, furtlier de-
q adrons of bombers, and so on. But this would
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have been comparatively unproductive, s,”“ ^
viewer is primarily concerned with what these episodes

ZTant to L interviewee. He therefore shiftss~n °

the response level which elicits an elaborate report of

ing, which we reproduce in part.

How did it make you feel when you saw the scenes of

the destruction of Warsaw? .

I still can’t get worked up over it yet, because .n tiu

country youlust can't realize war is like over there. Im
talking for myself. I know I couldn’t fight at the presen

time with the viciousness of one of those peop e. I couW

shoot a man before he’d shoot me. But I couldn t have

the viciousness I know those people have. . . -

The following passage indicates admirably what happens

when the interviewer fails to shift from the e\

tion to the level o£ feeling:

A. We have better equipment.
notice

Int. What do you think of their equipment? D y

any in the film?

The comment made by A followed sponUineouslyjrom a

discussion of the comparative training g

American soldiers. This prior
“"^hisTadm^for ba^le

haps countered his doubts concern D
materiel. In-

by pointing out ‘>?e
,

sup"‘°”‘y
insmad of determining the

stead of testing this hypothesis,
,nterviewer in efTect

feelings implied in.thê ’ on ordnance and other
asks interviewees to act as expc

military equipment.

A. Cheap-looking to me.
f , ;r cquipment

Int. Any other ideas? Did you notice any oi

you would be apt to remember ^ [re]tractable

wSeU
e

amr.and
0

mg g^r.™ ^aks your speed down

Int. Did yoiPnotice any other cqmpm CI” ?

,4Crc built

D. Some of the big bombers looked )

like cracker boxes.
- tllc role of technical

The interviewer Dcrs,s ' s
'

j^

1’ bypassed his first oppor-
experts upon the gtoup. H. g
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tunity for eliciting affective responses, he might still have
determined just what affective overtones are associated with
the observation that Nazi equipment is “cheap.” What does
it mean to the enlisted men? Does it lead to a feeling of
complacency? Is it a rationalization? Instead of following
the course, however, the interviewer quizzes his subjects
further concerning their impressions and recollections of

azi equipment. The result is that the interviewees accept
the designated role of technical critic and proceed to sketch
out a senes of defects.

The essential requirement of techniques designed to
ac teve depth, then, is that they deal, not with objective
content, but with associated feelings. The interviewer need
not hesitate to make the necessary transition from one level
to the other, for apparently objective observations often
lave e mite emotional implications. In these circumstances,
le interviewer can be free to "misunderstand” objective
servations, and to focus immediately on associated feelings.

restatement of implied or expressed feelings
Once the context of feelings has been established, further

.t

°rat
!

on K1 be prompted by occasional restatements of

a ,

'mpUed °r exPre5sed. This technique, exten-

nenT
CVC °Ped ^ Rogers in his ivork in psychothera-‘“°UI>S

'!,nS' serv“ a twofold function. By so rephras-

Droirre^'

10113

!

tI,e interviewer implicitly invites

refofm„;
v
:-

eab°rat,0n by the informant - And, second, such

makes .

a 10ns enhance rapport, since the interviewer thusS ’ 1

f
Car *hat he fu»y "understands” and “follows" theinto mant, as he proceeds to express his feelings.*

viewer™ ?
tbeSe functlons is evident. When the inter-

it is el

Pe
f
tS exPressed feelings, or verbalizes implied ones.

For if hf •

31 16
^ aW3itinS an ela^oration of the report.

VCre not interested in hearing more about the mat-

Meihod for °Soaal^Rescan?1*
°T*

Ps> chotherapy, and “The Non directive

279 83.
’ American Journal of Sociology, L (1915),
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ter, he could readily turn the

The second function is somewhat less IT
cd or

ably more important. The T“|“
t

^;"tain or deepen rap-

implied feelings has been found. t ^ understanding
port with the interviewee since it S

thc intcrviewer

which is becoming mutual. Viitho
serves as a sign

report his own sentiments, the re
. d cncouragcs

of “acceptance" of the expressed re P
further,

the subject to explore his sentiments eve

^ c;atcd by
The importance of this funcuon ^^ other tech-

contrasting the procedure of res
interviewer’s under-

niques which imply anything but t 1C

£> for example,

standing or acceptance of thc response.
^

.

ng or challeng-

that the interviewer replies by direc
y ntinient The process

ing the interviewee's expression of a s

hait . The inter-

of self-exploration is brought to an “
-

ng bis report but

viewee is no longer engaged in
<j

v
it;on oE trying to

finds himself, instead, placed m 1

T00f" or of trying to

defend his response by “objective
putting out alter-

gain the interviewer’s assent by l
?
n

;ewer might agree. In

native opinions with which the 111

blocked bom further

either case, the interviewee is not ^ from the stimulus

self-exploration, but turns his at e ^ ;nterviewer.
This is

situation itself to the deman s °
accounts

of depth

scarcely calculated to result m
responses.

reply by asking for further

Or again, the interviewer may
. £nt_‘‘\Vhat

do you mean

clarification of the expressed sen
V a little better? Al-

by that?" or “Could you exPlal , the interviewer's in.

though questions such as these
Tesp0nse,

they tend to

terest in further description “
. tion .

The interviewer's

stand in the way of such e a
a failure which may

failure to understand the ^nltia
taken to mean that

the

be genuine or tactical, is ge

^r
explain his response o„

,h;

interviewee is being aske
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same plane of depth which characterized the original report.

Instead of exploring his feelings further, he tends to re-

iterate his previous remarks or to offer evidence in their
support.

The manner in which the restatement of implied feelings
facilitates self-exploration and the elaboration of affective
responses is illustrated in the following passage:

Int.

A.

Int.

B.

How about some of the rest of you on that? We have
had men tell us over and over again that they like
action shots in films. Now, what we are trying to find
out is why? What do you get out of it?
You build up morale. It is a morale builder. It is like
waving a red flag m front of a bull.
You find yourself getting mad?
You can’t help it, sitting there as a red blooded Ameri-

l
e
.
e som

p

e war l° rd overrunning women and
°* the fellows or a good percentage are

1 an children at home while serving in the

ofTbc^i
6 course

» such a thing as the social correctness

retro n^
Cm°tl0n

’ and inte™ees, in the distance ofRT may aCC°rdingly censor their self-reports, deny-

mLt Th
C Imes ’ even to themselves) the stirrings of senti-

the stimul

m°° °E emot ‘ona^ responsiveness called forth by

lerim bv I T™ may have been ^placed, in the in-

report
^ SOCm

!
V

.

m°re accePtable prudence. The dry-eyed

reference to
/
1WltUnS1y or perhaps deliberately omit any

fee,ings - The

having itself been tranquil
q y’ “

our-hlv esShr^,'n
te

-

rVieW’ °r *)efore rapport has been thor-

proicctive arrn
* * SOl° interview

> ™hen a report is a

in2 the •

“nt of Palntu! « socially unacceptable feel-

porises bv e?
eWer 8“™% -facilitate depth re-

the personT S ™ with di™‘ reference ‘°

has the effe t °f^
pres

.

sed them. More often than not, thisthe effect of block,ng the subject: he may feel that he
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“ reveal rennmeno reh.chhe
p jh>ni[

There may emerge m re
the situation itself, the

further reDort when, removed rrum uiv,
tuTiner repu

, pvressive, or unmanly,
person feels his response toi ha

wU1 o£ten dry
or sentimental. In such cases, the

manmlities
up the report of his experience

Wretrea^ng^ ^ ^
and impersonal statements which

sponsibility for the expressed ^*"8^
q£ r£treat and facili.

The interviewer can a\

Testatement that his interest in
tate depth by so phrasing his res

ment refers t0 the
and understanding of the origi

than t0 an idiosyn-

general type of ™phed respom
, ^ Jn the^ in.

crane (and possibly excessivO
.^ wiU be extensive in

terview, this means that the q feeling that . . .
?”

reference: “Have any of you ever
comparable

In the individual interview, th
tbat

question will be projecfii'e^Someo^^^ ^ elaborate his

In this way the interviei
without being required

response and to explore his f
8 w do so The problem

to “admit” to them before
whether the statements

then remains, of course, to
than to sef£ or are

actually refer to “other peop
admitted ,

feelings. The
simply a cloak for his own,

> having the interviewee

problem lends itself to solu 10 ^ hc Tepor ts the affect

continue his report of esperienc
, ^ of ,ater_ to provide

stirred by the situation, he t
’ ^£ two

bases for distinguishing bet" ee
"

,alement of feelings moves
In the following examp

,

r and though this does not
from the general to the p

,edge openly that the fear

lead the interviewee to
him Iocalize the nature of

response is his own, it do r

the response.
service should not see scenes

A. Well, some of the uu that. E'en though they
of destruction and tl £P

|ftem . I dunk e.Uier it^
are men, it win 14 1
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make them more afraid to go in there, or it would make
them mad. Of course, it depends upon the disposition

of the person, what he is made of.

Int. Did any of you feel this at any part of the film-“Well,
by gosh, if this is the kind of thing I have to face, 1 pre-

fer not to
?”

A. Yes, because I know some of them will feel that way,
but I believe the average person won’t . . . and I do
think that those that do feel that they couldn’t take it—
well, before they get through their training they will get
to feeling that way too.

The restatement of expressed or implied feelings serves as
a “continuant remark” which invites the fuller reporting of
depth responses. It is more useful than other types of con-
tinuant remarks-e.g., “What do you mean?” “Could you tell
me a little more about that?”-since it affords evidence that
t e interviewer has understood the response of the inter-
viewee and thinks it of sufficient interest to have it described

greater ength. The give-and-take of social interaction is
maintained in this way, and the interviewee is ordinarily
encouraged to explore his feelings further rather than to
remain on the same plane of depth.

COMPARATIVE SITUATIONS

rerfLr ^SeS the mterviewer can use the partially di-

situatinn

60

^
IC
^Ue °.f suSgesting comparisons between the

subiem
review anc* parallel experiences which the

comparison*
n
f

°Wn °r can be Presumed, to have had. Such

deDth rcsnr*

° COncre*e experiences serve to encourage

in which^nSES Pr°viding a bridge to those critical areas

have occunJj^Ti,
reas°n t0 believe that affective responses

parallels to

' They aid the verbaUzation of affect. Drawing

other exneiT ^ bet 'TOn the Seated ^nation a°d

moreS? aflOTds ^rviewees an opportunity to talk

r;:i.of,'
y
rrif

°ut thdr anxict;“'^ *** ****«».
the relativelv (T*,"

8 °r emotionaI1y charged experiences in
the relatively dtstant past is not to confess current "weak-
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nesses,” and once this pattern of ^cknotvegi
g^ sugg£sted

ings is established, it tends to persts .

.

’

es ,jraw objec-

comparison is designed not to ave

; es but to serve

tive parallels or contrasts '-^^/^"“ponses.
as a release for introspective an

interview with

Witness the following excerpt
tbnt tbey were

inductees into the army, who a ""P
m;litary training

watching a documentary film a ou
por these men,

in the light of their own training exp
something

the training of Nazis could be ^ in pros-

more than a matter of casual mtere
facing in com-

pect, the very kinds of soldiers trey wou
and American

bat. By starting with a comparison o
v;des a spring-

types of military training, the
film has held

board from the film to the meant g

for them.
_ jnen in t^e

Int. Do you suppose that we Americans
as shown

same way [i.e., comparison
wit

in the film]?
*.rt„<rhlv

A. They train them more thoro g T training over

B. The way things are rushed through

here, it doesn’t seem Pos5IT\ bout the training we

C. That’s what enters my mi
talk exists among

are getting here. Of course. a lot

^^ we,

re ng

the fellows that as soon ® 1

anv
B
more about it than

into the fight. I dont know ay
^ ^ right here is

they do. The training were go
J5 ^ shipped across,

just our basic training,
anything

about ,t excef
I can’t see lha

\
We’d

'ZZ St and right flank and a

marching and doing

few things like that
, an apt occasion for

The suggested comparison provide ^ about going

these soldiers to go on to“^fS combat. The nominally

overseas inadequately pr P
^ tivejy

significant P

objective comparison ot and meanings. Tl *

elicited an open expression^
^ascertain the specific scenes

interviewer was then *
. tl’.cse

anxieties,

the film which had activa



The characteristic efficacy of this technique of comparison

can be further glimpsed by considering a similar occasion on

which it was not used. In this case, the interviewer focuses

on the objective content of the film without attempting to

relate it to parallel experiences of the interviewees. The

passage is taken from a group interview with recruits who

were being trained as engineers:

Int. Well, we were talking about the training of the Nazi

groups a minute ago. Do you happen to remember any-

thing that gave you a slant on how well trained their

troops are or how poorly trained?

A. In my estimation, they are well trained—you take the

engineers, for instance, building up bridges and going

down embankments.

B. Attack on the Maginot Line.

C. It looked to me like a hardship to march like they do

because I know we march here free and easy and it gets

to be tiresome after a while, and that is an unnatural

position in my estimation. Why do they do things like

that?

B. That is part of their regimentation. It looks nice.

One defect in the wording of the interviewer’s question
has been examined in our review of questions which center

on matters of memory: "Do you remember . . . Moreover,
as the italicized portions of the replies indicate, these soldiers

had perceived themselves as counterparts of the enemy
soldiers and were poised to make affectively significant com-
parisons. The interviewer neglects this cue with the result
that the comments are confined to estimates of the training
of the enemy; nothing is reported about the affective mean-
ings of all this.

It should be emphasized, however, that the indiscriminate
use of comparisons will not effectively release depth re-

sponses. To be effective, the experience drawn upon for

comparison must itself be centrally significant to the inter-

viewee. If this is not recognized, if the interviewer intro-

duces comparisons with abstract problems or with peripheral

experiences, he will find that this procedure, far from facili-
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taring reports of depth responses, act"al y
fome of

tinuity of the interview. It imposes a ^ inter-

reference upon the interviewee. In ™
he ;

’

s asked to

viewer often becomes a target fo
Question, to

define his terms, to state the purpose o

> wkiat can

defend his behavior. This is the first s -

. js ^ped
develop into a rousing battle, as t e in

^ th;s passage

upon to explain himself. Consider, one
^ (which has

from an interview with a group of army trainees (,

been considered at some length in ap

that vou think back on the

In t. How do you suppose-now m > strategy com-

picture-how do you -PP^^ed 1 adersi

pares with the strategy of the Allien

"Strategy” is an abstract concept
^‘much 'to do. What is

and-file soldiers can scarcely have ha ^ ^ considered

more, the earlier parts of the > “ (ed comparison is de-

matters of strategy at all. H 1
, an(i extraneous task,

fined by these privates as a
_n(j to report on com-

they are being called upon l° r
.-r0wn role and experience,

plex problems remote from
. as interviewees grope fo

The result is general conf
, interviewer.

further cues and cross-examin

d. Are
y
ou including all the world in that now?

Int. Yes. . .

B . At the present or at tha

Int. Well, at that time, first.

r like kind serve notice on

These and other questions °t
in stirring up

the interviewer dint he has «c«
of the »1 oriented

confusion and in arousing the
‘
tcn icwing

tactic, however

soldiers. But committed to 3
. widcr the random s box

misplaced, he persists >" °P ^OI1 . lie tries again:

of abstract and irrelevant com,

^ ^ ^ , d

Int. How would you COI"P P,,,
A(„ca? IVllich do

there will, our planning "
you think was hettet? haven't seen any.

C. You say our planning m Alr.ca

Int. What do you incanr
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They show the diagrams on the screen how the Ger-
mans went into France or captured Poland or Norway,
but as far as Africa, I mean fighting towards . . . away
from . . . Tunisia, 1 don't know.

A. I don t think you can compare them because they are
all in different positions, not in the same countries.

By now, the interviewer is completely routed. This badly
advised comparison has not only failed to elicit reports of
depth responses but has produced an atmosphere hardly
conducive to such reports later in the inters iew.

The comparison of the situation under review with other
situations is patently a two-edged tool, to be used with cau-
tion and in the proper direction. To encourage reports of
feelings, the situation selected for comparison should have
entered significantly into the interviewee’s prior experience,

is 1 erent with abstract or obscure comparisons which
ivert attention from the relevant, arouse the hostility of

them
nterVieWee aIt°*ether' bave nothinS to recommend

SUMMARY

firial

*ePortec* responses varies from the super-

“like” ,?^
ectlve attitudes, the mere statement of

the f~i
r dlShke

*
’ t0 exPressive and detailed accounts of

erahle pvT ?
r°USed b? the stimulus situation. To a consid-

of demh- r
’ the interviewer can control the shifting planes

or liet depth!

1 S<> di5cussion «* to reach greater

on

S

e

e

oIa

r

n!.r
OCedrS “* be USed to shift the report from

ZfeehnJ TT ThC BrSt °f these evolves an allusion

,

y thC 5ltUation rather than a request for

tel sTen T Tl^ *he MtUation: "Ho- y°»

aDDroDnat/ ^
eatd

^ • • • A second procedure is

Ti re !

L

W 3 repOTt o£ feelhlSs has been initiated.

/JtoTwhWit'
rT‘ementj Hther direct or imPUed’ °ileehngs wh.ch have been exphatly reported or intimated.
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directed comparison
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, si(,n ificant experi-

between the situation in hand an
reason to assume

ences which the interviewer knows or to reaso^ ^
have been central for the interview •

interviewees to

such comparisons, when propel^ beyond their

tell of affective responses which
tentially dangerous

powers to report. This, howeve , P
-

son js with mat-
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ters abstract or peripheral, tn
introduce compari-

into confusion. It is therefore unwi
concrete, relevant

son unless there is some assurance that

and central.



CHAPTER VI Personal Contexts

The Concept of Personal Context

, . of definitions of a situa-

To arrive at an unders and
g^^ is designed

tion, and responses to it, the
into the situation,

to discover what each person has P
and ceTta;n 0f his

The person's prior attitudes an ^ sonal context of

social statuses and roles consti
onal context which

his responses. It is the variation ^ type 0 f situation

leads to variations in response
t
-mes or by different in-

by the same individual at diif nQt to deny> in advance,

dividuals at the same time.
^ a modal response which

that there may nevertheless o
,

nent similarities of per-

is characteristic of those havin® P
adequate the knowledge of

sonal context. The more nea J
°ne can account for the

these contexts, the more n ^ signed to the situation,

meanings which the tndivi
‘

es and for personal contexts

The search for depth re p -
shable. In ascertaining depth

arc closely related, but 01 b^
[Q idcntify the affective

responses, the interview:
^ icnce . ;n ascertaining per-

mcanings of the panic ^vcr the attributes of the in-

sonal context, henries
dl j s

experience with tlicsc

dividual which have—— Diets011 '

°nd ,,
'

0T*n,
,

—
l. Cf. Roclhlitbcrgcr anti D

283
'
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meanings. Frequently, the

two related kinds of data.

(116)

same procedures will elicit the

Types of Context

Two kinds of personal context can be usefully distin-
guished. The first of these, the idiosyncratic context, refers
to those highly personal experiences and associated attitudes
w ich occur rarely even within a relatively homogeneous
group. For an example, the American who says of a docu-
mentary radio program: . . it reminds me of the way I feltw en my brother came back from the war after he had been
reported dead. We were living in Russia and . .

.” An idio-
syncratic context shapes responses to a situation which are
ap to e istmctive if not actually unique and helps explain
wnat might otherwise appear to be a response wholly dis-
proportionate to the occasion.
The second type is the role context which is built up of

experiences which are common among persons occupying a

S“ a
'
i°

C St3tUS - The roIe context helps account for

situation^ T

CC
*U

ent* ^ not actually modal, responses to a
tuauon. j thc excerpt that fo]Iows for ex . ;s the

S‘atUS “ 3 S0Wier Which is ™th his
response to a sequence of scenes in a documentary film:

I,Xt '

that
V
mr

1

i

,aP
h
PCn to

.

remember what you didn't like aboutmat part about the WAACS?

/

“ “ Th 1 don '‘ in to ** A™y routines.

entirelv TZ n'u- }
think the>' should g« rid of thatentirely. I don t th.nk it is interesting to anybody.

viewee° prompifyAssumes
1
* n f h“

°™ response
' this inter'

elusive, response and a* u
be a Prevailing. if not ex-

found to be a fairhf
a

™
nbCS “ '°

f
very°ne- This has been

explicitly place his^esom!^ .
pract,ce: the interviewee will

abandoning £ ££

^

assume diat it occurs ^ite ap£%£ ££cSS
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RELEVANCE OF PERSONAL CONTEXTS .,1 Jn

tained recognition of role contexts by those tnvolved

them seems to be difficult and .nfrequent.

The purposes of his study, of c“
e

S“^™
0£ ^"two

viewer’s primary concern with on
ffects 0 £ mass

types of personal context. In studying
orobably

communications, for example, the interviewer

have only slight interest in idiosyncratic contexts which can

not account for widespread patterns o resp
me(jical

trasting example, interviews focused on the diaries of medical

students who have distinguished themselve
ncerned

lows in one or another respect will be as much concerne

with the idiosyncratic as with the role contex .

Relevance of Personal Contexts

It is a central task of the focused

the prior experiences and
situation. As we

related to their structuring of th
be seen that per-

consider the matter in some deta
, gement of per-

sonal contexts clarify every phase

sons in situations.
. . h meanings ascribed

What is perceived in the situation,
varies. Particularly

to it, vary largely as the PerSon
* ***

events, people orient

when exposed to complex and
g perceptions. It is a

themselves in terms of highly se ec
*

^ jnto focus and to

function of the interview to brinS
t0 the personal

have them related, at least hypo

contexts of perception.
ct-indine of the unantici-

It is particularly for the un eT
naj context becomes

pated response that knowle ge o
nse t

-

5
unanticipated

conspicuously essential. F°r 1 ie

nothing it1 tbe obj
ect‘vc

precisely because there seems to
^ind of interpretation

situation to provide substance o
communications, this

or reaction. In behavior c ici

heen described as the

often takes the form of wliat i ^ which is directly

“boomerang response, t iat i ,
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opposed to the intent or expectation of those issuing the
communication (whether these be the producers of mass
communications in print, radio, television, and motion pic-

tures or the producers of private communications in and out
of organizations). Typically, the response is anything but
unexpected, once the personal context of response is identi-
fied and taken into account.

Consider the following boomerang response, which is
taken from an interview with trainees who had seen a docu-
mentary film concerning the early stages of the recent world
war. The film has stressed the strength, efficiency and mili-
ai
7 *u

5
e"ority t^ie Nazis over other European countriesand had dramatically portrayed the valiant resistance of theBmish against what were then seemingly overwhelming

lnt'

dM d
k-"d

u
a fightinS i

ob do y°u think the British
did during the period shown in the film?

' *°.‘S!?”*
*han they e' er did - mis devaluation of

• •

1 1S
.

e^ort comes as something of a surprise,

in 2'd
the circumstantial account to the contrary" *

J°rumeaary fito- But the interviewee at once

Lt
P
/n\

C°nt
c
Xt Whkh exPIai"s his response.] I am

’,T‘ Z en°UZh ‘o beheve Britain w,U never fight if

^Yon
eUe to Z° ‘° *>“ f™‘ ‘hem.

dlan and r - c
*5“ ^ WlU fight ‘° ,he Iast Cana-

question about“ A
n
; ^ 'f'

There is no

his statue linirnj
’

* V *T°
11115 P0,nt« be simply reports

the fitifshwiSont

ever that
S
hc v,

“ film - 11 soon turns out, how-

vvhich the L?„n
°:

S™PI >’ ttnpcrvions to the story

*atwhich c™c±'mt has selectively seen in it only

the film that Fnole d
attnude.] What did you see tn

kirk?
S nd dld outstde °f evacuating at Dun-

The focused interview result* in m
contexts found to govern responses ?

mVentOTy o£ Personal

situation. It then remains for other
’ pa"IcuIar tyPe of

estimate or to find out the relative ZT Pro“dur“. «»
eiauve frequency with which
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procedures
exDOSed to the

each of these contexts obtain among

situation, either experimentally or routinely m their p

terns of social life. . . nt.r and
As we have briefly suggested in the preceding P

shall consider at length in this one, 1"t£™
otionS- Ye t the

reluctant to express their most deep y e
requires

social protocol of the interview situation ordinarily req^
^

them "to say something.” As a defensive ma ^ resort

nonetheless a maneuver when it is um
^

°*
,

• eenUine

to impersonal generalities rather
report serves

feelings. The manifest content rt vb***^
response. By

only to disguise the substance o
atters of personal

progressively shifting the dtscussion “™“
d transhions to

context, the interviewer can pr d gr^ ,y
held in

the type of report which is b

abeyance.

ProceduresI ULCUUI c-o

identification
^ome con(idence, that

The interviewer can assume,
watching it unfold,

people engaging in a social
measure of social and

in a play, variously experie
between themselves and

re rbnirvfrJml distance or intimacy .i^m^lves with

* r o ._/•/> some measuiw -

—

as in a play, variously expert
between themselves and

psychological distance or
identify

themselves with

others in the situation. T.
11 Y

, to respond at all

some, feel alienated from °.
t £”

ia the situation with whom

to the rest. By focusing on those
the interviewer helps

the interviewee has identified h.mse^
£onteJcts of response

the detailed reporting of t le p

to the situation. „nuledgc about die social an

Some degree of P^'^^icwec provides one source

personal attributes of
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for making hypotheses of probable bases of identifications.

At times, such information is ready to hand: a fat woman is

found to be particularly concerned to buy her war bonds
from Kate Smith; American soldiers training to be engineers
have functional bases for identification with German engi-
neering corps depicted in a documentary film. With such
provisional guideposts to possible identifications, the inter-
viewer can direct his questions accordingly, probing for the
reminiscences of personal experience and of interests acti-
vated by this aspect of the situation. When even this modi-
cum of knowledge about potential bases for identification is

absent, one must wait upon cues which turn up in the course
of the interview.

On occasion, the problem of uncovering identifications
solves itself. Without any prompting, the interviewee may
spontaneously and explicitly report the grounds on which
he has identified himself with one or another person or
group m the situation under review. Consider this case in
point. During the last war, a radio star, Kate Smith, broad-
cast over a span of eighteen consecutive hours repeated

arter- ?• °u J
PUrChaSe ° f War bonds ' Miss Smith was char-

bed by liS,e"erS 35 3 IarSe ' stout woman

arhL ,

P°f
“eS n°r m3kes 3n >’ parent effort to

achieve ‘exual allure. In affectionate summary, "she's just

obeshi h
A ‘ff'cty-year-old mother, whose

child is n T pr0"0unced aft” ‘he birth of her second

dtiiIT , f'°r

,dCmify hCrSelf ™th Mi« Smith and to
dissociate herself from more glamorous public figures:

buT
a

themseU«°?
£

Mr
e a

ffsa- d° “'ey care about anything

1!1‘
C' erythin

S- Sh* iUH henelf.y„d
2. See R. K. Merton. M. Fuke and A r,,,,:. «»

Harper, 1946)
, pp 146-147.

" ft S ' ^Iass ^^vashn (New York:
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this as a mother: I don’t want beauty Perhaps at.xteen^

wanted it, or at nineteen, but now
children, I’m not

[In agitated tones]

thinking of glamour [dus said with witnering

In the following case, it becomes evident that

class of the interviewee provided the context
f

identification with the British portrayal in a documenta y

film:

[The interviewee has said that he ' feels closer

British, after seeing the documentary •]
, ?

Int. In what way does this P'
ct“re

^uo-do^amily as Mrs.

A. I don’t come from such a v: e
.. d that picture

Miniver's. Hers was a well-to- o
jjut this one

didn’t show anything of the poo
. an(j you realize

brought it closer to my class ofp P ’ d *ot just the

we are all in it and everybody gets hurt an j

higher class of people.
,

Here is an example of an Kicntific^0
”,^" question by

import for the interviewee, that ev

^ ^ sur£ace. The
the interviewer is enough to

. program designed to

following response is to a wartime

improve civilian morale:

.Re stay at-homes, flat feet,

Int. What about the humor
oroKram more effecuve?

teeth, etc. Did it make the rad i P &^ persona lly re-

A. I don't think it’s funny becau -

t was worth

jected for the Army an
humorous to me.

being rejected for and that isn

^ ^
..consultant”

Despite the interviewer s
t|ie roje of an exP^^

question, casting the inters’

L

erang response, based on

adviser, he indicates a
rejected by the Army,

own experience and status

;dent
.

fication is spontane-

In other instances, the basis o
’ -

s at fir5t implicit,

ously mentioned, but the 1 en
interview with a

The following example is drawn from

group of Army engineers.
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Int. What in the film gave you the idea that the Nazis were

well trained?
,

A. The engineers had a bridge across that place-don t

know where it was—they had a bridge and those tanks

came across it. That is co-operation.

Here one man refers to a part of the film which might

well have led him to identify himself with others of like

kind. The allusion to engineers is still only a tentative cue:

nothing has been said in so many words about the personal

context of the observation.

Int. That is an idea. You are fighting engineers, aren't you?

At least you are engineers to-be. When you were watch-

ing those scenes of the Nazi engineers in action, what

did you find yourselves thinking about?

The interviewer adapts A's allusion to status to serve as

a transition from impersonal observations to personal con-

texts. To further this shift of focus, he underlines the at-

tribute on the basis of which the identification is anticipated.

Moreo\er, the interviewer phrases the question extensively

so that others in the group are encouraged to report any
responses they may have had within this context.

B. We would be in soon

.

C. Hoping the war would be over right away.
Int. Why? Seriously, that is interesting—why?

However, personal contexts of response have not yet been
established. The remark by C is particularly ambiguous. Is

be anxious over his own fate in battle? Is he simply fed up
vvith army life? The interviewer attempts to determine the
context of the response by asking "why?" This abrupt and
vague query defeats the interviewer's purpose as C replies

in as oblique a fashion as before.

C. Just a funny feeling, I guess. Bombs going all

around. . .

.

Int. How about some of the rest of you on that? What did
you start thinking about when you saw those scenes of
the Nazi engineers building bridges?

A. Makes you think you are going to build a bridge.

V. About what we would be doing. Look it over as much
as we could and see what it would be like.
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Inf. How did you feel when you were thinking about that?

The significance ot the identification fort
'^ponding, for

remains undarified. They might have
the enemy as

example, merely to the training tc

,

*" q
might be indirectly

technical information or, apin, t > b
d upon to

expressing anxieties in anticip;attoni^g therefore asks

perform the pictured tasks. The i

for clarification of the response.
.

. .

D. 1 believe it said something about the

first. I always heard die Marines were the first

Since identifications ordinarily invite accounts
^be

sonal contexts of response, the interviewer oe
situa-

alerted to the spontaneous mention of e ernen 1

t|ieIn.

tion with which interviewees seem to be 1 ®
t]ie

selves. He can then take these cues, and
“

plane of impersonal or objective personal

pothesis of identification by turning ° b emphasiz-

context of the response. This can o ten
gwee and the

ing the implied relation between
having instituted

relevant aspect of the situation an
, o£ thoughts and

the personal context, by asking °!*e
|tuation .

feelings evoked by that aspect ot
^ introduce a tenta-

At times, the interviewer does we
^-s own initiative,

tively assumed basis for identification ^.Qne(j by the inter-

when it has not been spontaneous y
(joes not seem to

viewee. When sparingly used, this pr ^ shown that the

produce spurious reports. Expene
,

,jaKIi Qr ignored

suggested identifications are genera
occurred. _

by interviewees when they have n
£ace of efforts to e lcit

This procedure should not take the P ^ the mter-

spontaneous statements of 1f
n

r̂vie,v draws toward a

viewees themselves. But as e
identification

having een

close, with nothing hy y?ay °
aSsumed that tlie iscus-

spontaneously reported, it ca*\ d shift in focus towar

sion will not suffer from following
extract from

personal references of this m
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an interview with another group who had seen the same
orientation film includes some interviewing techniques
which are effective and others which are ineffective in elicit-

ing personal contexts.

Int* You are all fighting engineers. . . . Do you remember
those action shots showing the engineers really at work?

The interviewer supplies a cue to possible identification.
But instead of using this as a means of eliciting personal
contexts, he, in effect, asks for proof that the interviewees
remember the scenes he has in mind. This results, at best,m an enumeration of objective details of the episode. Wit-
ness the comment.

A. Blew the lock house up and dynamited the place just

Int. That is what I would like to find out. While you were
watching those scenes showing the Nazi engineers at
work, what did you find yourselves thinking about?

..tS
15

.

15 .*6 type o£ 1uestion which might well have been

^ outs«t- It is generally safe to assume that inter-
viewees will remember those scenes which most closely touch

sem.iIi
0

'

W
MPa5t or

,

anticipated experiences. In general, it
e *° immediately for introspective reports,

situation li b"
IS cen‘ered uPon the objective nature of the

nerso^' ?
eC<

T? dlfficult thereafter to elicit reports of"LC

eSve
The qUeSti°n introdlIred th!s p°in ‘ *

fnt WhaTdo
'’™"

'

ng ™ """« ‘wo months from now.
• What do you mean-doing as well or what?

de™nd
C

the

t

cor
nt ren,ary “Posing an inability to un-“

typ

e

e“h”h h ZStfSwin^
priate elaboration of the refLt

mg a" appr°‘

B '

anddoh.^the
1'^ bVn aCti°n two months from nowand doing the same thing as they are.

,
day we '™uld be fadng the very thing

r , w, .“C
, T Who were buiIding the bridges

Int. What about that-suppose you we?e facing h?&
GeU°„y

d
ort

d °Ut Wh° th=— tnce^would be-
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These few passages from interviews bring out pa

of some rules of thumb to guide the -W*"*
where interviewees make no spontaneous rt>en 1

1

dentified
or groups in the situation with which t ey

themselves In the first place, the interviews

«

ably provide his cues to the hypothesiz
m ,;ie

fotnfs in (he interview where they rea :

y ^ o£ten consld
preceding discussion As we have seen,

rnntexts of

etable resistance to reporting deeply P"f
na' C"

ter

response, this resistance is only remforced when -

viewer makes it evident, by an abrupt he
this is precisely the kind of intimate information

Secondly, it seems advisable for the '^‘^er^han to

himself to cues, to intimated identifiers >

^ tj,e cue

slate these expressly If identification 3

^ bas not oc

will often be enough to invite the repor
'

lo suggest a

curred, the cue will generally be msu
^ ^ n0 occasion

pseudo identification Moreover, t ere
^ their role as

for people to infer that they have
,

a
* ormatIon which is

interviewees by not having supp ie

now being requested 77 f0r
introspective

Lastly, questions should P^etab^ '

ces underlying

reports of the personal attributes ° the pertinent

identification rather than for evi
remembered The

elements of the stimulus situa;Hon
b such questions

preferred procedure makes ter
, pj azi

engineers in tint

as 'You remember those scenes o
u Amencan engi

part of the film, don't you? ' when you thosC

ncers find yoursehes thinking
Qn the dements in the

action shots? The question
1(jcntification

and procec

stturtion which may ha\ e e
cs to it

at once to ask for a report of reS?

controU-W> " procedures of controlled

We have seen briefly hov
reporung of affective

projection can sene to cn
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broadcast during the war for the purpose o£ heightening

morale of civilians:

Inf. Do you think it makes a difference l£ ^^°
me

one in the service when you listen to thn
i

program

A. Yes, you think i£ he is going through that too.

In f. Do you think it makes a difference, Mrs.
upset

B. 1 have no one in the service so it really doesn up

A. Before my husband went overseas I w
^

I

^
t

} { he ;s

terested in that type of program, but now

overseas I like to listen.

A. I think we should have more woufd feel

are too many people that are selhsatisfied. I

terrible if I lost my husband, but at

feel. ...

The interviewer’s first query is

fits WH1 put it

cal, designed to see if those whom
p interview, of

on. There is nothing here, in b £ f^st, t^js only

probing directly into personal cone
; thetical situation

elicits the opinion that people 1

terviewer
proceeds, in

will respond distinctively. T e
. extending it to

effect, to reiterate the projective q . ,
s to several indica*

other members of the group.
!

-

nS to explore the dis*

tions of personal coxae*-. ^cast holds for her.

tmctive meanings which die
be introduccd

In other cases, the projective statern

_

tervjcwcr that the in*

by the interviewee. This signals t e
private tension

terviewee may be touching upon a SP
sensitive matter,

and is initially reluctant to acknow e
g ^ intcrviewer

pro*

Acting as an ally of the interyicwe , ^ statcment .

cceds to focus on the substantive question, that

At the same time, he assumes, m 1

flr,d makes the trans-

thc interviewee is speaking of 11

^iance and interest. )

lalion in an evident mood of ® projection, die inter-

Inrning to the content of t ie
jn having the inter

viewer implies that he is not engaged
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and value-laden responses; we consider now how it can be

adapted to uncover the personal context of such responses.

As interviewees approach spheres of tension which they re-

gard as distinctively personal, they often attribute their own

feelings to others. This practice can be drawn upon by the

interviewer to elicit detailed accounts of responses at first

imputed to, say, the “other guy,” “people,” or “men in the

Army.” Since these responses are assigned to others, the other-

wise resistant interviewee is Teady to elaborate the nature of

the responses at some length. He maintains anonymity while

engaged in self-exploration of feelings .
3

It is in the next phase that the projection becomes “con-

trolled" by the interviewer who does not allow the discussion

to remain on this level. The person who projects his own
affective response onto the generality of men ordinarily

senses what he is about, even though he may be hard put to

formulate the process or to acknowledge the fact. The initial

elaboration of the response does provide an enlarged basis

for experiencing the pertinence to himself of the response

which he attributes to others. It is for the interviewer to

provide the setting in which this can be brought to the sur-

face and put into words. The shift from the level of pro-

jection to the level of personal context should not, of course,

be srtdden and forced. Unless there is evidence of consider-

able resistance on the part of the interviewee, the interviewer

can achieve his purpose by slight, but continued, guidance
in this direction.

In the first phase, the projective statements may be intro

duced either by the interviewer or by the interviewee him-
self. Here is an example of the way in which the interviewer
provides a basis for projection which can easily lead inter-

viewees to report the personal context of their own response
The stimulus situation is one in a series of radio programs

3. For some apposite evidence on this, see the summary by Maccoby and
Maccoby, "The interview: a tool of social science," op. at, pp. 460 462.
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broadcast during the war for the purpose of heightening t

morale of civilians:

Int. Do you think it makes a difference if you have some

one in the service when you listen to this program

A. Yes, you think if he is going through that too.

Int. Do you think it makes a difference, Mrs. B?

B. I have no one in the service so it really oesn p

A.

me.
,

Before my husband went overseas I wasn t

terested in that type of program, but now

overseas 1 like to listen.

much in-

that he is

A. I think we should have more programs like
.

j

are too many people that are self-satisfied I would.it*

terrible if I lost my husband, but at least I would

feel. ...

The interviewer’s first query is projective and
wuFmit it

cal, designed to see if those whom the shoe
o£

on. There is nothing here, in this Sro“P
this J,niy

probing directly into personal
,

co"“r™’
situation

elicits the opinion that people m the hyp
nroceeds, in

will respond distinctively. The inte™e
'

extending it to
effect, to reiterate the projective Tue

several fndica-
other members of the group. This 1

, tiie ( 1 ;
5

-

tions of personal context, and A begins to explom die

tinctive meanings which the broadcas
^

In other cases, the projective statement
jn.

by the interviewee. This signals the
ivatc tcnsion

teniewee may be touching upon a sp cr
matter,

and is initially reluctant to acknowlc gc t us

Acting as an ally of the
5 “

^

cceds to focus on the substantt
auestion, that

A, the sale time, he \rans-

the interviewee is speaking t
and interest. By

la, ion in an evident mood 0/
,he intcr.

turning to tlic content
CIlg3g«l in having the inter-

viewer implies that lie is not 050
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viewee commit himself to the response which has been

reported. By incidentally directing his question to the feel-

ings of the interviewee himself, the interviewer is, however,
moving from “they” to "I.” In cases of relatively slight ten-

sion, a single follow-up question of this kind will be sufficient

to elicit the personal context. In other, more tension-laden

cases, the interviewee will continue to report in projective

terms. By sustaining the discussion of the nature of the re-

sponse, the interviewer can make it possible for the inter-

viewee to refer eventually to his own experience and his own
situation.

An example of the spontaneous introduction of a pro-
jective response is contained in the following section from a
group interview with Army trainees:

A. How about a man being interested in a picture, but not
liking it? It might rub him the wrong way, even though
he finds himself interested in it.

This initial remark seems doubly removed from the per-
sonal experience of the soldier who makes it. It refers, in a
possi

.
y projective fashion, to "a man” and continues by

referring to an undesignated picture. The interviewer con-
verts both general items into specific and personal terms.

Int. Do you have n particular film in mind?
The question has two functions. First, it directs attention

to a specific stimulus situation. Second, it provides an in-

™Z°
US T205

- 5
urninS interviewee toward intro-

spection: there is little exposure of self feelings in identifying
he film which arouses the uncomfortable responses men“Vhe °n&ma

!
statement. In effect, the interviewer

JEST* l
,° .

tes
5

hls working hypothesis that this gen-

nerienilT-
3
? u

the exPressi°n of a personal ex-Snc
n
e
prfch the soldier hesitates to acknowledge to others

ivTdenS?
apS t0 The reP1y begins to provide

to rennrf h-c
SUPPOrt °f the hyPothesis> as the soldier begins

to report his own experience and feelings.

A '

Sdi-ers^h
Where Sh°Wed s°me of the wounded

soldiers there on Bataan. 1 don't care to tee that hmd
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of stuff, although it was interesting in a way. From the

point of view that I haven't seen any actual battle con-

ditions where you see what happens. I don’t care to see

pictures like that.

Int. Why not?

A. I don’t know. It is just a matter of emotions. My feel-

ings don’t press towards that side of films.

Int. It rubs you the wrong way? It irritates you?

The direct, even abrupt, query, "Why not?” is misplaced,

and puts the interviewee on the defensive. He retreats into

repetition. Aware that he has pressed too rapidly, the inter-

viewer takes a phrase from the subject’s original statement,

to reassure the interviewee by retracing the steps that have
already been covered.

A. No, it’s just that I don’t know how to express it. It's

emotional.

Int. Well, if you think back to the time you were watching,

what were your feelings?

A. 1 felt that it was a sort of gruesome part of the film.

To this point, the interviewee has been led from the pro-

jective statement that "a picture” might "rub a man the

wrong way” to the disclosure that he himself was disturbed

by the scenes of wounded Americans on Bataan.

Int. You mean this scene here [holding up still picture}?

The interviewer has identified at least one specific refer-

ence of the interviewee’s original statement. By continued
probing, he attempts to determine the affective components
and personal contexts of the response.

B. It seems unnecessary to you?
A. Yes, something like that. The public might have a re-

action to that if they were exposed to it. Although some
of them realize the fact that under battle conditions

men must lose their lives or be wounded. Some people

would say, “Look at that,” and it would lower their

morale.
C. The main thing was, I think, that most of the fellows

get a realization that it might be them.

Although two of the soldiers refuse to acknowledge their

own fears, reverting to generalized projective statements, the
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By and large, controlled projection provides both inter-

viewer and interviewee with a convenient device for entering

upon and exploring responses that are imbued with tension

and often resistant to free expression. It is well to remem-

ber, however, that this is only a tool and not an end in itself.

When a phase of the interview is developing on the plane

of seeming projections, when responses to the situation in

hand are being attributed to "people (in general) or to an

unidentified "them,” the interviewer shifts to the plane of

personal reference. In some instances, it will turn out that

the report is indeed that of an informant describing the re

sponses of others, rather than that of an interviewee
in-

scribing his own responses. Even so, the tool will have serve

to root the report in personal experience which is, after all,

the major source of observations for both informant and

interviewee.

PARALLELING OF EXPERIENCE

Just as the drawing of comparisons between the situation

under review and of other situations has been found use u

in dieting reports of depth responses, so it can be useful, on

occasion, in obtaining reports of personal context, w len

these have not been obtained by the use of identification or

of controlled projection. .

The paralleling of experiences differs from identification

in that the interviewee does not, at the time, consi er t at

it is almost as though he himself were engaged in t e s

^
ua

tion. It differs from projection in that he acknowledges from

the first that the experience is his own. In the use o t is

procedure, the interviewee is being led, in effect, to c artfy

the nature of his response and to establish its personal con-

text by reflecting on comparable experiences m Ins life

motuf y. ....
To make use of this procedure, it is ordinarily necessary

to put direct questions to the interviewee, asking him to

search out his most nearly comparable experience. e n
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door has been opened for C to report the anxieties current

in the group.

This passage illustrates some of the problems involved in

dealing with projective statements. There is no hard and

fast rule for assuming that the interviewee refers to himself

when he ostensibly talks about others. It is therefore ex-

pedient to adopt as a loosely-held working hypothesis, sub-

ject to preliminary tests, the assumption that any responses

attributed to others are a projection of the interviewee’s own
responses. If the test probes are noncommittal, there need be

no loss of rapport in the interview when the evidence sub-

sequently indicates that there was little or nothing of per-

sonal response in the seemingly projective comment.
As a general rule, also, it is advisable to pick up, for fur-

ther discussion, any allusion by interviewees to a social status

or category in which they themselves are found. Such al-

lusions often indicate their own perspective on the situation.

In the following excerpt from an interview with Negro
troops, for example, it soon becomes evident that a training
film has stirred sentiments altogether different from those
of white troops who had seen the same film.

Int. Was there anything left out that you would like to see
in other pictures of this type?

A. I would like to see more pictures about the training of
colored soldiers and what they are doing. . . .

As soon as the social category of “colored troops” is intro-
uced in reply to his open ended question, the interviewer

at once fixes the attention of the group on this context.

Int. \\as there any part of this film where you felt it would
be better to show something about colored soldiers?

iere if is mixed in, we don’t feel that we are segre-
gated. \ou ne\er see any of our own activities.

. 1 hey drafted us the same as they drafted them.
The array of expressions of sentiments touched off by

this query indicate a social context which is highly salient
for Dercention. ° '
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We have had repeated occasion to note that each type of

interview question has major and subsidiary uses and that

they are all designed to illuminate differing facets of what

is, after all, the same concrete experience In this case, the

paralleling of experience helped A to clarify, after severa

earlier failures, the nature of her response to Smith s ap

peals for war bonds, rather than to bring out the personal

context of that response But as we have also noted, once

the character of the response has been elaborated, the in

terviewer is well on the way to discovering its person

context

An advantage of drawing upon parallel experiences is that

personal contexts are ordinarily isolated in one step rat er

than by roundabout procedures The interviewer must bal

ance this advantage against possible disadvantages e must

decide whether it is preferable to ascertain the persona con

text quickly at the calculated risk of not uncovering it at a

The decision rests on his appraisal of the rapport establishe

in the interview, on his intuitive guess as to the nature ot

the experience associated with the response, and on 11s juc g

ment of the saliency of that experience But general maxims

cannot greatly help the interviewer to decide when a direct

question of this hind is permissible, or even pre erre ,

must, in the end, base his decision on an appraisal in the

light of these considerations, of each specific case

SUMMARY

The criterion of personal context is met by ascertaining

the experiences and statuses which help account or e ni

tions of a situation This requires information about the

experiential bases of responses and the contexts w ic im u

these responses with their distinctive meaning

Procedures which have proved helpful in arriving at per

sonal contexts include (1) the searching out o i en

tions of the interviewee with others m the situation, ( )

conversion of projective statements into persona reP ’

and (3) the drawing upon experiences of the interviewee
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here, as wfe have noted briefly before, that this procedure is

therefore better confined to those interview situations in

which considerable rapport has been developed. Such ques-

tions as, "Can you give me an example of that from your

own experience?,” "Does that remind you of anything in

your own life?,” or "Does that strike a familiar chord?” can

readily be taken to “pry” into essentially private affairs and

evoke resistance rather than response.

Where interview conditions are suitable, however, requests

for parallel experiences in the life of interviewees greatly aid

the reporting of personal contexts of response. In the follow-

ing example from an. interview with a woman who bought a

war bond from Kate Smith, the interviewer does not intro-

duce his request for a parallel experience until he has found

that other types of inquiry fail to elicit a report of personal

context:

A. The others don’t make too much of an impression on
me.

Ini. What’s the difference?

A. ... She hit deep ... she was real, she meant it, she

stated true facts in a down-to-earth way.

Int. How do you mean—can you give me an example?
A. ... her voice ... the way she spoke . . . she didn’t ask

you to buy bonds . . . she doesn't tell you all that, you
feel all that.

Int. How do you think she does it—can you think of some-
thing in your own life that would define this for me?

A. It’s a command. I almost use that tone with my chil-
dren. . . . Why, just last night he [her son John} was
sitting here; I wasn’t feeling well, and I said very nicely,

“John, will you dry the, dishes for me?" He said, “I’m
tired." [In a brooding tone, again tense and clipped.}
Then I said, “All right, John, when you're sick I take
care of you and now I’m sick you don’t have to do it.”

[Triumphantly] He got up and did the dishes. . . .

Maybe that’s what Kate Smith does, she works on your
conscience. ... You stop to think, do I realize ... you
see what I mean?



CHAPTER VII The Group Interview

As is evident from the materials cited in preceding c ap

ters, the focused interview can he conducted with a group o

people, rather than being necessarily confined to one in

dividual at a time. There are advantages and disadvantages

to the group interview, and these will be examine at som

length in this chapter. On balance, it appears t at tie ac

vantages of the focused interview of groups more than offset

its disadvantages when one seeks clues to diverse c ini 10

of the situation by a numerous body of indivi ua s. u

not to say, of course, that an interview with ten people w 1

yield ten times the amount of relevant data asit ie same

of interview with a single individual. But ordinarily, it will

yield a more diversified array of responses and afford a mo

extended basis both for designing systematic research °n

the situation in hand and for suggesting mterpretatiomh

grounded in experience, of experimental data on the effec

of that situation.

Little enough is yet firmly known about the systematic

differences between the types of data provide y

with individuals and with groups.- It is not at all certain

TCfc, ~amp.c e s

Applied Sociology , 10 (1926) , 372
. 593 ff . T D Thompson and

Journal of Educational Raeanh^ V^)' mlcv.ic»r Social Forces,

N J Demerath. "Some experiences »»Ui me h i

51 (1932) . 148 IT.

(
135)
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which parallel those occurring in the situation under review.

The first two are indirect procedures which minimize re-

sistance to reports of private matters; the third, is more nearly

direct and might best be limited to interviews where there

is solid rapport.

In his search for personal contexts, the interviewer may

find himself allowing the focused interview to become dif-

fuse. Often he has no guide to the pertinent experiences of

the interviewee and, consequently, has little basis for de-

ciding which direction this phase of the interview might best

take. Under these conditions, the interview can move far

afield, forgetful of the situation initially under review, and

become a general conversation about matters suggested by

the personal experiences which have been brought to light.

This may serve other purposes, but not those of the focused

interview. The interviewer should remember that, in a

focused interview, the interest is in those matters which are,

or can be, related to the stimulus situation. Interest in dis-

covering personal contexts should not be permitted to result

in prolonged digressions; these should be brought back in

focus by relating the interviewee’s prior experiences, dis-

positions and status to his definition of the particular situa-

tion.
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best judgment we could reach from more than a decade of

clinical experience with the focused interviewing of groups.

The size of the group should manifestly be governed by

two considerations. It should not be so large as to be un

wieldy or to preclude adequate participation by most

members nor should it be so small that it fails to provide sub

stantially greater coverage than that of an interview with one

individual. Experience suggests that these twin purposes are

best achieved in an interview group of some ten to twelve

persons. Under certain conditions, it has been found pos-

sible to enlarge this number somewhat-to as many as fifteen

to twenty—without undue deterioration in the value of 1 ®

interview data and with some gain in its extensiveness. If,

for example, the total sample of prospective interviewees is

large enough or homogeneous enough to make it possible or

each interview group to be made up of persons with simi ar

social background and of the same degree of intelligence and

education, the size of the group can be enlarged wit out

sacrificing contributions from all its members. ( T le next

section, dealing with the composition of the interview group,

considers further the matter of homogeneity or heterogeneity

of the group.) In those cases, also, where the interviewer is

chiefly interested in the range of definitions of the situation,

rather than in intensive reports of depth responses, t e arger

group is indicated. But, whatever the purpose, t e group

should not be enlarged to the point where the many con

stitute little more than an audience for the ew w o ave

opportunity to speak their mind.

COMPOSITION OF GROUP

It appears that the more socially and intellectually

homogeneous the interview group, the more pro uctive

reports. Correlatively, when the members of t e group a

of widely disparate social status or differ great y in in ^ 1

gence and educational attainments, the interview ten

doubly damaged. Interviewees of widely differing
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that the private interview is uniformly preferable to the in-

terview with groups. It may even develop, on further study

of this problem, that the group interview is preferable to the

individual interview for certain types of problems. It is not

the purpose of this chapter, however, to assess the compara-

tive value of group and individual interviews. Instead, we

propose to examine the major problems and procedures of

group interviewing in general, problems arising from its

group aspect rather than from its focused aspect. Whenever

the general problems of interviewing groups are charac-

teristically modified or intensified in the focused interview,

these will be given special consideration.

The Setting of the Group Interview

SIZE OF GROUP

At least since the writings of Georg Simmel, sociologists

have observed that even seemingly slight variations in the

size of a face-to-face group will significantly affect the pat-

terns of social interaction. In recent years, this insight has

been more methodically developed, in research concerned
with the bearing of the size of groups upon the roles adopted

by its several members and, as in the case of conference

groups, upon the character of the ensuing interaction .
2 As

experimental research of this kind accumulates and results

in attested findings, it will in due course provide a better-

grounded basis for deciding upon the optimal sizes of groups
for various kinds of interviews. The suggestions we make
here are not based on the repeatedly confirmed findings of

experiment but, just as the rest of this manual, represents the

2 Set, for examples. Robert F Bales and Edgar F Borgotta. * Size of the
group as a factor :n the interaction profile," m Paul Hare, E F. Borgatta
and R F Bales, Small Groups Studies in Social Interaction (New York*
A A Knopf. 1935)

, pp S9G-41S, John James. "A preliminary study of the
size determinants m small group interaction,” American Sociolo&cal Review.
10 (1931) . 474 77.

b
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when there is a wide spread in the education of interviewees,

these difficulties are greatly compounded. Facility and ease

of expression is the unspoken, but nevertheless controlling,

criterion of "status” in these temporary interview groups

since their members tend to appraise themselves and others

by the criterion of the one activity which is the occasion for

the group. As we have remarked, the less-educated, who are

usually, though not inevitably, less facile of speech tend to

lapse into silence. Their silence, in turn, ea t le in
^

viewer to devote himself to the task of drawing t
.

em ou

The spontaneity of report, essential to the interview,

dwindles and is replaced by reluctant and labored answers

to questions. Not infrequently, the initially articu ate mem

bers of the group take on the role of listeners to the exchange

between the interviewer and the less articulate mem ers.

the end, one of the chief advantages of the group interview

the interaction between members which activates ot lerwise

forgotten recollections of experience—is wholly issipate

For these reasons, it seems advisable to arrange or a

sonable degree of educational homogeneity of the inte

group even at the cost of having smaller groups t an mig

otherwise be possible.

SPATIAL ARRANGEMENTS

There is reason to believe that the spatial distribution of

an interview group appreciably affects the spontanei y

character of the reports. A circular pattern in w ic

interviewer is symbolically placed as one of t le group

been found most conducive to full and spontaneous reP°

ing; if the room does not lend itself to such an a*Tan
^
e

.

’

a semicircle may be used instead. In no event s ou 1

viewees sit in rows facing the interviewer-an airangcmen

which is all too reminiscent of the schoolroom, wit 1

ciations of “correct" and “incorrect answers to e s

teacher’s questions.
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status often make comments or refer to experiences which

are alien or meaningless to the rest. Although this diversity

may interest the interviewer, it has uneven effects upon the

others in the group. Some continue to be interested in what

is being said, but others become restless and ultimately with-

draw their attention. Interviewees of lower social status are

particularly apt to feel inhibited as they hear those of higher

status describe their responses. Subsequent personal inter-

views with lower-status members of the interview group have

found that they tend to compare the relatively articulate and

clearly formulated remarks of the others with what they

would have said and avoid the invidious contrast by keeping

their silence. Such heterogeneity leads those who feel them-

selves less capable of precise verbal expression to redefine

the interview situation as a test of verbal facility. This comes

to a head when interviewees in the group differ widely in

extent of formal education.

The degree of homogeneity attainable in interview groups

is of course dependent upon the size and nature of the

sample from which they are drawn. When the sample is large

enough, it is advisable to match the members of each inter-

view group in several respects: education, occupation, and
age being among the most pertinent for the run of studies.

Often, however, the total sample will not be large enough
to allow for homogeneity of interview groups in more than

one or two respects, and it becomes necessary to decide which
kind of homogeneity is preferable.

On the basis of experience to date, it seems that, for the

purposes of most studies, educational homogeneity outranks

all other kinds in making for effective interviews with
groups.3 Other differences, such as occupation, religion or

even age may reduce the extent of common ground in the

group and may lead to the difficulties we have indicated. But

S Cf. also the observations in Hovland, Lumsdaine and Sheffield, Experi-
ments on Mass Communication, p. 84.
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Advantages of the Group Interview

The fact that a group interview secures data from several

people rather than from one person is not its only, perhaps

not even its principal, characterization. Social processes a

work in a group make a group interview in some ways more

productive, in others less productive, than an individual

interview. . *

Even temporary groups soon evolve patterne ro *

acteristic of each of their members, as recent researc as

shown. Some become identifiable as initiators, advancing

reports which touch upon matters not previously const er

others as regulators, helping to maintain the flow of con-

versation, and so on through a diversity of identi 1a e ro

Although each distinct characteristic of interaction in t

group may operate either as advantage or as isa van ag ,

is more serviceable here to consider these a vantages or

advantages in the large rather than attempt to sing

their distinctive sources.

RELEASE OF INHIBITIONS

That social interaction in face-to-face groups comm y

serves to evolve standards of behavior (whic maY e a
.

with the previous behavior patterns of its mem ers) 1S

empirical uniformity attested by much experience an

which is drawn upon by the most varied kinds of speoab

purpose groups. Under certain conditions t ese s

generated by group interaction will call for full and open

reports of intimate experiences and sentiments (a

cmplified by sessions of Buchmanite groups an o
,

. ,

Anonymous) . The group interview utilizes the sam

of social mechanism for releasing the inhibitions of ind.

t. For analyse. ot role diffcrcnIij“°n^" 'p^"Har"“L^o!Ci and Bain,
pertinent to interview groups, see, for exarop

op. cit.
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Nothing will countersay the social fact that the inter-

viewer has a special role in the group. But if he is seated

with the others, he becomes less the authoritative originating

source of discussion. The circular arrangement promotes the

informality and group interaction which is a prerequisite for

an effective group interview.

The technical problem of recording the substance of the

group interview is not considered in any detail here. Elec-

tronic devices with multiple microphones are available for

recording the remarks of groups of this size. These have the

limitations, however, of not identifying the speaker, a prime

requisite for later analysis of the interview data. These

devices can be effectively used in conjunction with an ob-

server who records the sequence in which interviewees take

part in the discussion (The alternative practice of having

each person identify himself before speaking is not recom-

mended, for it interferes with the unself-conscious give-and-

take between interviewees which ordinarily develops in the

group interview.)

If a stenotypist, or expert stenographer is used, he should

be inconspicuously placed on the margin of the group. The
chairs of interviewees should be numbered to enable him to

attribute comments to the person who has made them. (As

we have intimated, this is essential if the responses of each
individual are to be later collated for analysis.) Experience
uniformly shows that an unobtrusively placed stenographer
does not appreciably inhibit the free flow of report, particu-

larly after the group interview has gained some momentum.
Interviewees often remark, after the close of the interview,
that they had scarcely noted the presence of the stenographer.
The use of a stenographer provides an accurate transcript of

the discussion, and leaves the interviewer free to concentrate
on the interview rather than diverting his attention to the

taking of necessarily incomplete notes.
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group consists o£ Army inductees in basic training; ey

happen to be men o£ little education, ordmanly averse to

.the interview situation.

Inf. What about crawling through the mud. . . • He™ is a

shot o£ that scene. What was mteres mg about

A I liked the part that made the men keep clear, if they

wanted to stay up. Seems as though they went along

one height as they were supposed to.

Int. What kind of impression did you have?

A. It was interesting all the way through on that

B. I thought too, that it takes a lot of courage, takes guy

with guts to stay down there.

C. I ha\e a brother who is in the infantry, an w

dering whether he was under that too. He writes

sometimes about it _ _ . thintr

D. I was kind of wondering if we could do the same thing

as these boys do.

A. Me too. .

E. Makes you feel like you can do it yourself.

A isolates a part of the stimulus situauonand goes on to

make the bland comment that he found i

B, who had consistently taken a more acme part in the m
terview, begins to give a more persona respo •

patently encourages C to report a personal context of his

response. By this point, D is ready to repor

been led to self-appraisal by the scenes in e
. aricteriza-

siderable step be>ond A's initiall> impersona
resDonSe

tion of the scene as “interesting.” A now e
.

oe
^ ^nses

and others begin to advance their own distinc 1 P

to the situation.

The evidence provided by numerous group ^ntcn ^c

suggests that this can be a fairly general pattern, 35

person in turn introduces a personal comment, ie imP ‘

establishes a standard for the rest who progressive y

more personalized responses, with the result t lat t ie i

sion tends to flow in one direction: toward a succcssi

lease of inhibitions. t .

Somctliing more should be said about t ie to
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viduals who are otherwise reluctant to disclose what are for

them intimately private matters.6

The major mechanism operating to this end, and the only

one which need concern us here, is set in motion by the un-

even distribution of such inhibitions among members of the

group. Even in socially homogeneous groups numbering as

many as ten or twelve members, it is likely that one or more

will be considerably less inhibited than the rest. Since these

are more willing than the others to speak of personal experi-

ences and responses, they tend to be among the first to take

active part in the discussion. As one ventilates his experiences,

this encourages others to ventilate theirs. If, in turn, the re-

ports of these self-starting interviewees are met with reward-

ing expressions of approval and support by the interviewer,

they tend to establish a standard of conduct for the other,

initially more inhibited, interviewees. The social process

tends to be in this one direction for an obvious and im-

portant reason: the speech behavior of the less inhibited is

at once put in evidence and can thereby provide an example

for the rest of the group. The initial silence of the more
inhibited, on the other hand, is not so directly conspicuous.

Moreover, as we have suggested, the interviewer can also

help tip the scales in favor of the evolving group pattern of

free and uninhibited reports by manifesting his own ap-

proval, particularly in the early stages of the interview, of

relatively uninhibited comments. Once this process is well

under way, it tends to become self-maintaining and self-

reinforcing.

Here is a run-of-the-mill example which, short and terse

as it is, may be enough to serve as illustration. The interview

5 There are plentiful examples of how the group situation serves to re-

lease the inhibitions of some interviewees and to inhibit the responses of

others However, considerably more study along these lines is indicated Ex-

periments with matched samples, the persons in one set of samples being
interviewed Erst individually and then in groups, with the sequence reversed

for the second set, would throw considerable light on the problem.
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exhibits continued interest in such responses ^°ut run

ning far ahead of the level reached by the interviewee. Brief

remarks such as this-“That's an interesting point Didany

of the rest of you experience anything like tha 1

narily serve the purpose. The interviewer

intimate reports which stimulate furt er se r
.

others and he does not shut the door on them by diangrng

the subject or by shifting the emphasis to another leve^

Above all. he does not give the impression that hems b S

unduly inquisitive about interviewees private affa

opinions.

WIDENING RANGE OF RESPONSE

A further, almost self-evident, advantage of
Jawing

terview accrues from the occasion it a or s

more
a number of people instead of a sing e perso .

.

people reporting, the greater the ascertained rang o v na

tion in pertinent opinions and responses. PaU.cularly^^er

focused group interview, this means ^ ^ objective,y
discovers a wide variety of defin

excerpt from a

identical situation. In the following s 1

elicits varied
group interview, for example, a single question elicits vane

reports from five members of the group.

In,. Was there anything in the film that gave you the to

pression that the German people were g

Hitler or not?

A. Yes.

B. Yes.

Int. What? . , they praised

A. They were cheering Hitler and Goenng, they I

him and things like that.
mexl

They weren't civilians, they were 1
d toid

It a man stood behind you with a tommy gt

you to cheer, you would cheer too.
j
,*
s t]ic sol-

Who makes up the German 8°' er
]d ,jiey

diers. The only thing left is men who are

can’t walk. . . •

C.

D.
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interviewer in promoting this process of lessened inhibition

in the group interview. The first requirement is, of course,

that he be alerted to the character of the process itself, so

that he does not inadvertently fail to notice it at all. Follow-

ing each “breakthrough” to a deeper and more personal re-

port, he can facilitate progressively less inhibited reports, by

expressing his own interest in what is being said. It is our

experience that even a slight indication of this kind by the

interviewer—“That’s interesting—you say that it had you

worried?”—serves to reinforce the process. Under no condi-

tions, obviously, should the expressive interviewee be led to

feel embarrassed, to feel that he has exposed his innermost

feelings to the judgment of others. This would not only

inhibit him from further reports of this kind, but would

build a wall of reserve for the others. Encouragements of

such reports, on the other hand, help set a group standard

along the lines we have indicated, and, in due course, the

interview proceeds on this level of uninhibited reporting

with relatively little need for direction on the part of the

interviewer.

All this seems evident enough. Yet there are occasions on

which the interviewer inadvertently gives the impression that

highly personal reports have been out of place. The inter-

viewer may not take due notice of an interviewee’s self-

revelatory report and abruptly shift the level of the discus-

sion to more objective matters, giving the interviewee as well

as other members of the group the impression that such per-

sonal reports are unwanted or unfitting. Or the other ex-

treme of overt behavior by the interviewer may lead to the

same inhibiting result: he may seem too avidly interested in

personal feelings as he prematurely pries into private matters.

This excessive display of interest gives the interviewee (and
the others) the impression that he has given too much of
himself, that his feelings are being “indecently exposed.”

The most effective behavior by the interviewer is that which
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their distinctive reactions without feeling that they are “dis

agreeing” with their fellow interviewees Thus, when one

person alludes to an element in the situation temporan y

forgotten by another, the latter may well be stimulated to

report his response to the reinstated part of the situation

This process is not, of course, an unmixed blessing, as we

shall shortly see 6 It is obviously a liability in interviews e

signed, among other things, to ascertain the extent o reca

by each individual But for many other purposes, t us

of the group interview serves an activating function no

readily duplicated in the private interview

Disadvantages of the Group Interview

There are, then, certain advantages in the interviewing

of groups as compared with the interviewing o in ivi ua s

As suggested earlier, these advantages are somewhat o set iy

corresponding disadvantages These will be pointe on

briefly here, and the next section of this chapter will co

sider how these disadvantages may be minimize ,
or ev

converted into assets

RESPONSES TO INTERVIEW SITUATION

In examining the consequences o£ social interaction in the

interview group, we have thus far looked primari y to 1

functions But, manifestly, such interaction can also be

dysfunctional for the process and purposes of the interview

Controversies or amicable discussion may spring up among

interviewees and their subsequent reports may e more

nearly related to this interplay of personalities an sta. us

claims in the group than to the subject matter on w ic

the interview is centered As one among many cases in poin ,

6 For a compact summary of research on the way* *n
Briley and J W

behavior is modified m a face to- face group see H H Keuey a
j ^

Thibaut Experimental studies of group problem so \i S
j

Gardner Lindzey (cd) Handbook of Social Psychology (Cambridge

Addison Wesley Publishing Company 19a4) , II pp ‘
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B. When Hitler came in they didn’t have a majority.

E. Just so long as the German people regret what has gone

before, there is no reason to think they are responsible

for them.

The scope provided by the group interview makes it

especially useful as a preliminary step to developing a ques-

tionnaire or response schedule to be administered to a large

sample, for it elicits a greater variety of otherwise unantici-

pated responses than an individual interview and thus affords

a basis for ensuring a more adequate coverage of responses

in the questionnaire.

ACTIVATING FORGOTTEN DETAILS

The interaction in the group may not only lessen inhibi-

tion of intimate reporting; it may also serve to bring to each

individual’s mind details of his experience which would

otherwise not be recalled.

As various pertinent matters are brought out in the group

interview, it is probable that each interviewee will have

matters brought to his attention which he would have over-

looked or forgotten had he been privately interviewed. To
be sure, the interviewer can serve this same function of

activating memory in the private interview. But if he, in his

distinctive status, adopts this role of directing the attention

of the interviewee, he may inadvertently assign importance
to the selected subjects which they did not in fact have. The
interaction between interviewees is, or can be, of a sub-

stantially less controlling kind.

Toward this end, it is essential that the intervie^r help

develop, at the very outset of the group interview, a gfoup
atmosphere in which there are no “correct” or “incorr^b”

answers, but only self-exploratory reports of personal re-

sponse. He can indicate as a matter of course that responses

will doubtlessly vary in some cases and not in others. Once
the members of the groups come to recognize that diversity

of response is not exceptional, they will feel free to report
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such variability in releasing the inhibitions of certain mem-

bers of the group; it remains now to consider some of i s

dysfunctions. For whatever the basis of this variability, it is

possible that the more articulate members will, deliberate y

or without intent, adopt and be accorded the role of a leader

in the interview group. A few such leader e ects require

notice at this point.

I. Considerations of social status to one side for the

moment, the person who expresses emphatic opin-

ions or who documents his responses in great detail

may influence reports by other members of the group

The less articulate often respond as though they a

concluded, "Well, he seems to know what he is tal -

ing about—I guess I feel that way too.” As his tempo-

rary status of leader becomes established, the othe

look to him for guidance and tend, conscious y

otherwise, to report reactions similar to his or simply

indicate agreement with him.

2. When several such candidates for leader turn P

an interview group, they may, between t lem,

tually monopolize the discussion. °‘hers beC°™.

listeners rather than participants, as ' “5
,

“They seem to know it all; let them ta .

give-and-take between the few, whether competitive

or co operative, usurps the attention of the rest of

3. In accused group interview, the articulate^person

with a good memory may "structure t ic s i

situation for the others. At the extreme, the fol-

lowers” may report their responses only to *tt
"leader” brings into discussion rather than av

serve to supplement their self-remembered foe. ot

attention.

J. T. Staton, “An analysis of the effects °E
scmlnlr dUa“

*ion/' American Psychologist, 3 (1948) ,
267 (a 5 * *
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consider this example oE the sentiments expressed by one

interviewee working upon the sentiments of another.

A. The impression that mob scene gave me. it it hap-

pened in a little town further south, a colored boy

down there would commit murder and one man will

yell “Let’s hang him” and pretty soon the whole town

is out. ...

B. I would like to go into that point a little. I am from

the South.

Here, obviously, the Southerner B has temporarily lost

sight o£ the subject under review, as he responds to the

violation of his sentiments by A. In a private interview, A’s

allusion to a lynching mob would presumably not have

evoked a defensive outburst by the interviewer, whatever

his cultural provenience. In the group interview, the remark

threatens to stir up a storm of conflicting sentiments, none

of which is pertinent to the situation on which the inter-

view is focused. The interviewer, adopts a nonpartisan but

firm position and promptly redirects the attention of the

group to a more pertinent matter, but this is at best an ex-

pedient designed to control a situation that would not have
arisen at all in the private interview.

Int. We don’t want to fight the Civil War here. Let me ask

you another question. . . .

This problem of irrelevancies generated by interaction

among members of the group is particularly acute in the

focused interview which aims to search out responses to a

designated stimulus situation rather than the enduring senti-

ments and opinions of interviewees. It is not enough that the

interviewer serve as a moderator regulating the tensions de-

veloped in the group. He must help the group maintain its

focus on the pertinent situation and, without acting the dis-

ciplinarian, redirect their attention to that situation.

The "leader effect Wherever groups of people gather
to talk, some are more articulate than others. This may be
the result of fewer inhibitions, general volubility, higher in-

telligence, higher social status or greater familiarity with the
topic under discussion. We have considered the functions of
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such variability in releasing the inhibitions of certain mem-

bers of the group; it remains now to consider some o

dysfunctions. For whatever the basis of this variability, it i

possible that the more articulate members will, dellberate

^
or without intent, adopt and be accorded the role of a leader

in the interview group. A few such leader effects require

notice at this point.

1.

Considerations of social status to one side for the

moment, the person who expresses emphatic opin-

ions or who documents his responses m great detail

may influence reports by other members °£

^
0UP,

The less articulate often respond as thoughThey

concluded, “Well, he seems to know what he is

ing about—I guess I feel that way too. As hi ; temp -

rary status of leader becomes established, the oth

look to him for guidance and tend con ciou^ o

otherwise, to report reactions similar to h.s or simply

indicate agreement with him.

2

.

When several such

listeners rather than P^P*”^
(alk ... The lively

“They seem tc.know it aU,^ competitive
give-and-take between ^ ^^ o£ the

or co-operative, usurps tne

gIOUP
'

, interview, the articulate person

3.

In a focused group mterw
[he stimulus

with a good memory
> ^ extreme , die “fol-

situation for the other ^ only to what the

lowers” may report “ Qn rather than have this

“leader" brings into
5el£-remenibered

foci of

serve to supplement their

attention.

. lhc effcct5 ot individual! In Aminat dual!-

7. T. Staton, “An analysis of «»*
2G7 (abstract)

.

non,” American Psychologist, 3 \
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INTERRUPTIONS OF CONTINUITY

Quite apart from the leader effect, an excessive multi-

plicity of topics may be advanced in the group interview

with the result that no one of these is explored in substantial

detail. When one interviewee introduces a matter wholly un-

related to the substance of the interview, this can and often

does interrupt the continuity of group discussion. It is for

the interviewer to be alerted to this bid for digression and,

as in the following example (albeit not with notable deft-

ness) , to return the discussion to the matter in hand.

[Interviewer asks what impression the documentary mo-
tion picture gave of Hitler.}

A. He is not foolish. I’ll tell you that.
B. He is just a bully, in my estimation.
C. He is a smart man and he knows how to handle his men

and everything.
D. If this were a round table discussion, I would areue that

point. 6

Int. In a sense it is, but on the other hand, we have a 11m-
ned amount of time and my primary interest, after all,
is finding out about the film.

E. One thing about the picture. .

.*

’

^uterview is flowing along smoothly with various

perceptions anrf
mmn^ t0 assem^e inventory of diverse

dhcuTsmnftomSu ™

^

the

level of thp mpritc nr
* response to the argumentative

he ran to rennre .h
a

,

resPome - The interviewer does what

response has been broken^nd £ T°‘
bUt ** continuit>' o£

ent matter.
d E turns to an entirely diifer-

A tram of thoughtful or expressive responses bv some isnot infrequently brought to a halt by others in the interviewgroup who unintentionally set up a kind of road block More-over, the mterv.ewees who find difficulty in putting their
responses mto words will at times welcome such imemm-uons whtch release them from the obligations of reporting.As one mtervtewee gropes for adequate expression, another.
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more facile, interviewee may interrupt and explain wa

is being ineptly said or offer a comment of his own T

relatively inarticulate person may take the me o

sistance and gratefully subside into silence, r aoal

1

’
.

interviewee is emotionally blocked when he reac es p

of touching on a deeply personal matter, before them -

viewer can help him to go on with his report, I3" *^,”1
interrupt. The interviewer who is alerted to es p

can, however, often aid the interviewees thus interrupt

take up where they had been forced to leave o

INHIBITING EFFECT OF THE GROUP

As we have noted, the interview group maystimula

of its members to open discussion and inlii it o
rnurse

Resistance to reporting “before the group 1

tbe
most marked for matters which threaten to i

k Qf

speaker before his fellows. It is difficult enough » speak

^
socially disapproved feelings or behav

abundantly
with a sympathetic interviewer who

difficuity is corn-

clear that he does not pass judgmen
, maj. e j t evi-

pounded by the presence of others w ° ^ their j
udg-

dent by their behavior that they do n
onSj interviewees

ment of the speaker. For these obvious re^ ^ qUas
i-public

may find it humiliating to ‘ con ess
'

attitudes, senti-

situation of the group interview, to

ments or experiences. up probably varies

But this inhibiting effect of t e gr^
^ tjie interview as

greatly according to the nature an a

^ group. In the

these are experienced by mem ^rS
-

lS se t not so much

focused interview, for example, ® damaging
confidences,

for reports of personal and p°ssl
. rep0rts

of responses

of enduring attitudes and feeling?* a
members of the group

to a particular situation to wluc i

,ently tends to take

have been exposed. The interview
je who have been

the form of a conversation among
interested in corn-

involved in the same situation
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paring notes on their experience, and this operates to

counteract the inhibitions which might obtain in the open

exploration of wholly private and unshared experience.

Nevertheless, there are indications that some interviewees

hesitate to report responses when these are greatly different

from those reported by others, in the belief that their per-

ceptions or feelings "must be unsound" since they differ

materially from those of the others.

An interviewee may not be less articulate in a group inter-

view than in a private interview, but may be articulate about

quite different matters. In the private interview, he may re-

port more of himself, be readier to provide that information

which enables the inquirer to reconstruct the personal con-

text of his response; in the group interview, he may adapt

to the presence of several others by largely confining himself

to reports of his response, telling less of the contexts which

help account for his more or less distinctive response. Here

again, clinical experience serves to detect a problem which

would lend itself to experimental study: comparisons of re-

ports by persons alternately interviewed in private and in

groups about responses to particular situations would serve

to uncover differences in the level of TepoTting under the

two sets of conditions.

On occasion, also, interviewees may define the situation

of the group interview as one in which each member should

take roughly equal part and in which none should dominate
the discussion "at the expense" of others. Although such

normative definitions of appropriate behavior in the group
interview do not appear in the transcripts of the interview

itself, there is evidence that they can enter in to reduce the

participation of some in the discussion. As interviewees have
occasionally put it after the close of an interview, they

wanted "to give someone else a chance" or felt that they

"had said enough already." To some extent, these group-

evolved norms are useful in helping to ensure and to main-
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tain participation by all members of the
^P-.^iUaUy

have seen in the section on "the leader effect, mit ally

marked disproportions in participation can
^
adua

'^

in a few individuals virtually monopolizing the c:onv<crsatton.

However, when these operating norms of tie gr P

inhibit reports by some who have a distinct eonmbutton to

make, equal participation by all becomes a ^comamed

standard which vitiates the objectives of the mte •

sometimes far from evident that such inhibition >s at work,

but the experienced interviewer will often detcict s gn tha

one or another interviewee is curbing a remark he '^ ab°U

to make and will provide the occasion for these barely sup

pressed comments to be made after al .

Procedures

As has been implied in the foregoing review, t

'

tive advantages and disadvantages of t e 8™ P
fixe(j

are to a considerable extent potentialities ra
toward

and inevitable certainties. They constitute ten en

one or another outcome, but the interviewer can

affect the degree to which these tendencies become real.zea

or remain unexpressed. This is only to say that somei for™

of social interaction will occur in the interview '

that it is the office of the interviewer to mmimuethe occu

^

rence of those which militate against t e PurP
, suc]l

interview. Experience has shown that some mea
.

, w;th-

control can be effectively and unobtrusive y ex

out requiring the interviewer to adopt

is policing the discussion. It is the
J^Tthe potential dis-

examine procedures which serve to
times to

advantages of the group interview in check an ,

convert them into definite assets.

FACILITATING REPORTS BY ENTIRE GK-OG
.

For the purposes of the interview, those who o
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part in the discussion are of course only nominally members

of the group. They neither provide accounts of experience

of the kind which could be aggregated from a series of single-

person interviews nor interact significantly with others to

stimulate the kinds of reports which are elicited by the group

situation. In seeking to obtain data on responses from all

members of the group, the interviewer is confronted with a

threefold problem: first, to keep the most fluent members

of the group from dominating the interview, without curb-

ing spontaneity or damaging rapport; second, to draw out

interviewees who at first say little or nothing; and third, to

obtain substantial coverage of the entire group in regard to

each pertinent subject matter.

1. Controlling loquacious interviewees. There are two

familiar types of situation in which the interviewer will want

to restrain an interviewee from further discussion of a par-

ticular point: when it is plainly a digression, which gives

no evidence of reverting to the subject matter under review,

and again, when he practically monopolizes the interview.

In either case, the interviewer can more effectively intervene

without arousing antagonism if, instead of having to im-

provise in each situation of this kind, he uses expedients

previously designed £ot the purpose.

This does not require a heavy insistence that only certain

matters be discussed. It does, however, require the inter-

viewer to be thoroughly aware that a digression has oc-

curred and to make it easy for the speaker to return to a
circumstantial account of his experience. When a member
of the group has digressed, the interviewer can pick up a

particular reference or allusion in the generally irrelevant

remarks and relate it to a subject matter to he considered
in the interview, thus redirecting the discussion. (For ex-

ample, "You mentioned a number of factors that were im-
portant in the defence of Russia. . . .”) Properly done, this

is not so much an interruption by the interviewer which,
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particularly in the presence of others, might puncture the

self-esteem of the interviewee as it is a manifestation o -

terest in what is being said. Except for those interviewees

who are obsessively preoccupied with a particular su j .

redirection of this sort is generally experienced neither a.

an affront nor as a calculated change of subject, for they have

often held conversations which hang together on y y>

as one speaker responds to the remarks of the other with

When a loquacious interviewee has been holding £or*

some length, so that others have been unable to express tl.e^

opinions, the interviewer can adopt a slig t vana 10

procedure designed to direct the discussion toward od

members of the group without violating t e ego ee

the talkative one. In the example that follows, i will be

noticed that the interviewer invites wider participa

making it clear that he hopes to hear later ron
\ 1imited

viewee who has been encroaching unduly upon
st

time available for the interview. The interviewer s request

for more widely dispersed reports is in accor
ar.

sensus ordinarily evolving in the group w 1C ‘

f

ticipation by most or all members, and the socml impo rt
the request is further cushioned by the proposal to return

to the original speaker.

Int. Why do you think the Russians made that pact?

A . (Discusses his ideas at length.]
ideas?

Int. Do any of the rest of you have different ideas?

A. [Continues his account.] ,,

,

[Several other interviewees say a few words.]

A. 1 think. ...
, thers for a minute

Int. Let's get the ideas fr0” 50™
a;a ou think was die

and come back to you. Wfl /

reason, B?
B. I don't know.

Tlie interviewer effectively checks A who
^ o( rc.

mating die discussion for some ume. But
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directing the question to the group as a whole so that those

for whom the matter has some salience will respond, the

interviewer prematurely puts the question to one member

of the group in particular. As it happens, B has nothing to

say on the subject and what might have been a well-designed

detour becomes a temporary impasse. This episode leads us

directly to consideration of a second problem of obtaining

adequate participation by the group.

2. Activating reticent interviewees. It happened that in

the preceding case, B had been silent for a considerable time.

The interviewer evidently aimed to accomplish two things

at once: to restrain A and to draw B back into the discus-

sion But B has given no indication that this particular sub-

ject has held any interest for him or that he has ever given

the matter any thought. He appears to be brought up short

by the direct question, which he ostensibly answers. He
"doesn’t know” why the Russians entered into the pact and

his laconic reply puts an abrupt end to the matter.

Episodes such as this one provide the basis for the rule

that generally uncommunicative interviewees in the group

interview should not have questions put directly to them
unless they have previously given evidence of definite in-

terest in the matter. In this one case, the interviewer neg-

lected the rule and was met with a disclaimer of knowledge
or opinion. In other comparable cases, the reticent inter-

viewee thus singled out for special attention will, in his

embarrassment and confusion, shrink even further into his

shell. Or the direct question will evoke a hardly disguised

expression of hostility:

Int. What were you going to say, Ei
E. I wasn’t going to say anything.

In our judgment, the one occasion on which it may be
effective to address a question directly to a generally reticent

interviewee who at the time shows no signs of readiness to

speak is when a new subject is being introduced for discus-

sion. Even in such instances, however, it appears advisable
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to have the question open-ended aud unstructured: Wat

were your feelings about that, B1" or “What ™pres ed you

about that part, C?” The focus upon the sttmulussil

to which he has been exposed and the request P

of experience on a matter which has not yet been renewed

at length by more fluent members of the group afford a

maximum scope for reply by the reticent mtemewee

The group interview requires the interviewer to be ob

sen-ant of behavioral and verbal cues of ^admess to take

part in the discussion, and particularly so, to cue P

by those interviewees who have proved to e gen

communicative. When they are on occasion P01^ tj,e

up, only to retreat as more voluble persons ta e ’
-

s

interviewer can indicate by an appropriate gestur

interested in hearing from them. Marked interest m what

they have said may provide further incentives

take the initiative later in the interview.
PXnedi-

3. Extending coverage of group. The sugSe ? for

ents for controlling excessively voluble intern
;der

stimulating reticent ones are designed to make for iud r

discussion of matters under review than wonId cadierw.se

occur. Supplementing *ese ^
aa^“f"vhich many if

seisin#iVTmre^obS
subject considered in the interview. To pro

practice,

live, the interviewer will find it useful to adop

-

with some regularity, of remaining si en
who have

question until it is clear that all in
jj,en to

something to say in reply have

;
member* of die

reinstate the same question for tn

group, along lines such as these:

How about the rest of you on that?

Did any of you get some other
somc ot >ou

Would all of you agree on that, or

disagree?
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Did it give any of you some different impressions?

When these two steps still fail to elicit comments from some

in the group, it often proves useful to Tephrase the question

slightly with the object of striking a responsive note among

those hitherto silent.

[Interviewer asks what the U. S. should do if the German

people were to overthrow Hitler, put someone else in his

place, and offer peace terms.}

A. I think maybe that would be all right ... if we could

police them.

B. I think that would be all right if they would let us dis-

arm them.

C. I think it wouldn’t be right ... it would come out

again sooner or later.

Int. Are there any other ideas on that?

D. I agree with him that Goering or someone else would
be just as bad as Hitler ... we would have another war.

E. I think we should go ahead and disarm them and leave

enough men over there to patrol the country.

Int. Let’s put it this way. Suppose the Germans offered

the U. S. a separate peace so we wouldn't have to send
any more men over there. What do you think we ought
to do?

F. Well, if we made a separate peace, I think it would be
wrong. . . .

In this interview group o£ ten, spontaneous comments are

made by three; the extensive question elicits comments from
two others; and the reworded version leads to an observation
by yet another. These brief remarks can now become the
basis for more intensive probes. As this practice is repeated
in the group interview, the pattern of various members re-

sponding spontaneously to the same question becomes in-
creasingly established, with progressively less need for having
all three types of questions in each introduction to a new
subject.

DEAD SILENCE AND PREGNANT SILENCE

The contingency perhaps most dreaded by the novice in-

terviewer is that of being faced by utter silence after he has
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asked a question or introduced a new subject. The same

seeming predicament may o£ course occur in a one P

interview, but in this less complex situation, even the in-

experienced interviewer finds it a less threatening problem

with which he can somehow cope. But in the gt^P “

view, he often takes silence to mean that he as ma e

step, that he has prematurely pushed into a sensitive

or phrased his question ineptly. In effect, he ten s ° a

that the silence of the entire group registers invidious J

ment of his behavior. He is beset by social anxiety.

Yet much of this anxiety is misplaced. Not all si en

ominous. Particularly when a group consensus as e

in the course of the interview, the occasiona mome

silence may be only a prelude to spontaneous an

fashioned reports of sentiments or experiences,
. .

having been occasioned by the effort to sort out
c£

responses brought to mind by the question, r

may indeed signal that the question has touc e up

ters imbued with affect, some of which wi m " ^
find expression. There is, in short, the pregnan si

experienced interviewers well know. . • c

In fact, unless the interview has taken a course l

the group is charged with hostility towar t e in
. .

such periodic silences are usually productive,

viewer remains relaxed, and says nothing or am
two, one or another member of the group wi or

break the silence. This requires the interviewer to

degree of self-assurance and to feel relative y
_

s

^

cu
. j

has identified the occasion for what it is. But 1 e 1
’

,

anxious to evoke some response—almost any resp

will commonly break out with a rash of
Dlv 8

desperate hope that at least one of these wi e ici

His efforts are not unlike those of the child who, having

8. See also the passing notice taken of thit pattern ot bchavio

tection on mutational questions.
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planted a seed, digs it up at short intervals to see how much

it has grotvn-and they are typically just as productive. Con-

sider the following examples taken from our dustbin of

conspicuous errors:

How did you like the combination of these various types

of music in one program? Was the selection of numbers a

wise one? Did it interest you? Would it make you listen to

it if you were home?

How do you really feel when you see scenes of that sort?

Does it interest you at all? Would you rather not see it?

Engulfed in this deluge of questions and discouraged by

the apparent expectation that they answer all of them, in-

terviewees ordinarily succeed in answering none. The flurry

of queries tends to dispel the social atmosphere conducive

to the effective group interview, as the interviewer is cast in

the role of an inquisitor, charged with anxiety and uninter-

ested in the group, except as a source of needed data. Con-

fronted with a multiplicity of questions, the group is quick

to sense the insecurity and discomfort of the interviewer.

Altogether, few things can be more paralyzing in an inter-

view than a long, unbroken series of questions.

When it is periodically introduced during intervals of

silence, the pattern of a chain of questions will sometimes
spread into other phases of the interview, as is the case in

the following short passage.

Ini. You remember there was a scene showing gangsters in
a car?

A. Dillinger.

/M. Yes. Do you remember that? What in the world was
that all about? What was it intended to bring out?

Having ascertained that the interviewee had identified
the scene m question, a relaxed interviewer would simply
hate encouraged him to report his response to it, possibly
by some version of his final question: “What did that bring
out?" But this interviewer manifests his anxiety by exag-
gerated phrasing of one question ("What in the world was
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that all about?”! and by reiteration of substantially t

same content in a rapid-fire series of three qu"^ d°“

not respond at all and another interviewee mtemmes ^
a general comment which leads to a new object. “ the

scene which the interviewer wished to bring into focus

entirely lost to view.

There is, then, no more necessity in the group intf^'
v

than in other conversational groups for imme late y

ing into the occasional silence. Should it extend for some

time, the interviewer can ordinarily prec u e ie

group tension by putting his question in s lg y .

form. In the comparatively rare event that this

no response, he simply registers the fact t at 1 c

js

point is evidently of no consequence- 'You foun

didn’t impress you at all?”—and turns to anot er op

essential requirement is to recognize in a vance
.

tions oE this kind occasionally develop in t e S™’
^ j

view and that it is possible to cope with them y

premeditated expedients in those cases in w uc

itself does not break the silence. Advance recognition otto

will do much to curb the anxiety of the interviewer with its

attendant loss o£ control over the situation.

regulating group interaction

As we noted in previous sections o£ this
or

interaction among members o£ the group
tjie

thwart the purposes of the interview. As ^observes die

course of give-and-take among them, t e in
r0ji0wing

usually assess die character of the process, n
ssion

case, for example, he intervenes to encourage the expression

of diverse opinions through an exchange among

Well, do you think we ought to do anydiing like dial

[bomb civilian areas]?

A. No.
B. If we would, I wouldn’t Tight.

.

, ^forc, I

Int. How about some of the rest of you? As

don’t expect all of )OU to agree. . . *
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C. I think we should give them the same medicine they are

giving us.

A. That isn’t what we are fighting for . . . we are trying
to create a better way.

At the outset, A registers his opinion on the matter at
issue by an unelaborated negative. The interviewer infers
from what has been said on related matters earlier in the
interview that the group is not of one opinion on this and
that A s remark stems from still unreported sentiments.
Thereupon, he encourages an interchange of views among
interviewees, with the apparent result that A is stimulated
y the opposed views of C to elaborate his own sentiments.

In contrast, the following excerpt exemplifies cumulative
interaction between members of the group which leads far
afield from the subject in hand.

Int. Do you think seeing a picture like that would make

Laders?
mad 'he German PeoPle as wel1 35 the

Group [Expresses general agreement.]

A S°
y,
°a

U
?
ink il is a 8°od ,dea or not?

‘

to ’do

use lhe people are not to b,ame

B You have to kill the people.

S5K *2““ by the •••»*« i** ^
D. No, it isn’t.

»' Zissr^a --

—

To the point at which A remarks ih,, i. ..A the exdiange of opinions ,.he ^agrees with

to die subject unde/review Tlie ?
crviewees « pertinent

only depart from this sulTe« bu[T"’
ent5 that f°llow not

of opinion begin to lead to demise
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The interviewer promptly intercedes at this point, without

Sng Mmseli to anf o\ these extraneous; vmw ,
and m-

directs attention to the stimulus situation by picking up

statement and relating it to the film.

The interviewer may, of course, err in his running ap-

praisal of the direct consequences for the
, tion

interaction in the group. There are a s a es

acje_

in the character of this interaction w ic ai

quately distinguished in the simple distinction
j

those which are functional and those which are ys

for the interview. Nevertheless, the distinction canscrveas

a useful beginning to more discrimmaMg apprais

in process. When the interviewer finds that me i

is cumulating into irrelevance or unpro uct
!

VC
.,- : ucj„_

can redirect the discussion, without passing mv
a

ment on those who have taken part in it. even

tively clumsy effort, such as that of the interviewer in

following passage, can serve the purpose.

fThe interview has been dealing with Nazi plans to ov

run other nations.}

A. I don’t think the point was brought out that

German rule outside of Germany.

D. No, it didn't bring that out.
of my 0wn

C. If I remember right, I came 1 d
ch;idrcn so that

free will, to protect my wife and three cm
.

they wouldn't be bombed right er
invitation.

D. If /remember right, I came from a ^
Inf. I don't think I had better start EettI"S 5

.

tories to find out why you got into the •

Although the interviewer doe‘ n
j£

has

facetious remark, he does imply
His purpose

turned to matters irrelevant to die
cj5 would ha\c

of directing die discussion into otl
;mnljcd judgment

been better served had he foregone the impl.ed^ S- ^
and related tlie antecedent remarks

.
. C(j tiic begin-

film under review. Nevertheless, he ha
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nings of a group-induced digression and intervened before
it has drifted even farther afield.

COPING WITH INTERRUPTIONS

We have observed that not infrequently, one interviewee
will interrupt another in the group, before he can manage
to give the substance of what he has begun to say. In some
cases, barely a word is allowed to pass before the other tries

to anticipate what would have been said:

Int. What gives you that impression?
A. Because. . . .

B- They were training for years.

In other cases, he will interrupt to pursue his own line of
thought:

C. They have to fight or die, but down in their own
hearts. . . .

D‘ 22^ !!
bC

5
Ctter for them to fiSht and die or

JSJt
a"d die and keeP out of the war? Like this, they

r;
bed

°Tg
m°re

u
good to mankind. The people them-

that
fight °r thCy wouIdn’t be fighting like

incUn

b
M^tyPe

,

S °f inS 'ance
’ the interviewer may find himself

discussion
P 3n e

n
d “ the nterruption and to have the

e

!“
k 'I

6 BrSt ‘nterv*ewee who might thus con-

Price in in,™'
'^ in mind - This t°*k* exacts apnce in interview rapport. It tends to discourage spontaneity

°S' °r the "‘-up.ion, however incoTvenTent do^ordinarily represent a direct expression of intense opinion or
the“ -£^ behavior!Bringing the interrupt,on to an abrupt dose and pointedlyeturning to the initial speaker may not only be experiencedby the interrupter as a rebuke but, if often repealed mayrestrain spontaneous participation by the rest of the groupseeking to avoid a similar faux pas.

°

neC
{

n0t adoPt

'

,“* authoritarian role.Once the interruption has occurred, it might well be per-
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mitted to run its course (unless, as we a
™!

teIrupted
velops into a lengthy digression) . At tunes, "mipWd
speaker will himself return at the first oppom nuy^o what

he had started to say. If he does not, the mt™«r, ha«ng

taken due note of his preceding c°“me"t
’

tion> based
later, more appropriate time or addres ^ is a

on this comment, to the PouP a g '

t o£ the previously

genuine sense of incompletion on P
nrrasion to

Interrupted speaker, he will probably take the occasion

Teach closure.

ASCERTAINING RESPONSE FREQUENCIES

The relatively unstandardized group interview is

^ ^
an appropriate tool for obtaining systematic c

^ re-

frequency of designated responses. Sue “
jews with

quire the use of questionnaires, standardized in
ard;zed

aggregates of individuals, and other “"‘P
tbe interviewer will

techniques. In some instances, howeve ,
. o£ tbe

have a particular reason for wanting a Toug
responses

relative frequency of certain attitudes or other

emerging in the group, or m ® ''®|'
cd; perceptions

groups. Attitudes may have becom p /presumed
of a situation may be of two or three

> ^ members
consensus is found to be fragmented, in

. ^ jn_

of the group may have spoken to the “E

of unelaborated
terviewer seeks a complete enume

alternatives

attitudes, perceptions or values. He

and asks for a show of hands.
, enumera-

in any case, it appears advisable to keep such

tions to a feasible bare minimum 1

somewhat formal

For at best, calling for a show of han
expressive

procedure, far removed from the in °™a

in comroand
conversation. The interviewer is consp

die;r instruc-

of the proceedings as interviewees are gi

con5idcrable> and

tions. The change in group atmosp
q£ d;scussion.

it may take some time to re-establis
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In the event that an enumeration is to be made, the inter-

viewer should first make reasonably certain that the al-

ternative responses have emerged with some clarity in the

interview. He has then to formulate the essential content of

these alternatives clearly in his own mind before he under-

takes to present them in succinct and balanced form to the

group. Neglect of both these desiderata in the following

instance results in characteristic confusion.

Int. That brings up a very interesting question. Supposing,

say, next month, the German people were to get to-

gether and overthrow Hitler and throw out the Nazi

party and then go back to their prewar boundaries, do

you think we should accept that offer or do you think

we should keep on fighting?

Let’s take a show of hands on that. Let me state the

thing again. I want to get every man’s opinion. Here is

the thing. If the German people were to throw over

Hitler and the Nazis were to make peace and go back

to their prewar boundaries, how many of you think we
ought to accept that kind of offer and try to make peace

with them?

It will be agreed that the question, with its series of con-

ditional clauses, is not a model of clarity. Hearing his own
first formulation, the interviewer evidently recognizes that

it is cumbrous and opaque He hastily tries to redeem the

fault, before having arrived at a clearer statement, and suc-

ceeds only in eliminating the balanced alternatives which
constituted the sole merit of his preceding version.

Furthermore, it seems that the issue had not been joined
in the preceding discussion If it had, the interviewer might
ha\e more readily arrived at a short, clear statement of
alternate es before asking for a show of hands.

In the contrasting case that follows, the interviewer has

no difficulty in stating the balanced alternatives, which bear

upon the film under discussion and which arise directly from

the preceding remark by an interviewee.

Int. What did the Russians do during the Polish campaign?
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A. They joined hands with Germany at

Ini. Oh! yes, the Russian-German P^^ow toe « a po

I am^urious about. Before y^sawjha^lm,
t ^^

of you remembered about th
f
‘

,ou who had
many of you had forgotten it? Those ot you

forgotten it, raise your hands.

[Four raise their hands.}
think

Int. And the rest of you remembered it. W > V
hat

the Russians were justified in making that pact

time or not?time or nott* .

That even this straightforward and far
./^eadTcase,

procedure had best not be improvise
-

n which the

but should rather be a uniform seq
illustrated by

group interviewer has become prac
^ has 5tated

the last remark in this passage. The
four members

the balanced alternatives and has fo
alternatives

of the group assign themselves to one o
next

(that $ having forgotten the W^^unt of diose

step would properly involve a comp
, t]ie fact)

.

in the other category (that °£ havl"S " ^ly mistaken as-

Instead, the interviewer makes the p '
. the

sumption tliat the two categories are ex
miaht well

rest of you remembered it.” Explicit inq T wtjj any
have found a third class of those who ca

^ot There
confidence, whether they had remem ere

now" response
is no less occasion for providing for a on

tionna;res.

in these “oral questionnaires than in wn q

When such counts are taken in the group, *c

of responses of course becomes evident °
a for

viewer and to the group at large. This a or

^ onseS-

interviewees to elaborate the meanings o
^ vindicate

Since, in this situation, interviewees often tr

wj,en the

their views rather than to clarify them-especi^
;nterv;ewer

responses express sentiments or attitu es
responses

needs to focus attention on the meanings o

and not on their justification.
. on after

It will be noted, also, that the count is taken
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the subject has been introduced and is only then followed

by intensive discussion of the subject. For obvious reasons,

it is necessary to reverse the sequence adopted in parlia-

mentary practice where a vote is taken after the merits of

proposed legislation have been debated. For in the interview,

the object is to have the group situation serve primarily to

facilitate the report rather than to shape its content. If full

discussion were to precede the count, it would presumably

affect the later summary of responses.

In general, then, formal enumerations of responses should
be held to a minimum in the group interview which is not
optimally suited to the purpose. When estimates of fre-

quencies of response are needed, the interviewer will find it

advisable to arrange (1) for counts to be made after the
subject area has emerged in the interview, (2) to have the
alternative responses clearly in mind before submitting them
in succinct and balanced fashion to the group, (3) to have
a show of hands on all the alternatives, thus allowing for the
possibility that some interviewees are not able to report their
responses at all, and (4) to have the formal enumeration
followed by intensive discussion of the meanings of the
responses.

COUNTERACTING THE LEADER EFFECT
Earlier in this chapter, we noted that some individuals

typica y emerge as informal leaders in the interview group,
ta ing appreciably greater part in the discussion and, to
some un nown degree, presumably influencing the reports
o t le ot ers. We noted also that social homogeneity of the
interview group does something to curb this development,
but does not serve to prevent it. Although the interviewer
does not eliminate the leader effect, he can keep it somewhat
in check and can roughly assess the extent to which it has
occurred in each group.
As the informal status structure of the interview group

emerges, the interviewer can usually identify the individuals
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who tend to initiate discussions of new subjects or to take

the lead in expressing their opinions. This i enti ca ion

course is far from being precise, nor need it e. t is o

narily possible for the interviewer to distinguis e

from the less active participants at each phase ° e 1

view and to stimulate discussion by the less articu a >

means of procedures described in preceding c lapters. ®

make a special point of following out sketc ly o serva

advanced by the less active members of the group,

particular interest in their comments and focus, or a >

on subjects with which they have indicated mar e inl
j

ment. This helps individuals shift their roles as e 1

view proceeds. Even though this does not resu t in eq

ing the degree and character of participation, it o

to mitigate the leader effect to some extent.

Short questionnaires, designed to elicit a summary

tudes and opinions bearing on the chief subjects o 1

„

view, are often administered before the interview a o

Comparison of these data with the qualitative repor

interview can provide some basis for appraising
orts

of the leader effect. The more elaborate qualitative reports

are coded in terms of the categories used in the q
and

to determine the extent of change in expresse a
owers .

opinions among those identified as leaders an
, to

Although such changes cannot be unequivocally a:ssign

^

social interaction in the interview—some may
taking

of continued self-exploration which has a so

place-greater change among
,

foHowOT anj^
q£ vari_

sumptive evidence of the leader effect.
qualified

OUS parts of the interview data can be accordingly quaht.

in the light of this evidence.

9 Cf. Hovland, Lumsdaine and Sheffield, op cit

,

pp 84 ,
107 .
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the subject has been introduced and is only then followed

by intensive discussion of the subject. For obvious reasons,

it is necessary to reverse the sequence adopted in parlia-

mentary practice where a vote is taken after the merits of

proposed legislation have been debated. For in the interview,

the object is to have the group situation serve primarily to

facilitate the report rather than to shape its content. If full

discussion were to precede the count, it would presumably

affect the later summary of responses.

In general, then, formal enumerations of responses should

be held to a minimum in the group interview which is not

optimally suited to the purpose. When estimates of fre-

quencies of response are needed, the interviewer will find it

advisable to arrange (1) for counts to be made after the

subject area has emerged in the interview, (2) to have the

alternative responses clearly in mind before submitting them
in succinct and balanced fashion to the group, (3) to have
a show of hands on all the alternatives, thus allowing for the

possibility that some interviewees are not able to report their

responses at all, and (4) to have the formal enumeration
followed by intensive discussion of the meanings of the
responses.

COUNTERACTING THE LEADER EFFECT
Earlier in this chapter, we noted that some individuals

typically emerge as informal leaders in the interview group,
ta ing appreciably greater part in the discussion and, to
some unknown degree, presumably influencing the reports
° 1 e others. We noted also that social homogeneity of the
interview group does something to curb this development,
ut oes not serve to prevent it. Although the interviewer
oes no* eliminate the leader effect, he can keep it somewhat

in c ec and can roughly assess the extent to which it has
occurred in each group.
As the informal status structure of the interview group

emerges, the interviewer can usually identify the individuals



OPENING THE INTERVIEW

DEFINING ROLES OF INTERVIEWER AND INTERVIEWEE

The interviewer also explains that he is not himself in

volved in the situation to be discussed. He is not t e pr

ducer of the film or radio program, or the architect w 10

designed the building. He is affectively detached in t e set

of not being committed to the situation as it exists, u 1

concerned only to learn how the interviewees felt a out

He invites critical comments, explaining that there is 0

viously as great value in learning what proved to be wrong

with the situation as in learning what was rig t wit 1 .

It is his job to learn from their experience, whatever it m

have been. ,

Manifestly, the role which the interviewee comes to e

for himself affects his behavior in the interview. It is t e

of the interviewer to facilitate the formation of appropria

role definitions and to curb those which are mappropr

From the beginning, the interviewee is helpe to see 1

as a witness to his own experience who is being

opportunity to testify in all pertinent detail rat er

see himself as an experimental guinea pig ta ing a e >

of memory. The interviewee is reminded that prac ica y

one can remember every detail of an experience,

much can be learned from whatever he reca s o ^
actions to the situation. Furthermore, since it is ’

had the experience, he alone is in a position to e

others who are yet to have it. As it turns out, on“
,

vidual tabes active part in the interview, e
, . .

gressively to define his role as that of a forerunn >

> ^an
often evokes an understandable sense of pn ",

few
that of a guinea pig, which arouses resentment. '

(Q
tcmarU by the interviewer at the outset can d

_

lead to the first rather than the second of these

tions.
. f wr_

Particularly when lie seeks to obtain evaluation
[uraj

ticular product—say, a film, radio program or
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the subject has been introduced and is only then followed

by intensive discussion of the subject. For obvious reasons,

it is necessary to reverse the sequence adopted in parlia-

mentary practice where a vote is taken after the merits of

proposed legislation have been debated. For in the interview,

the object is to have the group situation serve primarily to

facilitate the report rather than to shape its content. If full

discussion were to precede the count, it would presumably

affect the later summary of responses.

In general, then, formal enumerations of responses should

be held to a minimum in the group interview which is not

optimally suited to the purpose. When estimates of fre-

quencies of response are needed, the interviewer will find it

advisable to arrange (1) for counts to be made after the
subject area has emerged in the interview, (2) to have the
alternative responses clearly in mind before submitting them
in succinct and balanced fashion to the group, (3) to have
a show of hands on all the alternatives, thus allowing for the
possibility that some interviewees are not able to report their
responses at all, and (4) to have the formal enumeration
followed by intensive discussion of the meanings of the
responses.

COUNTERACTING THE LEADER EFFECT
Earlier in this chapter, we noted that some individuals

ypica y emerge as informal leaders in the interview group,
a lnS appreciably greater part in the discussion and, to
me un nown degree, presumably influencing the reports

int

C 0t ErS note(^ a*so t^iat social homogeneity of the
erview group does something to curb this development,

rWc „
0C

f .

serve to prevent it. Although the interviewer

in rh °i-

6 In
|

mate leader effect, he can keep it somewhat
an can roughly assess the extent to which it has

occurred in each group.

pmprfr

the

*r.

n^rmal .

StatUS structure of the interview group
e interviewer can usually identify the individuals
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who tend to initiate discussions of nw suhjerts “ to ake

the lead in expressing their opinions. This 1 en 1

^
course is far from being precise, nor nee it c

- more
narily possible for the interviewer to distinguis

jnter.

from the less active participants at each p ase 0
.

view and to stimulate discussion by the ess a
can

means of procedures described in Pr^
ed

’"ft^P
observations

make a special point of following out ? express

advanced by the less active members I? ^ a timej

particular interest in their comments an ’

,
;nvolve-

on subjects with which they have indicated marK

ment This helps individuals shift their
-

n eqUaliz-
view proceeds. Even though this does not t

serve

ing the degree and character of participation,

to mitigate the leader effect to so

^
e

Nummary of atti-

Short questionnaires, designed to
, . 0f tbe inter-

tudes and opinions bearing on the c m > has begun.'

view, are often administered before t e 1

reports of the

Comparison of these data with the qua
'

j s;ng the extent

interview can provide some basis or a
]itative reports

of the leader effect. The more elabora 4
^
questionnaire

are coded in terms of the categories us
scd attitudes and

to determine the extent of change m
s an(j as followers,

opinions among those identified “ uivocally
assigned to

Although such changes cannot be un
q ^ be the result

social interaction in the interview ^ also been taking

of continued self-exploration w
tban leaders is pr

place—greater change among 0
The analysis o ya

sumptive evidence of the 1 £ accordingly
qualified

ous parts o£ the interview a

in the light of this evidence.

» pp 84, 107*
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the subject has been introduced and is only then followed

by intensive discussion of the subject. For obvious reasons,

it is necessary to reverse the sequence adopted in parlia-

mentary practice where a vote is taken after the merits of

proposed legislation have been debated. For in the interview,

the object is to have the group situation serve primarily to

facilitate the report rather than to shape its content. If full

discussion were to precede the count, it would presumably

affect the later summary of responses.

In general, then, formal enumerations of responses should

be held to a minimum in the group interview which is not

optimally suited to the purpose. When estimates of fre-

quencies of response are needed, the interviewer will find it

advisable to arrange (1) for counts to be made after the

subject area has emerged in the interview, (2) to have the

alternative responses clearly in mind before submitting them
in succinct and balanced fashion to the group, (3) to have
a show of hands on all the alternatives, thus allowing for the

possibility that some interviewees are not able to report their

responses at all, and (4) to have the formal enumeration
followed by intensive discussion of the meanings of the

responses.

COUNTERACTING THE LEADER EFFECT
Earlier in this chapter, we noted that some individuals

typically emerge as informal leaders in the interview group,
ta mg appreciably greater part in the discussion and, to
some unknown degree, presumably influencing the reports

?
* ie others. We noted also that social homogeneity of the

interview group does something to curb this development,
ut oes not serve to prevent it. Although the interviewer
oes not eliminate the leader effect, he can keep it somewhat

in check and can roughly assess the extent to which it has
occurred in each group.
As the informal status structure of the interview group

emerges, the interviewer can usually identify the individuals



CHAPTER VIII Selected Problems

Preceding chapters have t
jectives o£ the focused interv

Qther problems and
signed to help realize each

onduct o£ the interview

practices, having to do wit ^ or another o£ these

rather than bearing specified
j

' P
jn attention>

objectives, have until now received only P ^^
This concluding chapter exa

eral or pervasive problems.

Opening the Interview

avoiiv noted, the social atmosphere o£
As we have peno 1 ‘ y

ffects the extent to which perti-

the interview significantly « ^ wkh which this h
nent reports are

is usually a profitless one.
accomplished. A tedious ‘ w establish the tone o£ the
The mterviewer can ^ outset> the purposes of the
interview by danfymg. ^ as weU as that o£ the ;mer
inquiry and by detamg ^ 5tage so that the others will
viewees. It is for him

their parts,

have genuine interest in playing their p

EXPLANATION of purpose

. , ,he specific purposes oE focused
imer.

however varied
the general purpose of trying

m« *e meanings of a designated situation for thJ
(171)
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who have been exposed to it. Interviewees are being- asked

to provide data which can be analyzed to yield uniformities

of human behavior or to provide bases for future action (to

improve documentary films, to improve the architectural

design of housing developments, to improve the character

of race relations in these developments, or whatever the case

may be) . In general, rapport with interviewees is contingent

on their understanding of these objectives. This is not in-

variably so, for some seem to enjoy the occasion for exploring

their responses to a situation as interesting in its own right.

Nevertheless, it seems to us appropriate that the interviewer

provide an informed basis for rapport by clarifying the ob-

jectives of the interview.

Although explanation of purpose will naturally differ in

detail, it takes much the same form in interviews focused on
seemingly most varied situations. The interviewer explains
that it is necessary to learn the reactions of people to the
particular stimulus situation—a motion picture or radio pro-
gram, the design of a dwelling or the meeting of an inter-

racial group—in order to help eliminate their defects and
enlarge their worth in the future. (“We would like to have
your reactions to this film so that future films can be made
as interesting as possible. . .

” Or again: “You have probably
found that your apartment in this project has both good and
bad features. We would like to have you tell us about these
so that future housing projects can benefit by your experi-
ence.”) r

From the beginning, the emphasis is put upon the actual
experience of the interviewees-their reactions to the situa-
tion. They are being ashed not to sit as judges, but to report
the experiences which can accumulatively help provide a
basis for judgment. As we shall presently see, reports of ex-
perience involving evaluations usually serve the objectives
of the interview, whereas summary evaluations seldom do.
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DEFINING ROLES OF INTERVIEWER AND INTERVIEWEE

The interviewer also explains that he is not himself in-

volved in the situation to be discussed. He is not the pro-

ducer of the film or radio program, or the architect who has

designed the building. He is affectively detached in the sense

of not being committed to the situation as it exists, but is

concerned only to learn how the interviewees felt about it.

He invites critical comments, explaining that there is o
^

viously as great value in learning what proved to e wrong

with the situation as in learning what was rig t wit it.

It is his job to learn from their experience, whatever it may

have been. . , c

Manifestly, the role which the interviewee comes to define

for himself affects his behavior in the interview, t “

of the interviewer to facilitate the formation o a

role definitions and to curb *^e which^ ^PP
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design—the interviewer is often inclined to cast interviewees

in the role of a critic or judge or technical consultant. He

may ask for judgments about the ways in which the product

should-he improved. This type of questioning usually proves

to be sterile .
1 Instead of reporting his own experience, the

interviewee, in this role, improvises opinions about the prob-

able responses of others to the product. He tends to speculate

rather than to report. Consider, for example, the following

case in point:

Int. If you were producing films like this, what would you

show in the film that wasn't shown or what would you

leave out?

A. I would show the actual facts, but not to the women,

since they are selfish and would not want their sons and

husbands to go.

B. We should at the same time show pictures of produc-

tion in this country ... to help morale. The only thing

is, it might show the enemy where our plants are.

By asking interviewees to assume the role of scriptwriters,

film directors or their equivalent, the interviewer moves
them far afield from reports of their actual experience. To
be sure, they may welcome the bid to exercise their creative

imagination, but often with results which are sufficiently

illustrated in the following passage:

Int. What sort of program would you suggest?
A. I don t want to class myself as a Nazi, so suppose we

take that lamp. Take the lamp and take yourself. That
makes you an ally. You get into a heated argument in
a room by yourselves, and he says, "I’m a superman—
I have 20,000 airplanes, the greatest dive bombers,
greatest tanks; I have all sorts of stuff.” You come out
and say, "I haven’t that right now, but I’m going to
ha\e it in the very near future.” Two people can bring
out the different points in conversation—of what we are
able to do, bring out what we have already, and then

1. Sec Hovland, Lumsdalne and Sheffield, Experiments on Mass Com-
munications, pp. 92 93.
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THE USE OF IDIOM

In everyday life, people generally recognize that age, edu-

cational, occupational and class strata have their more or less

distinctive vocabularies and styles of speech. It is important

that the interviewer not lose sight of these familiar, though

often unformulated, patterns of variation.

From the outset, the interviewer can adapt his choice of

language to what he knows of the formal education and

statuses of interviewees. As the interview proceeds, he will

become progressively aware of the idiom current in the

group. Although he would be mistaken to emulate this idiom

if it is in fact alien to him—the frequent awkwardness of

such an attempt often defeats its purpose—he can make use,

in his own questions, of distinctive phrases which have
turned up in the interview. This is simply to say that when
the interviewer speaks in the vernacular, he should retain

the colloquialisms which interviewees use to describe their

experience.

OPENING QUESTIONS
In connection with each criterion of the focused inter-

view, we have had occasion to consider types of questions
designed to get the interview effectively under way. It has
been indicated that, in substance, these questions (1) direct
attention to the stimulus situation rather than to the re-
sponse, (2) lead interviewees to specify the aspects of the
situation to which they had particularly attended and (3)
encourage them to describe their responses to these aspects.
The two following examples may be enough to bring back
to mind the concrete nature of the opening question and the
type of reply which it may elicit.

InL ? y°n *hink back on diat film that you saw the other
day, what part would you say stood out most in your
own mind . . . ?

A. I think the enthusiasm that the German people showed
when Hitler or one of his cohorts spoke at the Reichs-
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Int. How about that?

B. I agree, but I would just like to add a few more things.

The first thing that impressed me was their division,

that is, their propaganda. . . .

It is generally advisable tor the interviewer to pause after

his opening question in order to provide occasion for inter-

viewees to indicate their distinctive items of recall and re-

sponse. He then sorts out the ensuing array of replies and

proceeds to probe each of them. In this way, he maintains a

level of spontaneity in the opening phase of the interview

which can establish the tone for what follows.

Controlling the Expression of

Interviewers' Sentiments*

Like other professional roles ,

3 the role of the interviewer

engaged in social research calls for a blend of detachment

and of interest. As a detached listener, he disciplines himself

to give no overt evidence that his feelings are affected by

what the interviewee says or does; as an interested listener,

he exhibits a capacity for empathy, of being able to enter

understandingly into the experience of the interviewee. This

composite attitude is like the “detached concern” which is a

principal component of the physician’s role in relation to his

patients. The interviewer, like the physician, requires sus-

tained discipline to learn this attitude which is in such thor-

2 This is one o£ the few places in which we consider m some detail a

set of problems and practices common to all manner of research interviews
rather than being distinctive of the focused interview But since this affects

virtually every phase of the interview, it requires more than cursory men
non For discussions of this problem, see Roethlisberger and Dickson, Man-
agement and the Worker, pp 285 ff

,

Maccoby and Maccoby, “The inter-
view a tool of social science." op cit, p 465, Hyman, Interviewing m Social
Research, pp 28 75

3 For an apposite analysis of “affective neutrality” as an essential com-
ponent of professional roles, see Talcott Parsons, Essays tn Sociological Theory
(Glencoe, Illinois The Free Press, 1951) , esp Chapter X Cf. Hyman, op
cit, 39, who draws a direct comparison between the interviewer and the
physician m this respect.
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whole film. In the beginning did you see the American

General Nimitz, and then Willkie, and they show you

the American soldiers where there is fifteen per cent of

the United States soldiers of German race. Right? That

shows you that the American government is not against

the German people, but it is against the leaders.

Int. It did show that and 1 think that point was meant to

be shown.

Trying to keep the record straight, the interviewer in-

advertently allies himself with one perception of the situa-

tion. he defines the "correct" perception.

He also exhibits his authoritative position: he knows what

was actually in the film as well as the intent of the pro-

ducers of the film. Note what follows after he has passed

judgment on the validity of a response.

A. It’s to stop you from hating the German race.

B. That is the way I took it.

The one soldier reiterates the view which has been sus-

tained by the interviewer and another is quick to say that

he too has had the "right" perception. The interview is on
its way to becoming an occasion for reporting reactions and
opinions which the interviewer will regard as "correct.”

DEFENSE OF EGO FEELINGS

The interviewer will sometimes deliver himself of a senti-

ment or opinion without being aware that he is doing so. He
may think that he is engaged only in helping to draw out to

the full what the speaker is trying to say. But what he regards

as guidance, the interviewee takes as a reflection upon his

intelligence or knowledgeability. The spontaneous flow of

the interview is halted while he tries to maintain his self-

esteem intact by defensively reiterating his original state-

ment.

In the following example, the interviewer supplies what
he considers to be the logical implications of an expressed

point of view and then asks, in effect, whether the speaker

is willing to abide by these implications.

Int. You say we should make a democracy out of Germany.
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In a democracy, the people have the right to choose

their own leaders. ...

Note the didactic formulation of this

democracy. The attitudinal and aflective imp
1

, a
interviewee’s statement—the kind of materia g

,jons
focused interview—are neglected and thelogica P

an
emphasized. The discussion takes on the c a

exercise in political semantics.

Int. Supposing we were to set up a democracy and then they

wanted to choose Hitler as president?

Continuing to draw out the implications of_what has been

said, the interviewer manages to pass inyi 10 i
^ ^[5

the soundness of the interviewee’s position. Translated,.mu

hypothetical question reads: "Surely you c

you assert; this is a wholly indefensible opinion.

A. Wait a minute. What Hitler done, he took children “d
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. w
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original
tains his self-esteem by defensive reitera

retreat by
opinion. And grimly pursued to is as

attack by
the pertinacious interviewer, he wards oil further attack by

an explosive monosyllable.

Int. And they wouldn’t want to choose a leader like Hitler?

A. Nol
,

. „
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p- 290-
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B. In America a man has the privilege of living in a

democracy where, even though he may be of the mid-

dle or lower class, he may still reach for and attain

positions of high office, whereas in England, the upper

class or monied people selfishly hold on to the posi-

tions of leadership, never giving the middle or lower

class an opportunity to gain such positions. For in-

stance, a coal miner could never hope to attain a posi-

tion of htgh office.

Int. What about David Lloyd George: wasn’t he a coal

miner?

B. Yes, I guess that’s true.

What the interviewer hoped to accomplish by his chal-

lenge is not at all clear. Perhaps he wanted to learn whether

the speaker was able to distinguish between Lloyd George
and, say, Aneurin Bevan. Whatever his intentions, the only

evident result is the abrupt silencing of an interviewee who,
just a moment before, had been highly articulate.

As a rule, the interviewer knows the penalties of criticizing

the behavior of interviewees and will not deliberately set

about such criticism. Yet he may indict an interviewee when
he least intends it. For example, he may unwittingly convey
a sense oE disappointment over the fact that the interviewee

has failed to touch upon certain matters which are pertinent
to hypotheses developed in the interview guide. What he in-

tends only as a prod to pertinence is experienced by the

interviewee as an indictment. Consider the following case:

Int. You are all fighting engineers. How does it happen that

not one of you so far has mentioned what the Nazi
engineer battalions were doing through all this? Don’t
you remember any of that»

The intent of the interviewer is clear enough: he has
anticipated that the engineers would be particularly alerted
to their counterparts in the German army and wants to
learn why this has apparently not occurred. His maladroit
o servation and question imply, however, that the inter-
viewees have not lived up to his expectations. He intends
mere

y to check an hypothesis and instead manages to cen-
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B. In America a man has the privilege of living in a

democracy where, even though he may be of the mid-

dle or lower class, he may still reach for and attain

positions of high office, whereas in England, the upper

class or monied people selfishly hold on to the posi-

tions of leadership, never giving the middle or lower

class an opportunity to gain such positions. For in-

stance, a coal miner could never hope to attain a posi-

tion of high office.

Int. What about David Lloyd George: wasn’t he a coal

miner?

B. Yes, I guess that’s true.

What the interviewer hoped to accomplish by his chal-

lenge is not at all clear. Perhaps he wanted to learn whether

the speaker was able to distinguish between Lloyd George

and, say, Aneunn Bevan. Whatever his intentions, the only

evident result is the abrupt silencing of an interviewee who,

just a moment before, had been highly articulate.

As a rule, the interviewer knows the penalties of criticizing

the behavior of interviewees and will not deliberately set

about such criticism. Yet he may indict an interviewee when
he least intends it. For example, he may unwittingly convey

a sense of disappointment over the fact that the interviewee

has failed to touch upon certain matters which are pertinent

to hypotheses developed in the interview guide. What he in-

tends only as a prod to pertinence is experienced by the

interviewee as an indictment. Consider the following case:

Int. You are all fighting engineers. How does it happen that

not one of you so far has mentioned what the Nazi

engineer battalions were doing through all this? Don’t

you remember any of that?

The intent of the interviewer is clear enough: he has
anticipated that the engineers would be particularly alerted
to their counterparts in the German army and wants to

leam why this has apparently not occurred. His maladroit
observation and question imply, however, that the inter-
viewees ha\e not Used up to his expectations. He intends
merely to check an hypothesis and instead manages to cen-



THE TREATMENT Or INTERVIEWEES
1

QUESTIONS
(18!)

tinuc, as can be seen in the following instance of this tech-

nique of countering a question with a question:

A. Did the Germans think that the girl was working with
them?

hit. You mean it wasn't clear whether she was working with
the Germans or not?

A. That's right. You remember when. . . .

Rather than answer A's question, which would reduce the

likelihood of ferreting out the way in which he structured
this sequence in a film, the interviewer responds to the

implied meaning of the question: "You mean it wasn't clear

• .
?" This provides an opportunity Cor the interviewee to

characterize tiie aspects of tin's sequence which led to his

confusion.

The same procedure can be effectively adapted to the re-

quirements of the group interview by restating tile implied

meanings in the form of extensive questions directed to the

group at large. This has the further advantage of extending

the basis for discussion while still affording the original

speaker an occasion to report his feelings.

A. I didn't like the voices. Were they tile real men or

imitations?

Int. How many thought it was die actual men speaking?

D. I did.

A. I object to the idea of having them impersonated. A
continuous (low of talk is better and more effective than

cutting in with a phony character.

By presenting the issue implied in the question, the inter-

viewer elicits an expression of attitude by the interviewee,

without structuring the situation for him. As is often the

ease, the question here turns out to be merely a prelude to

die voicing of an attitude which finds ready expression when

the interviewer docs not answer die question hut only re-

states its imniied content.
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to do with the interview or the research—their purposes,

auspices or probable duration, for example—they present no

particular problem of interviewing procedure. Direct an-

swers serve to orient the interviewee without prejudicing his

reports of experience. But often, the questions are of quite a

different kind, being designed to seek out the interviewer s

feelings, attitudes or perceptions. (“How do you feel about

. . . ?” or “Do you think that . . . ?”) If the interviewer were

to respond to the manifest content of these questions and

express his own sentiments, he would only create the prob-

lems reviewed in the preceding section.

The attempted reversal of roles is particularly apt to occur

at those points in the interview when continued self-explora-

tion by the interviewee would be most revealing. The ques-

tions often reflect his emotional blockage. He may be

reluctant to explore his own feelings because they are painful

or embarrassing or because they are so diffuse that he cannot

easily put them into words. By directing attention to the

interviewer, he diverts attention from himself. He hopes, at

times, that the answer will provide the “correct” formula-

tion of his own vague feelings. Psychological groping finds

rhetorical expression in the form of a question.

When this type of situation arises, it is incumbent upon

the interviewer to avoid responding to the ostensible content

of the question and yet to encourage the interviewee to

continue with his report. In general, he will find it possible to

achieve this double objective by restating the implied mean-

tng of the question and redirecting the revised question to

the interviewee. The restatement recognizes the legitimacy

of the question, even though it is not being answered. The
restatement also communicates the tacit conviction that the

interviewee himself can answer his own question and that

the interviewer is interested in his doing so. This sort of

stimulation is often all that is needed for the report to con-
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should be noted now that questions of the second kind,

which require restatement rather than answer, are sometimes

couched in a form that resembles questions of the first kind.

If the interviewer is not alerted to this practice, as in the

following passage, he will be inclined to answer the seeming

request for information and thus shape the perceptions or

responses of the interviewee.

A. I would like to ask you a question.

Int. That is fair enough.

A. Do you really think the show was meant for the engi-

neers or for the Army as a whole?

At this point, the interviewer could reply with a restate-

ment of the substantial content of the question: "Did you

get any impression that it was meant specifically for engi-

neers or for the Army in general?” Instead, he assumes that

this is merely a request for information ancillary to the

interview and proceeds as follows:

Int. I am sorry if I didn't make that clear. I should have.

This movie is shown to all the men in the Army, you
see; the whole series of seven films is shown to all the

men in the Army.
A. The infantry?

Int. Yes, not just for the engineers.

A. That is the way I thought of the picture—ns a whole. I

didn’t pick out certain groups.

By answering the question, the interviewer tends to estab-
lish the “appropriate” perception of the film. He has failed
to recognize that the question is a disguised request for
guidance to “correct” responses. Guided by this '‘standard,”
the inters ieivee is likely to refrain from reporting the per-
ceptions he may in fact have had of matters in the film
which relate to his own role as an engineer.

In short, it is the business of the interviewer to listen to

the hints contained in questions addressed to hirp and so to

restate these as to have them further elucidated,
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